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_ FREF&CB

This N_ ¢_nference Publication contains the proceedings o_ the NASa
Conference on klvanced _eohnology &ir_oil Research held at Langley Research

' Center on March 7-9, 197e, which have unlimited distribution. Conference
: aochairmen were &lfred _essowe lqU& Headquarters, and Robert F. Bower, Langley

Research Center. Hono_ ary cochairmn were Ira e. abbott, NkSk Headquarters
(retired), and Richar# T. Whitcomb, Langley Research Center.

The .-onferenco _ras planned to provide a compEehensive review o_ all I_Sk
airfoil research, conducted both in-house and under grant and contract. In
addition, a broad spectrum of airfoil research outside o£ _& was reviewed.
k total of 64 technical papers were presented at 12 sessions. Six workshops

_ were also held to discuss progtesst further immediate and long-range research
needs, and importan_ unresolved issues, k roundtable dissuasion sun®arized
the technical sessions and workshops.

This volume contains papers presented at technical sessions covering the
gollowing subJeotss

: (1) &irgoil _nalysis and Design of Single-Element &ir£oils
(2) Airfoil knalysis and Design of Multielement Airfoils
(3) &i:£oil knalysis and Design Topics
(4) Research Facilities and Test Techniques
(5) Facilities and Test Technique Topics

_ (6) Unsteady &st,dynamics

The ma_or thrusts of the technical sessions were in three areas, devel-
opment of computational aerodynamic codes for airfoil analysis and designs

:: develol_nent o£ experimental £acilities and test techniques, and all types o£

i:_ air£oil applications. The con£erence proceedings are presented in two volumessVolume I is e_classigied with unlimited distribution and Volume XI is unclassi-
£ied but with limited distribution.

" The included papers are largely as submitted as camera-ready copy. Only
i minor editorial revisions have been made and a title page and abstract have
. been added.

: Use of trade names or names of man_facturers in this report does not
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, by the National &eronautics and Space &dministration.

P. K. Pierpont, Conference Organiser
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A PARAHETRICEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOF THE 30

SLOTTED-WALLBOUNDARYCONDITION

Joel L. Everhart* and Rtchard W. Barnwe]l
NASALangley Research Center

' SUHHARY

An expertmontal study of slotted upper and lower walls tne two-dimensional
transonic wtnd tunnel wtth solld sidewalls ts reported. Results are presented
for several slot spactngs and slot openness rettos. The experimental data are
pressure measurementswhtch weremede on an atrfot1 model end on a sldewall near
one of the slotted walls. The slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient,

: whtch relates the pressure and streamline curvature near the wall, Is detemtned
from the wall pressure measurements. The measuredwal]-tnduced Interference ts
correlated wtth the experimental values for the boundary-condition coefficient.
Thts correlation ts comparedwtth theory.

INTRODUCTION

Slotted walls have been used to relteve blockage effects tn transonic wtnd
tunnels for three decades. In thts paper an experimental study of slotted
walls wtth different slot spactngs and openness rattos tn a two-dimensional
transonic tunnel wtth solld sidewalls ts reported. Pressure measurementswere
madeboth on a mode] tn the tunnel and near one of the slotted walls so that
the wall-Induced Interference on the model and the nature of the flow near the
slotted wall could be detemtned and correlated. These results can be used tn
the destgn and esttmatlon of Interference of other wtnd tunnels wtth slotted
walls.

_" There was a practice1 Incentive for the present test. The amount of
_ experimental data on the flow near slotted walls ts scarce (on|y three expert-

mental data potnts (refs. 1, 2, and 3) are knownto have been publtstled prior
to this test), and the data that have been published do not agree w@thetther

: of the basic theoretical models (refs. 4 an, 5). It should be note,J that the
theoretical model presented tn reference 3 is, in effect, an empirical modifi-
cation to the method of reference 4. It should also be noted that the theoretl-

' ca] mode] of reference 5 ts stmply a correction to that of reference 1. An
; ana]ysts of the theoretical and experimental results (ref. 6) has shownthat

the destgn of two-dimensional tunnels wtth 11ttle or no blockage and streamline
curvature effects ts feastb]e tf the experimental results are correct but
unfeasible tf the generally-accepted theoretical model of Darts and Hoore

: (ref. 4) ts correct. It was concluded that a parametric study tnvo]v_ng wall-
,: geometry parameters, Hach numberand angle of attack shou]d be made. The

_ Reynolds number could not be varied tndependent]y stnce an atmospheric factllty
_• was used.

|lm i

• *Former Graduate Research Scholar Assistant with Joint Institute for
Advancementof F]tght Sciences, George Washington University.
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There ar_ three major steps In the estimation of Interference effects
caused by slotted walls. First. the general fomof the boundary condition

;" for flow near the wall must be d{termtned. Second. the unknowncoefficients
tn this boundary condition must be evalu,ted tn terms of the slotted wall

,,_ geometry. Thtrd. the relationship between the wall-Induced Interference and
_;_" the values of the boundary-condition coefficients must be determined. In thts

paper, results whtch affect each of these three major steps wtll be presented.
_: In the case of the ftrst step, the 1deal slotted-wall boundary condition ts

:_/!: used. For the second and third steps, correlations of parametric experimental
, data for the tunnel-geometry to boundary-condition-coefficient relationship

and the boundary-condition-coefficient to Interference-effects rolat|onshtps
:_ are presented.

SYMBOLS

, ; A emptrt cal boundary-condition coeff|clent

a slot spactng

, B porous wall boundary-condttton coefft ct ent

,: CN normal-force coefft ctent
o;£

'_::: CNa slope of the normal force curve

-;_," Cm pt tchl ng-momentcoefficient
-i/'

=_: Cp pressure coefficient

" Cp* crtttcal pressure coefficient

• '_ Cp,FLENUM pressure coefficient tn the plenum chamber

.*;" c at rfot 1 chord

h tunnel semi-height

'" K slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient

_:, k slotted-wall correlation parameter, k = _K

._::, MpLENUM Mach numberbased on plenum pressure

:.,! PPLENUM plenum pressure

' R Reynolds number

.it x dtstance along tunnel center 11ne

°." 460
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xo upstream location used In evaluation of equatton (7) _i

y distance nnt_l to tunnel center _tna
)

angle of _ttacL ,,

slot width

0 flow angle

0o value of 0 atx o

SLOTTED-WALLBOUNDARYCONDITION

The tems used tn the slotted-wall boundary condition are Illustrated tn
figure 1. The usual form of the boundary condition is dertved from the tdeal
slot condition, which states that the pressure tn the slots is equal _o the
plenum pressure. The resulting boundary condition ts

a2 O2
Cp - _- 2Ka _x0 ,, Cp,PLENiJN (1)

where Cp and Cp,PLENUMare the pressure coefficients tn the tunnel near
the wall and in the plenum, respectively. The quantities 6, a, and B ar_
the slot width, the slot spacing, and the flow angle in the tunnel near the
wall. Note that the quantity 0a/6 ts the nondtmenslonal cross-flow velocity
at the slot. The coordinate x is the distance along the tunnel axts, and
K is the slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient.

Whenthe ,..'ross flow at the slot is small, equation (1) can be approximated
as

#0
Cp - 2Kay. = Cp.PLENUH (2)

DETERMINATIUNOF BOUNDARY-CONDITIONCOEFFICIENT

The experimental procedure which wa_ used to measure the boundary-condition
coefficient ts described tn this section. Since the flow tn the tunnel near
the slotted walls is trrotational and the disturbances are small, the small-
disturbance trrotattonal condition

l

461
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can be used to rewrite equation (1) a.,,

a2 02 _Cp - ---_- + Ku " Cp,PLENUM (4)

Thecoordinate y is measuredperpendicular to the slotted top and
_.: bottomwalls of the tunnel. Finite-difference approximations for the pressure

.-:_ coefficient Co and the derivative aCo/ay are madeand are evaluated wlLh
pressuresobtalned from patrs of ortftcis drtlled tn the solid stdewall near

:.; the slotted top wall. The location of these orifices is Indicated in figure 2.
: The expressions for these quantities are

%° ½{Cp(,yI)+cp(,yl)} (s)-y

and

_;"i _ " IcP(x'yl)_ Cp(X'Y2)"" Yl Y2 (6)

, where Yl and Y2 are values of the y coordinate for two orifice rows. The
flow angle 0 is obtained from an integration of the trrotational condition as

/' X

. O= "T ay " (7)

, X0

: ,. ooundary-condltloncoefficientK is obtainedfrom a comparisonof

distributionsof Cp and aCp/ay.

: EXPERIMEPTALFACILITYANDTESTCONDITIO)(S

"" The experimentalfacilityis theLangley6- by Ig-lnchtransonictunnel.
This is a two-dimensional blowdowntunnel in which transonic airfoils are tested.

,._: The modelused for the present study was an NACA0012 airfoil with a chord of
-. 15.24 cm (6 in.). Pressureson the airfoil surface w_re measuredwith strain-
_" gagepressure transducers wtth a range of -+10.34N/cm_ (_+15psi). The accuracy
::.. of these gages is 1 percent of full scale.

Three rows of pressure orifices havebeen drilled in one of the solid
sidewalls at distances of 2.54 cm(1 in.), 3.81 cm(1.5 in.), and 5.08 cm

" (2 in.)fromthe slottedupperwall. Two of theorificerowsextendupstream
. beyondthe pointwherethe slotsstarts_ thatthe integrationto determine

- the flowangle e can startat a pointwhere e is known. The sidewall
pressuresweremeasuredwithvariablecapacitanceprecisiontransducerswhich

:" 462
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have reading errors no larger than .5 percent of readlng. The,transducers
were referenced to the plenumpressure in order _o keep the r_tadtng_mall and
hence mtntmlzg measurementerror. Near the model, transducers wtth a range

" of +5.17 N/cm( (_7.5 pst) were used. At other orifices whole,he measurement!;,. wer_less critical, transducers wtth a range of +10.34 N/cm (+15 psi) were
used. In all. there are 52 orifices on the slde_all where pres,.re meast,'e-
ments weremade.

_- It shouldbe noted that the pressure measurementson the tunnel stdewoll
and on the modelwere all madeat the sametime. In references 1, 2, a,d _, the

=. flow angle wasmeasuredone po.lnt at a time. Thts noncotnctdent data w_sthen
differentiated numerically to determ|ne the derivative ##lax.

: The test conditions are showntn figure 3. Tests were conductedfor
slotted walls wtth opennessratios of .01, .025, .05, .075, .10, and 15 arid
slot spacingsof 3.81 cm (1.5 tn.), 7.62 cm (3 tn.), and 15.24 cm(6 in.).

: Theseslot spactngscorrespondto 4, 2, and 1 slots, respectively, tn the
6-Inch-wide slotted wall. Somedata were also obtained in a closed tunnel.
It shouldbe noted that somecombinationsof the opennessratio and slot
spacing values ltsted abovewere not tested. It shouldalso be noted _"'_
someof the combinationswere teste_ tn two different conftgurat_'_ :r

_" example, someof the single-slot combinationswere tested _:, _ ..,,_,u slot
:- tn the mtddle andwtth 1/2 slot at each sidewall. The bas',, ,,_11 _ohftgurattons

are showntn figure 3.

: The wall configurations were tested at Hachnumbersof .5, .6, .7, .8,
.825, .85, .875, and .9. Eachwall was tested wtth the airfotl at several

, different angles of attack, Since the airfoil model ts symmetric, results
!: for the upperand lower slotted walls were obtained wtth the present experl-

_ mental facility, which ts only instrumented near the upperslotted wall, by
; plactng the airfoil at positive andnegative angles of attack.

_" EVALUATIONOFBOUNDARY-CONDITIONCOEFFICIENT

_ An exampleof the evaluation of the coefficient K ts depicted in
_'_ figure 4. It ts assumedthat the boundawcondition :s the combinedslotted-
=_ wall, porous-wall condition with an addedconstant term. Thts boundaw

.:_ condttt on ts wrttten as

_,-_ . a2 02
,_,_,_ Cp _ - Cp,PLENUH= -Ka _ + Be+ A (8)

"" The constant A ts addedto accountfor the fact that the plenumpressure
_;- is sltghtly lower than the average pressure tn the tunnel evenwhenno model
:,_!,"_ ts pre,_ent.

. Results for the distributions of Cp, BCp/@y,and 8 are plotted

::'_'" againsttunnel station.It can be seen thatthedistributionof Cp Is

" ' 463
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stmtlar to that of aCp/ay but unllke that of 0. For example, the local
mextmumand mtntmumon the curve for # do not occur near stmtlar features

on the curve for Cp, but the local mextmumson the curves for Cp and

8Cp/ay occur at the same place. It ts concluded that, for a11 meansand

purposes, 1;hecoefficient e is zero. A good match of the curves for Cp

and 8Cp/ay ts obtained when the coefficients K and A have the values
1.7 and .022, respectively.

Results for the value of the slotted-wall coefficient K for several
openness rattos and slot spacings ape depicted tn figure 5. All of the present
data shown are for a Mach number based on plenum pressure of .7. Also shown
on the figure are the three previous experimental data points (refs. 1, 2, and
3) and the results of two theoretical models (refs. 4 and 5). It can be seen
that the four present data points for the t_:o-slot configuration vary con-
ststently with openness ratio. It can also be seen that the coefficient K
appears to be dependent on the slot-spacing to tunnel-height ratto.

DETERMINATIONOF INTERFERENCEEFFECTS

B1ockage Interference

Blockage interference is a result of either the underexpanston or the
overexpanston of the fluid about the model as compared to fpee-atr flow. Thts
effect is directly related to the wall characteristics (toe., openness ratio,
number of slots, slot arrangement, etc.). In figure 6 the effect of the open-
ness ratio on the shock locatton ts shownat non-lifting conditions for a wall
with 1 slot. The Mach number is about .833. The openness ratio has been
varied from .01 to .05. On thts atrfotl at thts Mach number, a 30-percent
chord change tn shock locatton ts indicated with a change of 4 percent in:
openness ratio.

The effect of the number of slots and their arrangement in the wtnd
tunnel tsa constraint which, in general, has been overlooked. In figure 7
the effect of slot arrangement on shock locatton for an openness ratio of .05
and Hach number of about .83 is shown. The open circles represent a wall wtth
one slot in the middle of the tunnel. The closed circles represent a wall
wtth one-half slot located at each sidewall. Opensquares are data obtained
from a two-slot wall with each slot located a distance of one-half the slot
spactng from the nearest wall, whtle the closed squares peppesent a two-slot
wall wtth one slot tn the center and one-half slot on each sidewall. The
dtffer,._nce tn the shock wave locatton obtained wtth the two one-slot walls a._d
the difference obtained wtth the two two-slot walls ts about 2 percent tn each
case. Differences of this magnitude can be expected from either Instrumenta-
tion error or the inability to repeat test condtt4.ons, These data indicate
that shock location is relatively insensitive to slot arrangement. However,
there tsa larger difference tn shock wave location between the one-slot and
two-slot results. This difference ts between 5 and lO percent for the case
shown, j
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Ltft Interference

Ltft Interference ts a result of the tunnel walls constraining the
streamlines to a slope whtch ts different from that tn free atr. The effects
of 11ft Interference on an NACA0012 atrfotl are showntn ftgure 8 for a Mach
numberof .7. On the left stde of the ftgure results for t_ slope of the
nomal-force curve are plotted against openness ratio, whe_ ctrcles, squares,
and dtamonds represent data obtatned ustng 1, 2, and 4 slots, respectively.
Also presented are data obtained durtng a prevtous Investigation wtth a
different slotted-wall configuration tn the sametunnel (ref. 7).

On the rtght stde of the ftgure the present results are plotted tn terms
of the parameter k = Ka/h. Thts ts the theorettca| correlation parameter
obtatned tn references 4 and _. The results of reference 7 are not plotted
on the rtght stde of the ft_re because the coefficients K for these cases
are not known. It can be seen that the parameter k correlates the present
data, although the correlated data do not fall onthe curve obtained from
slotted-wall theo_ (ref. 8}.

The "zero interference" data were obtained in the 6- by lg-tnch tunnel
with a closed wall. It is so labelled because the theory indicates that lift
Interference tn a closed tunnel is zero (except for streamline curvature
effects). The slotted-wall theory is plotted through this potnt.

Streamline Curvature Interference

Streamline curvature ts the rate of change of the local flow angle. Stnce
streamline curvature results fn an effective recambertng of the atrfotl, 1is
effect wt11 appear as a change tn the atrfolZ pttchtng moment. These effects
are determined by correlating pitching-moment variations wtth the tunnel-wall
parameters.

On the left-hand side of figure 9 are presented pitching-moment versus
openness-ratio results for an angle of attack of 4o and a Mach numberbased
n plenum pressure of .7. Also shownts a theoretical free-atr prediction
ref. 9), which accounts for the effects of transonic flow and nonsymmetrtcal

boundary-layer growth on the upper and lower surfaces of a ltfttng atrfotl.
The correlation of the data with the slotted-wall parameter k ts shownon the
right-hand stde of figure 9. The theoretical results shownon the right-hand
stde account for transonic and boundary-layer effects (ref. 9) and for wall-
Interference effects (ref. 8). The parameter k correlates the two-slot and
four-slot data although these data do not fall on the theoretical curve. The
one-slot datum point does not fall in the correlation band for the two- and
four-slot data.

It should be noted that the theoretical pitching-moment coefficient for
this atrfotl is zero tf transonic, boundary-layer, and wall effects are
neglected because the aJrfotl ts symmetric.
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CONCLUDINGRERARKS

It has beenshownthat the unknowncoefficients tn the expression for the
boundarycondition can be evaluated wtth sidewall pressure measurements.The
results have beencorrelated wtth atrfotl data to demonstratethe effects of
wall geometry ¢n the interference and, tn general, it has been seen that the
slotted-wall coefficient is the correct parameter for data correction and

- tunnel design. Deficiencies In the existing theories have beendemonstrated.
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TESTCONDITIONS SLOTARRANGEMENTS
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Ftgure 3.- Test conditions and slotted-wall avvangemnts.
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- Ftgure 4.- Evaluat|on of coefficient K fop a lO-percent open wall
wtth 2 slots. HPLENUM= 0.7.
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Ftgure 8.- Lift Interference Induced by s]otted wal]s.
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TRANSONICASSESSMENTOF T_O-DIMENSIONALWIND

TUNNELWALLINTERFERENCEUSINGMEASUREDWALLPRESSURES

Wt111amP Kemp,Jr.
NASALangley Research Center

SUMMARY

i A method ts described for assessing wall Interference tn two-dimensional
_tnd tunnels wtth better realtsm and accuracy than ts achteved wtth methods
based on classical wall Interference theory. Measured pressure distributions
are tmposed as boundary conditions on a nonlinear transonic fom of the
potential equation to obtatn an accurate computational reproduction of the
actual tunnel flow. Wall-Induced veloctty perturbations are then extracted
to yield both corrections to the tunnel test conditions and a measure of the
adequacy of these corrections to account for tunnel Interference. Appli-
cation of the method to a transonic tunnel wtth vartable porostty walls |s

- t 1lustreted.

. , INTRODUCTION

". The methods used most frequently for predicting wall Interference tn
two-dimensional tunnels draw thetr bastc principles from the classical wall
Interference theory evolved by such ptoneers as Glauert (ref. 1) and Go|dstetn
(ref. 2). Specifically, a theoretical representation of the tunnel flow ts
butlt up by 11near superposttlon of two-dimensional potential ftelds due to
model ltft, thickness, drag, and the wall reactton to each, and the wa)l
boundary conditions are satisfied uniformly along surfaces extending from

it upstream to downstream Infinity. Thts approach has been satisfactory in
generel when applied to solld wall wtnd tunnels at purely subsontc speeds.

?

Wtth the advent of transonic test secttons havtng etther slotted or
' perforated walls, boundary condition expressions were developed tn 11near

form to represent these walls tn the classically based procedures. Subsequent
: experience has shown that the resulting wall Interference predictions are
: often Inadequate for correlating atrfot"l test results from different facilities.

In the present paper, several areas from whtch Inaccuracies artse wtll be
; Identified and a new procedure wtll be described whtch should lead to signifi-

cantly tmprovedaccuracy for wall Interference assessment.

--: 473-r
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SYRBOLS

... Cp pressure coefficient
.. c alrfollchord

_ cn airfoilsectionnormal-forcecoefficient

h tunnelheight
:;im

_ M Machnumber
m

u, v totalperturbationvelocitycomponentsIn x and y directions,
:" respectively; normalized by tunnel reference velocity

uw, vw wall-Induced perturbation veloctty componentstn x and y directions,
respectively; normalized by tunnel reference velocity

/

Yn velocity componentnormal to wall

; x, y coordinates in streamwtseand crossflow directions, respectively

-_ .: _ angle of attack

_; • openarea ratio of perforated wall

= °_ SOURCESOF INACCURACY

-'::_'i Several problem areas which contribute to inaccuracy in wall interference
,: prediction, especially in transonic test sections, are pointed out tn

figure 1. Although the primary reason for using a transonic test section
in an airfoil test facility ts to minimize the exaggeration of wall Inter-
ference by the supercrtttcal flows occurring at htgh subsonicspeeds, the

:: limitations of the lineartzed potential flow representation used in the
classical wall interference theory are violated in this speedrange.

...: Thel__pos)tlonof wallboundaryconditionsuniformlyon infinitelylong
:, surfaces in the classical approachoverlooks such real tunnel geometry
!:. featuresas thefinitelengthof a ventilatedwall,the possibleexistenceof
. diffuserentryflaps,a chokeddiffuserentrance,or the presenceof a wake
: surveyrakeand its support.An additionalsourceof erroris the boundary
, layer on the tunnel side walls. The pressure field around the test airfoil

causesvariations in the displacement thickness of this wall boundarylayer,
thereby violating the two-dimensional flow assumptionof the classical theory.

,: The resultingeffectsincludenotonly localizedthree-dlmenslonalflow
distortionsbutalsotheone-dimensionaldistortionof the effectivetunnel

; streamtubearea.
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The problem area which Is probably most significant, however, arises
from the complex and vartable nature of the flow constraint characteristics
of both perforated and slotted walls. As a result, it ts difficult to
specify a boundary condition tn linear form whtch accurately represents the
constraint imposedby such walls tn the presence of the wall boundary layer
and model disturbance existing at a particular test condition.

FKATURESOF ZMPROVEDMETHOD

The computation of a wall interference veloctty fteld tnvolves first the
computational representation of the flow tn the tunnel and second, the
Isolation of the perturbation tn that flow that ts attributable to the con-
stratnt imposed by _ne tunnel walls. To mtnlmize inaccuracies from the problem
areas previously discussed, the tunnel flow computation should reproduce as accu-
rately as posstble the flow actually existing tn the tunnel. Two significant
departures from the classlcal approach are incorporated tn the method described
heretn to tmprove the accuracy of the tunnel flow representation. A nonlinear
transonic form of the potential equatton ts used tnstead of the ltnearized
form, and boundary conditions both at the model and at or near the upper and
lower walls are tmposed tn the form of static pressure distributions actually
measured durtng the tunnel test. Thts form of boundary condition eliminates
the need for any spectftcattoh of ventilated wall constraint characteristics
and reflects tnto the computation the effects of the actual tunnel geometry
and even the one-dimensional aspects of the side wall boundary layer effects.

To explore the feasibility of ustng experimental pressures directly
as boundary conditions, thai, were first tHed tn a ltnearlzed potential flow
procedure descHbed tn det_tl in reference 3. A sample of the results gtven
in reference 3 is comparedJn ftgure 2 with predictions from the classical
approach as implemented in reference 4. The experimental data analyzed were
obtatned at the University of Southampton_ Southampton, England, durtng the
course of a self-streamlining wall study (Per. 5) sponsored by Langley Research
Center. The test Hach numberwas low enough to Justify use of the ltnearlzed
potential flow _epresentatton. and the straight solld tunnel wall configuration
should be represented wtth good accuracy by the zero normal veloctty boundary
condition used tn the classical theory. The NACA0012-64 test atria11 wtth a
chord of 90 percent of the tunnel hetght could be expected to produce unusually
large wall Interference effects.

The results showntn ftgure 2 ape the distributions along the tunnel
center ltne of the blockage and upwashcomponentsof the wall-Induced veloctty
(uw and vw, respectively) normalized by the tunnel reference velocity, At an
atrfotl afigle of attack of 4o, the use of measured pressures as boundary.
conditions gave r_ults tn good agreement with wall Interference predictions
from the classical approach. At an ang]e of attack of 120, the two methods
again ytelded stmtlar wall-Induced upwashdistributions but significantly
different blockage velocities. It should be noted that the atrfotl was
stalled at thts angle and the blockage due to the thickened a_rfotl wake ts
accounted for in the classical method. The additional blockage that ts indicated
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" by the method using measured boundary conditions is probably caused by the
!-_. influence of the n_del on the _unnel wall boundaw layers, Including a
: _ probable flow separation on the side walls. Thts result illustrates that the

.- -- measured boundary conditions can account implicitly for flow phenomenawhich
must be either modeled dlrectly or be ignored in other methods.

To extend this capability to supercrittcal flows, the measured boundary
conditions are imposed on a potential flow representation which is appropriate
to transonic speeds. The tunnel flow ls calculated as an tterative line

: overrelaxatton solution of a finite difference representation of the transonic
small disturbance equation in quasi-conservative form. The computational

; domain ts the rectangular region tncluded between the upper and lower wall
pressure measurement locations. The measured pressure distributions on these
upper and lower boundaries as well as on the airfoil upper and lower surfaces
are imposed as boundary conditions in forms analogous to those described in

: reference 3. Potential distributions on the upstream and downstreamboundaries
are developed as polynomials co,npattble wtth all prescribed data, including

-. prescribed flow directions at the two upstream corners. Prescribed values
of airfoil lift and drag coefficients are used to constrain the total
circulation and the trailing edge thickness by meansof a special difference
schemeat the mesh interval bracketing the atrfotl leading edge.

The wind tunnel flow calculated by this method combines the realtsm
introduced by the experimental boundary conditions with the accurate treatment

: of supercrtttcal flows madeposstble by the nonltnoar transonic potential
;_ equation. Because, however, the wall-induced perturbation is not an explicitly
:: identified part of the nonlinear tunnel flow solution, it cannot be tsolated

as directly as tn the lineartzed formulation. ]n the present method, the= :,.

• wall-induced perturbation field is determined as the difference between the
.. total perturbation in the tunnel flow solution and a separately calculated

perturbation representing that part of the tunnel flow perturbation which is
directly sttrtbutable to the model. In the classical llneartzed formulation,

! the model-_nduced part of the tunnel flow perturbation is determined completely
:. by the types and strengths of singularities at the model. Neither model
" shape nor r,ressure distribution is appropriate for characterizing the model
" perturbation because both would change if the wall-induced perturbations were

removed. In the present method, therefore, the model singularity distributions
.... are extracted from the tunnel flow solution tn the form of velocity component
:" Jumpsbetween the upper and lower surfaces of the n_odeland are imposed in this
'. form as the model boundary conditions in a free-air flow computation to define
- the model-induced perturbation.

To facilitate both the boundary condition transfer and the subsequent
subtraction of the model perturbation from the total, the two computations

)_ are performed on coordinate grids which are identical within the domain of
,. the tunnel flcw computation. The free-air computational grid is, in general,
_:: extended beyond this domain and far fteld boundary conditions are imposed

in the asymptotic form given in reference 6 with an additional term to
_ account for the net model source strength corresponding to the prescribed

: drag coefficient.
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o -- Because eL transonic _peeds the perturbation solution become__trongly
coupledto the Mach numberof the uniformflow that is used as a perturbation

• base the Mach numberof thls uniformbase flow (that is, the far fieldMach
number)is correctedIn the free alr computationto accountfor wall interfer-
ence. The stre_i,_isecomponentof the wall-lnducedvelocityis calculatedat a
prescribedchordwiselocationon the model after each iterationof the free

.: air flow solutionand is used to updatethe far field Mach number for the next
.... iteration. After convergence,the local Mach numberat this locationin the

" free alr flow matchesthat in the tunnel flow becausethe wa11-1nduced
contributionsimplyhas been shiftedfrom the perturbationin the tunnel
case to the uniformbase flow In the free alr case. This l_cation,therefore,

,o. wlll be calledthe match point. Becauseof the velocltyJump boundary
condition,thlsmatch occurson both the upper and lowermodel surfaces. It
follows that if the wall-Induced blockage veloctty were uniform over the model

.: chord,the entireMach numberdistribution(or staticpressuredistribution)
'"- over the model in the free alr flowwould match that In the tunnelflow.

. It is not necessaryto Iteratlvelycorrectthe far field flow direction
o,'; to accountfor the wa11-1nducedupwashbecausethe transonicsmall disturbance
: equationused in the presentmethod treats such crossflowperturbations
: linearly. Instead,one might imaginerotatingthe entirefree-alrflow

solutlonto a11gn the local flow directionat the match pointwlth that in
...., the tunnelflow. Then If the wall inducedupwashvelocitywere uniformover
: the model chord,the entiremodel shape would match that In the tunnel flow
i and the far field velocltyvectorwould define the free-alrMach numberand
, angle of attack to which the data measuredIn the tunnel shouldbe applled.
.... In general,however,the wa11-1nducedblockageand upwash velocltleswill
" not be found uniformover the model chord and the amount of nonunlformityis

,,_ indicativeof t_.,eresidualerror in the data after correctingfor mean values
:,. of the wa11-1ndu:edincrementsin Mach numberand anqle of attack. Although

: _- at low speedsda_a correctionssometimesare applied_aslinearlysuper-
.:: imposedfirst order effectsof gradientsIn wa11-1nducedvelocity,these

' correctionsoverlooksuch nonllnearphenomenaas shock movementand are,
_ therefore, of questionable valtdtty at supercrtttcal speeds

.....: ILLUSTRATIONOF TRANSONICASSESSMENT

Data obtainedduringtests of a 10-percentthick supercriticalairfoil
-_: "i: in the LockheedCompresslbleFlow Facliltyand discussedin reference7 have

....... been assessedfor wall interferenceusing the presentmethod. This facility
9: has perforatedtop and bottomwalls with varlableporositycontrolat=dwas
.... equippedwlth pressuremeasurementrails to determinethe staticpressure

o°: distributions near the top and bottom walls. Because the pressure rails did
... not extend upstream into the solid wall nozzle, the upstream boundary of the

_. tunnelflow computationregionwas locatedwithin the perforatedregionof
, the real tunneltest sectionand consequentlythe flow directionsat the

: two upstreamcornerswere not accuratelyknown. To analyzethe test results
_ from thls faclllty,therefore,the flow angle at these pointswas input aso

zero and the calculatedtunnel flowwas then rotatedto achievea best
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a14gnmentof the model surface streamlines tn the calculated flow wtth the
knownatrfo11 shapeandangle of attack setttng. The flow direction was
thereby resolved wtthtn about 0.02°. Fxpertencehas shownthat the
calculated atrfo11 surface streamline shapets sufficiently reliable for thts
approachtf the angle of attack ts small and the atrfo11 pressure data are
of goodqualtty.

Atrfotl pressure distributions measuredat a Hachnumberof 0.8 wtth
two dtfferen_ wall porosities are comparedtn ftgure 3. In each case the
angle of attack tn the experlmentwas set to obtatn a nomal force coefficient
equal to the atrfo11 destgnvalue The angle of attack setttngs required wtth
the two porosities dtffered by morethan 1o, and, evenat the same cn,
the large differences observedbetweenthe two pressure distributions tndtcate
changestn wall Interference whtch cannot be accountedfor stmply by a_usttng
angle of attack.

Wall interference results obtatned by applytng the present methodto the
0.013 wall porosity case are showntn ftgure 4 for two prescribed locations
of the matchpoint used tn updattng the far fteld Machnumber. Again, the
results are gtven as distributions along the tunnel center 11ne of the
blockageandupwashcomponentsof the wall-induced veloctty normalizedby
the tunnel reference velocity. Observethat although the blockagevelocities
usedfor the far fteld update dtffered by only about 0.005 betweenthe two
matchpotnt locations, the resulting wall-Induced velocity distributions are
very sensitive to thts change,particularly tn the vtctntty of the shock
terminating the upper surface supercrtttcal region. Observealso that the
discontinuity tn wall=Induced veloqt_y across the shockts essentially
eliminated by choostnga matchpotnt locatton Just aheadof the shock. Thts
ts becausethe shockstrength ts equall_ed tn the two flows by matching the
local Machnumberentering the shock.

Onemight be disturbed at thts point by the apparent dependenceof the
wall interference results on an arbitrarily chosenmatchpotnt locatJon.
Note, however, that thts dependenceartses from the gradJent tn wall-Induced
veloctty andwould vantsh if the wall properties were suchas to producea
untform wall-tnduced veloctty over the model. In sucha case, the free-atr
condition to which the tunnel data properly should be applied would be
indicated by the present methodregardless of matchpotnt location. In the
mopegeneral case, the nonuntformtttes in wall-Induced veloctty yield an
uncorrectable restdual error and the arbJtrerymatch potnt locatton provtdes
a meansof minimizing this restdual error by seektnga most nearly uniform
wall-Induced perturbation, thereby tdentJfytng that free-atr condJtton to
whtch the tunnel data are mostnearly applicable. The experience gatned to
date tn ;pplytng the methodto supercrtttcal flow caseshas Indicated that
locattng the matchpotnt Just aheadof the shockis a generally effective
way to mtntmtze the nonuntformtttes.

Thewall-Induced veloctty distributions tn the vtctntty of the model
wtth four different wall porostt|es are comparedtn figure 5. For each
case, representative stngle values of wall-Induced blockageanddownwash
would be usedto correct the Machnumberandangle of attack. Best accuracy
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of the resultingdata requiresmlalmlzingnot the magnitudeof the wall-induced J
velocitiesbut rathertheir nonunlformltyover the model. The nonunlformltles
in the resultsshown in figure5 includelocalizedirregularitiesin the super-
criticalflow regionwhich are most pronouncedfor the minimumporosltywall.
With increasingporosity,the localizedirregularitiesdiminishand essentially
vanishat 0.06 porosity,only to reappearwith a somewhatalterednature at ._
0.08 porosity. The localizedirregularitiesare superimposedon a general

igradientwhich, in the case of the blockagecomponent,is also largestfor the
minimumporosityand nearlyvanishesat 0.06 porosity. The generalgradient
of the wall-lnduceddownwash,however,crosseszero betweenthe 0.013 and 0.04
porositycases and is clearlynegativeat 0.06 porosity. The resultsshown in
figure5 indicate,therefore,that none of the wall porositiesproducedata
which are completelycorrectablefor wall interference. The residualerror is
probablyminimizedwith a porosityof slightlyless than 0.06.

It is temptingto speculatethat the previouslynoted localized
irregularitiesof wall-inducedvelocityin the supercritlcalregionmight
arise from the samewall propertiesthat governthe wave reflectioncharac-
teristicsof the wall at higherMach numbers. To date no cases have been
analyzedat sufficientlyhigh Mach numberto eithersupportor refutethis
speculation.

In order to comparethe resultsshown in figure5 with predictionsfrom
the classicalapproach,valuosare neededof the wall porosityparameter
which appearsas a coefficientin the perforatedwall boundarycondition.
Inasmuchas the tmmnelflow computationin the presentmethod is an accurate
reproductionof the actualtunnelflow, it can be used to providea wall
crossflowcalibrationfrom the actual test data. The procedureis i11ustrated
in figure6 for wall porositiesof 0.013 and 0.08 althoughit was performed
for all porosities. The variationof crossflowveloclty v (positiveinward)
with longitudinalperturbationvelocity u along both the top and bottom
walls is plottedfor each porosity. The slope of this variationI_ taken
as the wall porosityparameter. In determiningthe slope,the portionsof
the walls nearestthe model,which generallyIncludedthe largestmagnltude
of velocityperturbations,were consideredmost significant. The curly
variationsnear the originin figure6 occurredfar upstreamof the model
and were ignored.

The porosityparametersthus determinedwere used with the chartsof
reference4 to predictthe magnitudeand gradientof the wa11-1nduced
,elocitiesfor each wall porosity. These predictionsare shown in figure 7
as dashed lines and are comparedin this figurewith the resultsof the
presentmethod reproducedfrom figure 5. Consideringfirst the wall-lnduced
downwashresults,the gradientspredictedfrom reference4 agree well with
the generalgradientsobtainedby ignoringthe localizedirregularities
near the shock in'the resultsof the presentmethod. The downwashmagnitude
agreesreasonablywell betweenthe two methodsfor the 0.04 porositycase
but significantdiscrepanciesare apparentfor the higherporosities.
Additionalinformationon the wal1-1nduceddownwashmagnitudecan be obtained
from the angle of attacksettingsduring the experiment. It is reasoned
that becausethe airfoilnormal force coefficientwas the same for all four

¢
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wa'H-poro_ty cases, the change In angle of attack setting between any two
porosities should reflect wtth falr accuracy the change tn wall-Induced

downwash. Accordlngly, the negative of the actual an_le of attack settings.(in radtans) ts indicated in figure 7 by the tt,.k marks. Although the agree
ment tn absolute level with the results of the present method is only
coincidental, the increments due to changes tn wall porosity corroborate
the results of the present method rather than those from the classical

- predictions.

: The magnitudes of the wall-Induced blockage velocity that were predicted
using reference 4 are shown in figure 7 to be smaller in general and muchless
sensitive to changes tn wall porosity than those assessed by the present
method. The large sensitivity of the wall-Induced blockage to wall porosity
changes indicated by the results of the present method at low porosities is
corroborated by the discussion tn reference 7 of the same experimental data.

,: In reference 7 it was shown that the airfoil pressure distribution measured
with 0.02 porosity walls at a reference Mach numberof 0.796 but reduced as

= though the Mach numberwere 0.817 agreed vew well with that measured with
0.04 porostty walls at a reference Hach number of 0.817. This implies that
the normalized blockage velocity uw was 0.023 more positive for a wall
porosity of 0.02 than for a porosity of 0.04; this agrees much better with
the trend of the present method on figure 7 than with that of the predictions
using reference 4.

Although the reasons for discrepancy in the particular cases shown are
not known, it should be pointed out that the present method is responsive
to several phenomenawhich are overlooked by the classical approach. These
include the effect of discrepancies in the empty tunnel calibration, the
interaction between the model and the tunnel reference pressure source, and

: the change in effective wall boundaw layer thickness due to model-Induced
, flow through the wall perforations as well as the sources of inaccuracy

discussed in a previous section.

..... In addition, an anomaly in the method of reference 4 with respect to the
_ wake blockage prediction should be noted. In the classical approach, the
., test section walls are extended an tnftntte distance upstream from the model

to the reference flow. For perforated walls, the establishment of the
reference flow is dominated by a pressure balance condition, even in the limit

= of zero porosity, rather than by the mass conservation condition which
: dominates the solid wall case. As a result, the predicted perforated wall
. wake blockage increases negatively with decreasing porosity and reaches a limit
: at zero porosity which is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to that
: for solid walls. This resultis clearlyinappropriatefor real perforated

tunnelsin which the referencepressureis measuredmuch closer to the model.
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-, • ?"

....... CONCLUDINGREMARKS

:: Themethoddescribed In thts paper for assessingthe wall interference
.:,, . In transonic two-dlmenslonal tunnel tests embodiestwo stgntflcart departures ,
:_! from the methodsgenerally usedfor wall Interference prediction. The use

_ of experimentally measuredboundaryconditions provides the meansof accounting"
:. realistically for a numberof tunnel Interference phenomenawhich are etther )

,+ overlooked or represented less accurately by other methods. The use of a
;; nonlinear transonic potential equ+lttonto represent the tunnel flow assures
? applicability of the methodto supercrtttcal test conditions. Themethodyields

+:"'_ corrections to the test Hachnumberand angle of attack and also yields a
J; measureof the adequacyof _:hesecorrections to account for the Interference
c extsttn9 during the test. l'he tmprowd accuracy and realism Illustrated in
_:; this paper should lead to Increased confidence in the use of airfoil test
"-; facilities, particularly at supercrtttcal speeds.
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:' Figure 2.- Comparison of wall-induced velocities calculated at tunnel

," center line using measured pressures with predictions by classical
approach. NACA 0012-64 airfoil in University of Southampton tunnel
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Figure 3.- Effect of wall porosity on airfoil pressure distribution.
10-percent thick supercritical airfoil in Lockheed CFF; c/h = 0.25;
M - 0.8; design cn.
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Figure 4.- Effect of far-fleld Mach number update on calculated wall-lnduced

velocities. T = 0.013; H = 0.8; design cn.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of results of present method with predictions by
method of reference 4.
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RESEARCH ON SELF-CORRECTINO WIND TUNNELS*

R. J. Vldal and J. C. Erlckson, Jr.
Calspau Corpozation

' St_AR¥

4 _ The Calspan Self-Correcting Wind .Tunnel is a _wo-dimensional facility in
i _ which the glow field in the vicinity og the walls is actively controlled, and

: , a theoretical evaluation is used in conjunction with flow-field measurements
i- _ : to confirm that wall interference has been minimized. The facility is des-

cribed and the results og experiments with a 6_-blockage model are presented
to show that £terative application of wall control effectively eliminates the

_: interference. Experiments were performed at conditions where the flow at the
,::, walls was supercritical, and a new operating procedure is described for these

: _ conditions. The results of an analysis o£ the glow in the auxiliary suction
_._" system and test section illustrate the trade-oggs available in the design of
;,i selF-correcting wind tunnel test sections and in model sizing _or such tunnels.

" INTRODUCTION

i/

°"" A program of research is in progress at the Calspan Corporation to de-
.... velop a self-correcting wind tunnel and to demonstrate that interference-free

_ " flows can be achieved by controlling the _low field in the vicinity o£ the
,. walls. The concept of a self-correcting, or adaptive-wall, wind tunnel has

_._ been described in the litexatuxe (regs. 1 and 2). Briefly, it is based on the
' : idea of measuring the components of'the disturbance veloclty at discrete

_: points along imaginary control surfaces, or interfaces, in the flow field with-
in the tunnel. A theoretical formulation for the glow field external to the

'_! control surfaces, including the boundary condition for unconfined flow, i.e.,
-,,; that all disturbances vanish at infinity, is used to determine i£ those
_. measured velocity components satisfy functional relationships which are cons£s-

,:' tent with interference-free flow. If they are not, an iteration procedure
-. provides a new approximation for the flow fielda_ the interfaces, and the_r

: flow through the tunnel walls is readjusted until the measured quantities are
. consistent with the boundary condition _or unconfined flow. In this way, the
:i best theoretical and experimental features are combined to minimize wall inter-
:,. ference. The flow chart for the self-correcting tunnel scheme is shown in

:;: *'Research sponsored by the O_fice of Naval Research and the'Air Force O_£ce -
" of Scientific Research under Contract No. N00014-72-C-0102, wi_h supplemen-
., tal support by the NASA/Langley Research Cen_er; by the ONR and AFOSR under

Contract No. N00014-77=C-0052; and by the Arnold Engineering Development
"; Center under Contract No. F40600-76_C-0011.
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k.

figure I.

Experiments have been completed with a two-dimensional airfoil model,
which has a solid blockage of 6%, at test conditions where the model flow
field was supercritical, but the flow at the walls was subcritical. Those
results have boon reported (refs. 5 and 4), but are reviewed here to illus-
trate the wall-interference effects present in conventional tunnels, and to
demonstrate that active flow-field control effectively minimizes these effects.
Then, the results of our recent experiments, in which the flow at the walls
was supercritical, are presented to show that new operating procedures are re-
quired which are di£ferent from those for subcritical walls. Finally, a brief
description is given of an analysis for the flow in the auxiliary suction sys-
tem and test section. The results o_ this analysis are discussed with respect
to trade-oils which can he made in test section design and model sizing.

SYMBOLS

Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements
and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.

c airfoil chord length, m (in.)

ClCdCm airfoil section lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients

c pressure coefficient
P

M Mach number

U stream velocity, m/sec (it/see)

normal and streamwise components of disturbauce velocity, m/sec
Vn'Vx (it/see)

x streamwise coordinate with origin at airfoil leading edge, m (in.)

airfoil angle of attack

Subscripts:

c calculated value

m measured value

oo free-stream conditions
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TH_ CAL_PAN SELF-CORRECTINGWIND TUNNEL

i ' The Calspan 0.30 m {1 ft.) Self-Correcting Wind Thnnal (figs. 2 and 3)
: is a continuous-flow facility. The t_st section is two dimensional with por-

ous top and bottom walls of 22.5_ open aroo. The plonom chambers behind thet

porous walls have been divided into 18 segments, 10 on the top and 8 on the
:- bottom, and each segment is connected to a pressure and a suction source

through individual control valves. The pressure source is the tunnel stilling
chamber, and the suction source is an auxiliary compressor discharging into
the tunnel circuit in the diffuser. Six plenum chambers in the immediate
vicinity of the model have provisions for a distributed porosity which can be

: varied linearly in the streamwise direction.

The model and test section are shown in figure 4. The model is an NACA
= ..-

,:- _ 0012 airfoil section with a 0.15 m (6 in.) chord (6_ solid blockage) and is
instrumented with a row of pressure orifices and with a three-component force
balance supporting a metric section on the tunnel centerline. The test sec-
tion instrumentation {fig. 4) consists of two static-pressure pipes, each with
52 pressure orifices, and 18 flow-angle probes, with each probe located above
the center of a plenum segment. These sensors are located outside the wall
boundary layers and enable us to infer the normal and streamwise components of
the disturbance velocity. Further details of the test section, model and in-
strumentation are given in references 3 and 4.

.. EXPERIMENTS

The first experiments were performed with the 0.15 m (6 in.) chord model
: in the Calspan 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel (0.75_ solid blockage) to acquire a
-" body of data that could be regarded as essvntially free from wall interfer-

ence. These data are presented and analyzed in reference 5.

Initial experiments with the model in the 0.30 m (1 ft.) tunnel were made
to simulate tests in a conventional porous-wall facility. This simulation con-

r sisted of using wall control to establish a uniform axial pressure distribu-
. tion in the empty test section. The model was then installed and tested with

_:._ the same valve settings. The lift, drag and pitching-moment results obtained
at M¢o= 0.725 are compared with the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data in figure 5.

.. In general, this comparison shows that there are wall-interference effects on
:: the model forces and moment in this simulation The effects on lift are mod-

erate and on pitching-moment are large, and each is qualitatively consistent
i with solid-wall interference for lift coefficients greater than 0.1. The
_'.. effects on drag are appreciable and indicate open-jet interference for sub-

critical conditions. If the available porous-wall theoretical and experimen-
tal data (refs. 6 and 7) are applied to these cases, they would predict wall
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intnrfornncn equal to about one-fourth the solid-wall interference, The data
sho_t horn arc contradictory as to open-jot or solid-wall intnPfcroncc, and
this probably reflects the fact that it is an oversimplification to attempt to

' categorize thosn results within the usual concepts of sell.d-wallor open-jot
int_rfcroncn. The intnrferoncn Includes effncts such as changes in the sopa_
ration point nnd changes in the shock_wavc position at supnrcritical conditions,
This latter effect can be seen in thn comparison of airfoil-surfaco pressure
distributions at this Mach number for _ - 2e in figuro 6.

_= ,

• Iterations for Subcritlcal Walls
u"-

Experiments were performed in the self-correcting mode by iterating with

_ , the model at _ ffi 2° and M_- 0.725. The method we used to begin the itera-
i - tions was to estimate the streamwise disturbance velocities at the control
i. surfaces by Prandtl-Glauert theory. The free-stream Mach number is estab-
, " lished in the test section, and wall control is then applied to obtain the
) . desired distributions of the streamwise disturbance velocities, i.e., local

. static pressures. All data then are recorded and used in evaluating the
functional relationships to obtain a second approximation. The pressure dis-
tribution after this first iterative step is presented in figure 7. It can

_ - be seen that the shock wave already is located at its interference-free
_, position, as indicated by comparison with the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data.

The results of the iteration are shown in figure 5 by the numbered data
i points, where each number indicates the iteration step. The solid triangle

_ indicates the equivalent data point in the simulated conventional facility.
_ It can be seen that after three iterations we have largely eliminated the wall-

i :" interference effects in that the lift and drag agree with the 2.44 m (8 ft.)
tum,_l data, within the scatter in that data, and the pitching moment agrees

' , to within 5_ to 7_, Normally, we would have continued the iterations because
the evaluation of the functional relationships did not indicate complete con-

_ _ vergence, but we were at the limits of control at one plenum section above the
_ model and could not achieve the next iteratlve step. Nevertheless, we regard
. these results, and those obtained at lower Mach numbers and higher angles of
' attack (refs, 3 and 4), as a convincing demonstration o£ the concept,

: Operating Procedure for Supercritical Walls

- Experiments were performed with the 0,15 m (6 in.) chord model in the
i 0.30 m (1 ft.) tunnel at M_o= 0.85, _= 1°. We followed the same procedure
; outlined in the previous paragraphs; namely we obtained a theoretical estimate
o_ of the flow field at the col_trolsurfaces and used that as the first approxi-

mation. We established the free-stream Mach number and then applied wall
c control, beginning at the upstream end of the test section, to obtain the de-
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sired dlstrilmtlons of the streamwlse disturbance velocities. We were able to
establish the desired distributions upstream of the model quarter chord, but
could not control the flow downstream of the quarter chord. The resulting
flow field is illustrated by the schlleren photograph in figure 8. The pres-
sure data from the model and the static pipes showed that the Mach number down-

stream of the quarter chord was about 1.3, and that the flow contained multiple
shock waves in the remainder of the test section.

We were able to exert the desired flow-field control by modifying our
operational procedures. We found that the best technique is to establish con-
trol at a Mach number where the walls are subcritical, and then sequentially
to increase the Mach number and readjust the wall control until we reach the
desired Mach number and distributions of the streamwise disturbance velocities.
In this particular case, we established flow-field control by setting the first
approximation at M_= 0.80, increased the Mach number to 0.85, readjusted the
wall control to the desired first approximation, and obtained the flow field
shown in figure 9. The shock waves are close to the correct position, as
evidenced by the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data, and the walls are supercritical,
as evidenced by the shock wave emanating from the flow-angle probe. The data
from the static-pressure pipes showed that the Mach number near the wall was
about 1.05. We could not iterate at this condition, again, because one of the
plenum sections was at its limit of control.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THH AUXILIA_[ SUCTION SYSTEM

The recurring inability to achieve full control of the flow field at all
plenum sections led to an analysis of the flow in the auxiliary suction system
and the test section. Details are given in reference 8 and only some high-
lights and conclusions of the analysis are given here.

Basically, the analysis consists of writing a pressure balance for the
auxiliary sucticn system, which is shown in figure 5. The analysis includes
the operating characteristics of the auxiliary compressor, the losses in the
pipes, the recompression pressure loss arising from the compressor discharge
into the diffuser, the pressure drop across the porous walls, and the required
unconfined-flow pressure at the wall locations due to the model. When suitable
engineering approximations for these pressure terms are made, using, in part,
data measured in the 0.30 m (1 ft.) tunnel, the predicted limits on available
control agree reasonably well with experimental observations.

One conclusion from this analysis was that the recompression penalty
could be reduced considerably. This could be accomplished by introducing an
area change in the tunnel diffuser at the location where the glow from the
auxiliary blower is vented into the tunnel circuit. The best arrangement is
to generate sonic flow at that location, so that there would be suction on the
blower discharge. This area change modification promises a considerable im-
provement in the circuit performance and has been carried out.

#
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The analysis also illustrates the three major trade-oils available in the
design and application of self*correcting wind tunnels with porous walls;
namely_ compression ratio, porosity, and model size. The results in refermlce
8 show that the tunnel performance could be improved by increasing the compres-
sion ratio from 1.43 to 2.0, but the improvement would be available only at
Mach numbers above about 0.75 because the wall perforations would be choked at
Mach numbers below that value. That restriction could be _elaxed considerably
by using a higher porosity, although the shock-wave reflection characteristics
may not be as favorable. Decreasing the model size from 5_ blockage to a
smaller value would decrease the magnitude of the disturbance velocities at the
walls and would improve the tunnel performance. The latter alternative, de-
creasing the model size, has been selected for the Calspan facility and itera-
tion experiments have begun at higher Mach numbers with a model having 4_
solid blockage.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

A two-dlmensional self-correcting wind tunnel has been built and tested
at the Calspan Corporation to demonstrate that wall-interference effects can
be minimizedby actively controlling the flow in the vicinity of the tunnel
walls. Experiments were made with a 6_-blockage airfoil model, using the
facility to simulate a conventional wind tunnel, to show that the wall-inter-
ference effects can be large in such tunnels. Several cases have been iterated
successfully in the self-correcting.mode. In one supercritical flow over the
airfoil, we iterated three times and were able to reproduce the correct shock
position, eliminate wall-interference effects on lift and drag, and decrease
them to 5_ to 7_ on pitching moment. Experiments with supercritical walls
showed that it is necessary to establish wall control initially when the flow
at the walls is subcritical, and then sequentially to increase the Mach number
and readjust the wall control until the desired test condition is achieved.
We have devised a method for analyzing the performance of a self-correcting
test section with porous walls. This method makes it possible to examine the
trade-oils between compression ratio, wall porosity, and model size. It should
be a useful tool in future design studies of self-correcting wind tunnels.

I
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Figure 3.- The Calspan self-correcting wind tunnel.

D

Figure 4..-Test section of the self-correctlng wind tunnel.
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ANALYTICN..DESIGNOF A CONTOUREDWIND-TUNNEL

LINER FORSUPERCRITICALTESTING
I

_.1

• Perry A. Newmanand E. Clay Anderson* 4
i

NASALangley Research Center i

:" SUr,_I_,RYJ.

11: The present analytical design procedure is being developed in order to
deter_tne the shape of a contoured nonporouswind-tunnel 1thor for use in the
Ames 12-foot-pressure-wind-tunnel test of _ large-chord, lamtnar ftow control
(LFC), swept-wing panel which has a supercrtttcal airfoil section. This i

: procedure is applicable to the two-dimensional streamlined tunnel problem and .i
a first check on its valtdtty would be a comparison of the calculated tunnel-
wall shape with that found experimentally. Results for such a comparison are

: given and the favorable agreement is encouraging.

_ INTRODUCTION

The analyticaldesignprocedurediscussedherein is being developedin
; order to meet the specialrequirementsof a laminarflow control (LFC)test.

A transonictest conditionis needed in order to establishthe compatibility
it of an active LFC wing suctionsystemwith the currenthigh-performancesuper-
.: criticalairfoiltechnology. This test must be done in a wind tunnelwhich

has low levelsof stream turbulenceand acousticnoise so that the laminar
" flow is not unduly disturbed. Crnventional slotted- or porous-walled transonic

tunnels are, therefore, inappropriate in this regard. Transport aircraft
presently envisioned for LFC applications have moderately swept wings; thus,

:. the laminarboundary-layercrossflowstabilitymust be investigatedat the
_. appropriateflightcrossflowReynoldsnumber. This requirement,togetherwith
C the physical-size limitations set by slot/duct construction and the required

roughness-height Reynolds number for laminar flow, results in a large-chord,
swept-wingpanel. In order to producea transonicwlnd-tunnelflow which

': simulatesfree-airflow about an infiniteyawed wing, one must contoura11
the nonporousboundingwalls. The ratio of total tunnel heightto chord for
this test is about I for the Ames 12-footpressurewind-tunnel.

:_

The design procedureis based on a simpleidea and severalexisting
computationaltools which make it feasible. Basically,one determinesbounding

....; streamlinesin the desiredflow,makes all requiredblockagecorrections,and

*E. Clay Anderson,a consultant,has performedthe boundary-layeranalyses
- for this study under NASA contractNAS1-14517.
,,
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then builds the resulting contoured nonporous tunnel liner. At supercrltlcal
•- flow conditions, one must use an appropriate transonic analysis in order to

determine the desired flow-field and bounding streamlines. In order to account
for the blockage due to viscous effects on the liner, a boundary-layer analysis
must be madealong the bounding streamlines with (local) edge conditions

o" determined by the local flow properties. The bounding streamlines are then
: displaced to relieve the viscous blockage. This displaced shape is the
, geometric nonporouscontour to be built. The ltner is restricted to a given
: airfoilconfigurationat a slngle design-pointcondition. Currentlyavailable

):i' two-dimensionaltransonicanalysiscodes (refs.l and 2) and a laminar-turbulent
_oundary-layercode (ref.3) have been used. The procedure,however,has a

i) generalutilltywhlch is restrictedby our currentabilityto calculatethe
viscoustransonicflow field about arbitraryconfigurations.

i:: This design procedureis, of course,directlyapplicableto the two-
dimensionalstreamlinedtunnel problem. One shouldbe able to predictthe
tunnel-wallshape requiredto simulatefree-airflow about an airfoil. A first

,: check of its validityIs providedby a direct comparisonof the analytically
-.._ determinedtunnelwall shape with one determinedexperimentallyin a stream-

lined tunnelexperiment. Barnwelland Everhartlhave recentlycomgletedsuch
:::: an experimentfor a symmetricairfoilat zero lift in the Langley6- by
..: Ig-inchtransonictunnel. In that test, the slottedwalls of the tunnelwere
,,_: replacedby nonporous flexibleplateswhich were adjustedusing an experimental/
:: analyticalprocedureuntil a simulatedfree-airflow over the airfoilsection
: was obtained. Thus, the tunnel-walldisplacementrequiredto produceequivalent

free-airflow is determinedas a resultof the experiment. Their iterative
o" experimental/analyticaltechniqueis similarto that presentedby Goodyer
:_ (ref.4).

_ This paper shouldbe viewed as a progressreportin the continuingdevelop-
i'_ ment of the designprocedurefor the LFC swept-wlngtest application. Some
_°": (preliminary)test-sectioncontourswhich were generatedto check the numerical
_. procedureare given in the next section. The followlngsectionsummarizesan
:: applicationfor a two-dimensionalstreamlinedtunnelexperimentand compares
i presentanalyticalpredictionsand experimentalresultsfor tunnel-wallshapes.

i SYMBOLS

: c airfoilchord length,cm (inch)

• M free-streamMach number

"::' IA strQemliningprocedure(unpublished)has been developedby RichardW.
::; BarnwellandJoel L. Everhartof LangleyResearchCenter. The presentanalyt-

ical resultsare comparedwith the wall shape experimentallydeterminedby
this procedure.

%
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NRe,_ free-streamReynoldsnumber based on alrfoilchord

x streamwlsetunnelcoordinatemeasuredfrom test sectionorigin
indicated((1))In figure4, cm (inch)

y lateraltunnelcoordinatenormalto tunnel span,measuredfrom test
sectionorigin indicated((1))In figure4, cm (inch)

angle of attack,deg

_*(x,y) local boundary-layerdlsplacement-thlcknesscorrection,measured
normal to tunnelwall, cm (inch)

LFC SWEPT-WINGPANELTEST LINER

Current plans for the LFC swept-wing panel test are to utilize the Ames
12-foot pressure wind-tunnel to test a large-chord model, which has a cambered
supercritical atrfotl section, at lift. Recall (as shown in fig. 1) that for
flow over a ltfttng yawed wing the streamline which divides around the leading
edge of the atrfotl develops a different spanwtse displacement on the two
wing surfaces. The resulting displacement at the tratling edge persists down-
stream and one must contour the end walls to properly simulate the inviscid
crossflow.

The LFC airfoil section design and its aerodynamic characteristics are
for a given set of wing-normal conditions. (See ref. 5, for example.) However,
as indicated in the last section, considerations of crossflow Reynolds number,
untt Reynolds number, and slot/duct construction bear on the selection of a
model chord length and test conditions. These are certainly not independent of
the tunnel operating characteristics and it appears that the required conditions
may well be near the tunnel power limitations. All of these aspects result
in a ratio of tunnel height to chord of approximately 1. The contraction ratio
of the tunnel is 25 to 1 and an appreciable increase could easily result in
unsatisfactory diffuser performance. A liner of "octagonal" cross-section
results in less additional contraction from the existing circular cross-section
than would result from a "rectangular" liner. Figure 2 is a view of the tunnel
showing an "octagonal" cross-section liner and the large-cilord swept-wing panel.

All walls are contoured in order to simulate free-air flow about an
: inflnite-aspect-ratloyawed wing at the design condition. A preliminarydesign

of an "octagonal"liner shape has been made, consideringonly the invlscid
streamlineshapes,in order to check the numericalprocedure. This was dor,e
using an early LFC supercriticalairfoildesign of chord length2.44 m (8 feet),
swept 35°, at a tunnelMach numberof 0.89. Schematicviews of this contoured
liner shape near the LFC model are shown in figure3. The sectionviews
clearlyshow the developmentof the end-wallstepswhich persistdownstreamof
the trailingedge. It is also seen that some of the streamlinesfall outside
the existingtunnel in places for thls first try. A turbulentboundarylayer
will exist on all tunnelwalls and the local viscousblockagecorrectionfor it
has not been includedin this shape. This correctionwlll move the liner even
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further outside the existing tunnel In places. The _l_lng w111 be done
Iteratlvelyin order to minimize the additionalcontraction. SectionD-D in

_ figure 3 shows the distortedflow which will have to be r_haped by a transition
sectlonin the liner in order to fair into the existingdiffuser. This fairing

: will be shaped to minimizethe degradationof the existingtunnelperformance.

... 2-D STREAMLINEDTUNNElWALL SHAPE

: The liner design procedurebeing developedfor the LFC swept-wingtest is
appllcableto the predictionof wall shapesfor two-dimensionalstreamlined
tunnels. Detailsconcerningapplicationof the presentapproachto a two-

: dimensionaltunnelare given in reference6. The results from that study are
summarizedin this section.

#

_ In the Barnwe11-Everhartexperimentthe slottedlateralwalls in the
Langley6- by 19-inchtransonictunnelwere replacedby nonporousflexible

_' walls (as indicatedin fig. 4) in order to investigatethe streamlinedtunnel
conceptfor minimizingwall Interferencein transonictests. Basically,
their experimental/analytlca_procedureiterateson the contoured-wallshape
until consistencyis obtainedbetweennear-fieldand far-fieldsolutions. The

)_i wind tunneldeterminesthe near-fieldsolutionfor a given wall shape (i.e.,
experimentally"solves"a direct,viscous,boundary-valueproblem). The
inversefar-fieldsolutioncorrespondingto uniformparallelflow at infinity
is determinednumericallyusing the experimentalwall pressuresas input data
to predicta new wall shape. Thus, the tunnel-wallshape is determinedas a
result of the experiment. Their procedurehas been used to find the wall shape
for only one model and test condition. However,the first step in their pro-

_ cedure is to determinea wall shape which producesuniformpressuresin the
test sectionfor the empty tunnel (i.e.,no model).

,_ For the empty tunnel the lateralwall shape requiredto produceuniform
test-sectionpressuresis a weightedrelative(differential)_"c_rrectiondue
to a11 of the tunnelwall boundarylayers. That is, the local 6" (x,y),minus

• that at the upstreamflexible-wall/rigid-walljunction,is integratedaround
_, the perimeterof the tunnelcross sectionto obtaina local area correction
_ which is then appliedat the two adjustablewalls. Comparisonof the analyti-

cally determinedwall shape and that found experimentallyby Barnwelland
Everhart is shown in figure 5. The tunnelwa_ operatingat _ Mach numberof

. 0.902 and a unit Reynoldsnumberof 2.24 x lOb/cm (3.41x IOb based on model
, chord). The maximumdifferencein the wall shapesis not inconsistentwith the
:" pressuremeasurementaccuracies. (See ref. 6.)

The model test was conductedat e Mach numberof 0.765 using a 15.24-cm
(6-inch)chord sy_etric NACA 0012 airfollsectionat zero lift. This size
model resultsin a ratio of tunnelheight to chord of approximately3. There

'_ is a turbulentboundarylayer on all of the walls and the model. As indicated
:, in figure4, only the narrowlateraltunnelwalls were flexibleand these were

deformedto simulatefree-airflow about the model at one condition. The model
_, is centeredat the location((1))indicatedin figure4; this is taken to be the
"_ originfor streamwiseand lateralcoordinatesin what follows. Each flexible

_'_
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_, wall is supported by 11 adjustable screw jacks which are located 10.16 cm
(4 inches)apart. The streamwlseextentof the flexlble-walledsectionIs

" from 4.333 chords upstreamof the leadingedge to 2.833 chordsdownstreamof
-- the trailingedge.

Calculationswere made alor,g 48 free-airstreamlinesabout the NACA 0012
airfoilin order to estimatethe tunnel-wallboundarylayer in the presenceof
the model. Boundary-layerdisplacement-thicknessdistr1outionsacross the
tunnelrloidwalls (at severalstreamwiselocations)are shown in figure6.

" These clearlyshow a significantlocal influencedue to the pressurefield of
the airfoil. Note that the y/c axis is locatedat a value of 6_.Ic= 0.014 on

_ all plots; the maximumvalue of 6"/c (shownon the last curve in fig. 6(a))
is 0.03. At the lateralwall (largesty/c shown)the displacementthickness

:: exhibitsa monotonicincreasingbehavior. However,along streamllnesnear the
airfoilsurface,_*/c undergoesvery rapid streamwisechanges. There is a

" pronouncedlocal boundary-layerthickeningnear the leadingand trailingedges
of the model with a thinningnear the expansionpeak just downstreamof the

• leadingedge. The distributionin the wake regionmay not be very realistic
' since the wake is not properlymodeled in the transonicairfoilprogram.

The flexiblewall shape is determinedas the sum of the deflectionof the
" outermostlateralstreamline(i.e.,the inviscidcompressibleblockagecorrec-

tion) and the viscouscorrectiondue to the local boundary-laverdisplacement
thicknesson all walls (i.e.,flexibleand rigid). The method for determining

, this latter8" correctionwas indicatedwhen discussingthe empty tunnel
results. Comparisonsof analyticaland experimentalflexiblewall shapssare

. shown in figure7. The agreementis seen to be very good. The outermost
lateralinviscidstreamlineis shown as a dashed line so that the relative

_- contributionsto the wall displacementcan be seen. The viscouswall effect
is not small;the boundarylayer on the rigidwall near the model producesa
rapid streamwisevariationin blockagewhich must be accountedfor in the

: flexiblewall. One must have sufficientresolutionin the wall controlat
i_'i, lateralregionsaroundthe model in order to accommodatethis behavior.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS
,7

The presentdesignprocedurehas a generalutilitywhich is restrictedby
our currentabilityto calculatetransonicflow about arbitraryconfigurations

: :. includinga properaccountof the viscousphenomena. However,continuingrapid
'_ advancesin computationalmachineryand methodswill allow for better

numericalmodelingof these aspects. Comparisonswith the Barnwell-Everhart
streamlinedtunnelexperimentprovidesome degreeof verificationof the

_-. numericaldesign procedurewhich is being developedfor the LFC application.
o These comparisonsdemonstratethat the blockagedue to the viscous-boundary
oT layeron the rigid.(side)wall cannot be neglectedin tunnelstreamlining. In

fact, it is primarilythiswall boundarylayer near the model which responds
to the pressurefield of the model and producesthe rapidlyvaryingstreamwise
characterin the lateralwall shape. F_r more severeconditionsof trcnsonic
flow with strongshockwavesand high lift, it is felt that the local rigid-

' (side-)wall boundary-layereffectswill distortthe test so that the desired
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simulationis not achieved(i.e.,2-D flow w111 not be achievedin the tunnel).
The presentdesign procedurecontainsan optionfor directcalculationof

: ,.: suctionrate distributionsrequiredto malnt)inattachedboundary-layerflow.
.... This optionprovidesa means for determiningsuctionrequirementsneededfor

boundary-layercontrolnear the model/linerJunction.
J
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° [ Figure 2.- Vlew of the Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel showing "octagonal"
", test-sectlon liner and large-chord swept-wlng panel for LFC test
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SECTIONA-A SECTIONB-B SECTIONC-C SECTIOND-D

Figure 3.- Schematic view of test-section liner for an LFC model in the Ames
12-foot pressure wind tunnel. Liner was contoured for d preliminary LFC

., section neglecttn 8 viscous wall effects,
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: Figure 4.- Schematic of two-dlmenslonal streamlined tunnel (Langley 6- by
'. 19-1nch transonic tunnel) used by Barnwe11 and Everhart.
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i_; Figure 5.- Comparison of flexible nonporous wail shapes required to produce
?: uniform parallel flow in the Lansley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel.
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Figure6.- Calculateddistributionof boundary-layerdisplacement
thickness 6"/c across the tunnel rigidwall.
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_'.,,.. Figure 7.- Comparison of flexible nonporous wall shapes for an NACA 0012

:.:, airfoil test at zero lift in the Langley 6- by 19-1nch transonic tunnel.
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EVALUATIONOF INTERFERENCEIN THE OSU

! 6 IN. BY 22 IN. TRANSONICAIRFOILTUNNEL

John D. Lee
. _ The Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory

The Ohio State University
l -
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SUM4ARY

,_:: Interference in a 6 in. by 22 in. "two-dimensional" wind tunnel has been :
: _ evaluated at Math numbers up to 1.06 by comparing pressure distributions from

i:;. _ airfoil models of differing size. Models of the NACA 0012 profile having chords
of 76, 152, and 305 mm were used in one phase of the evaluation program and

.: models of a supercritical profile having chords of 76 and 152 mm were used in
another. This report documents the confinement interference, i.e., blockage,?

; downwash and streamline curvature, all of which ere quite small on a model
: having a chord of 152 mm and which can, for most applications, be ignored.

_ Specifically the corrections are lumped into an attack angle adjustment of -O.16
degreesper unit lift coefficienton a 152 mm model.

j-"

,: INTRODUCTION
"t

The interpretation of wind tunnel data in terms of equivalent "free-alr"
ir_ormation has always been hindered by considerations of the constraints of

i the boundaries. For some situations, theoretical analyses, moderated by experl-
! ence have yielded suitable correction procedures. In the transonic range two
': features have led to serious difficulties: (a) the use of ventilated walls
" introduced peculiar constraints which ere not yet properly understood and

(b) local shock waves interacting with the boundary layers on the tunnel walls
will often disruptthose layers and produceextensivelateraldisturbances.
For the past 25 years in which tests have been conductedin the transonicrange,

"_ there has been a multitude of innovations but there is yet no simple, direct
:_ procedure by which valid "free-air" data may be acquired from a ground test

facility other than by using models which are relatively small in a given
facility.

Due to pecul_arities in design and operation, each facility has Interfer-
=,. ence effectswhich are unlikethose in another,with the resultthat proced-

ures for testing and for modifying the data in one facility will not, in
• general, apply to another facility. It is necessary to examine three areas: the

facilitydesign,the data acquisitiontechniqueand the procedurefor deter-..
mining the natureand degreeof wall interference,in order to adjustthe dataL

-. to equlwlent "free-air"information.
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The OSU airfoil tunnel was designed for the specific task of airfoil test-
"_ ing and its configuration was based upon previous research with three other
: transonic tunnels. A wide variety of airfoils has been tested to date and a

series of careful programs has been conducted to define and evaluate interfer-
ence of all types. This paper describes results from tests utilizing models of
the NACA 0012 profile to define the interference from the confining boundaries,

. i.e. the ventilated walls. A similar evaluation program was conducted using an
"aft-loaded" or "supercritical" profile to support the results with the 0012

.!. model. The program was based on the premise that final reduced and/or
_. "corrected" data from similar models differing in chord by factors of two and
; four must agree with each other. As a further test, such data must also agree

with theory, to an acceptable degree, and with data from other facilities which
" were relatively much larger in comparison to the model size.

:_ The symbols are defined in an appendix.

THE 6" X 22" WIND TUNNEL SYST_

_i A schematic of the 6" x 22" airfoil wind tunnel is shown in _Igure I. The
_i dimensions of the test section are 6" x 22" x 44" long in a two-dimensional con-
._ figuration; i.e., the two 22" side walls are solid while the 6" walls are per-

forated with a porosity of about 7% and overlie individual plenum chambers.
- The plenums are open to the mixing zone downstream of the test section and thus
_ can respond individually to pressure changes caused by models in the test sec-

i_ tion. This isolated plenum configuratic_ leads to the extremely low interfer-
! ence as indicated by experimental data for two-dimensional airfoils over a wide
_' range of operating conditions and model attitudes.

!! Models are mounted in the test section between two ports in the 22" side
walls midway in the test section, and the angle of attack of the airfoil can be

;: varied by rotating the ports. The nozzle consists of two solid aluminum blocks
_" machined to coordinates specifying continuous first and second derivatives van-
i;i ishing at the nozzle exit. A pressure drop device and a two-staged bellmouth
" from the screened settling chamber with a contraction ratio of 15:1 are used to
...._ maximize flow uniformity.

°_ Test section Math number is fixed by a choke consisting of an array of bars
_ across the flow downstream from the induction/mixing zone. The Mach number can

.......': be varied by changing the number and/or the diameter of the bars. With a typi-
_o _ cal model installed, the Math number can be varied from 0.3 to i.i with a toler-

:" ance of +0.001. The Reynolds number can be varied by changing the total pres-
,_ sure in _he stagnation chamber providing a range in Re/m from I to i00 million
,,_ at a fixed Mach num.berif desired. This particular feature is extremely impor-

_"_ rant in studying the M_ch/Reynolds number effects on two-dimensional airfoils.
_i" The facility operating envelope is given in figure 2.
'/

The tunnel is operated by pre-setting the control valve (fig. I) to achieve
,;_i the desired reservoir pressure. The plug valve is opened and the circuit pres-

_ ".:_i surizes in a few seconds. Thereafter, the pressure drops in proportion to the
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mass flow from the storage tar_s. The storage system provides 140 cubic meters
of air at pressures up to 18 x 106 N/m2. Conventional air driers and oil
separators are used to maintain a very high purity of the airflow.

Figure 3 shows the pressure history for the facilit._during a typical test
run. Data are normally taken immediately after the pressure peak when a period
of nearly constant pressure is available. For the conditions of figure 3,
tunnel shutdown was delayed for purposes of evaluating the response of the
overall system, where the good uniformity of pressure ratio is evident.

Calibration

The basic characteristics of the tunnel were determined by means of static
pressure distributions through the test section. The calibration of the tunn_l

/

was based upon the average of seven static pressures at the model-mounting site
(with no model present) referred to the plenum pressure. Calibration tests
were also performed with one plenum vented in order to evaluate the effects of

I the small unbalance which occurs when testing with a lifting model.

i The validity of applying such an "empty-tunnel" calibration when a model
is installed is based on the assumption that the plenums, through the perfora-

: ted boundaries, supply the necessary environment to simulate the far-field.
The assumption has been verified by the correlations of the data.

Data Acquisition and Processing

;.. Steady-crate pressure measurements are made with a Scanivalve and a trapped-
. volume system. Tubes fr_ model and tunnel taps are ducted to a Scanivalve sys-

tem, consisting of a set of valves (basically rotary guillotines) preceding a
-: regular Scanivalve. At the data point, the valves are closed, thus trapping
•-i samples of all the pressures at the same tunnel operating pressure. The pres-

sures are subsequently read through the Scanivalve as the tunnel is shutting
down. Due to the small but finite volume in the transducer cavity, adjustments

_ to the raw data are necessary to account for pressure differences as the Scani-
• • valve is cycled between ports. This is accomplished with simple calibration

procedures, during which the Scanivalve is cycled two or more times. The multi-
cycle calibration is frequently repeated during a test program as a cross clleck
on the system and for detection of leaks.

'_ Data taken during the run as well as those from the Scanivalve are digiti-
:. zed and stored on magnetic tape in the Digital Computational Facility of the

Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory. The data is reduced to co-
efficient form, reviewed on a CRT display, then integrated to lift and pitching
moment coefficients, printed and plotted in hard copy form in five minutes £rom
the run.

The wake is traversed by a motor-driven pitot probe, 25 cm downstream from
:- the trailing edge, and the pressure recorded as a continuous trace of deficit

from the stagnation pressure. Again, this datum is stored during the run cycle,
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,,/ : to be evaluated by "quick-look" on the CRT before proceeding to the next test
: _ point. Such profiles arc then reduced and integrated to drag eoeffialents.

: Models

'. _ Pressure models as used in this study were fabricated from solid brass on
a computer-controlled milling machine using a minimum of 600 coordinate sets.
Pressure taps are incorporated by blind drilling so that the surface is not
marred by inlaying tubes, and then the terminal tubes are soldered or epoxyed

"' into the ends of the model. Typical models are shown in figure 4 while figure
5 shows a model in the test section with taps connected to Scanivalve system

INTERFERENCE EVALUATION
.

.: I. Flow Quality

,_ The basic characteristics of the flow field were determined by means of
':_ static pressure measurements through the test section; two such sets of data

are given in figure 6.

The flow quality at different Math numbers and a verification of the cali-
.. bration procedure may be deduced from data such as those presented in figures 7
_ and 8. For such purposes the 0012 model may be regarded as a probe. It should

be noted that a relatively small error in Mach number will shift the data out
of agreement.

._, II. Blockage

[ Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show measurements from the 0012 profile at zero
attack-angle. The scale of C_ has been expanded to clarify the small differ-

._ ences between the three models. Note that the data (from the 12-inch model ) is
_, in the direction to be expected from boundary "openness".

• III. Lift Interference

:: The low level of interference in the 6 in. by 22 in. airfoil tunnel has
;' been documented by means of data from the three models of the 0012 profile and
_ from two models of a supercritical (aft-loaded) section both tested over wide
? ranges in Mach number and attack angle. Interference may be deduced by compari-

sons of the data between models with data from other facilities and with theo-

retical predictions (including viscous effects). (See ref. i. ) Only a few
' examples are presented here in figures i0 through 13. Such comparisons lead to
r

the conclusion that the interference on a 152 mm model is negligibly small overv_'

'i" the full range of Mach number and, in fact, is quite small even on a model of
:" 305 mm chord in subcritical flows.
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A considerable number of data were used to determine the interference
field in home detail. For example, the lo_d differences plotted in figure 14
indicated that the interference could be oeparated into its components due to
downwash and to streamline curvature. Further data were used to establish the
dependence of both oomponentn on the llft coefficient and on the square of the
chord-to-height ratio. The interference field could then be expressed in
general form as given by figure 15. It should be noted that the scales of
figures 14 and 15 are higher expanded for analytical purposes.

Results from the supercritical models were essentially similar to those
from the models of the 0012. Figure 15 also shows that the chordwlse interfer-
ence load on the supercritioal section was the same as that found on the 0012.

For comparison purposes, the lift interference integrates to a correction
on the attack angle of -0.16@ per unit lift coefficient on a model having a
chord of 152 mm.

CONCLUDING

Interference generated by the proximity of the walls in the 6 in. by 22 in.
airfoil tunnel has been evaluated as extremely small b_'means of data from
three models of the NACA 0012 profile and from two models of a supercritical
section. Using a 152 mm model chord for reference, the net lift interference
may be expressed as an attack angle error of-0.16 ° per unit lift coefficient_e
and the blockage as negligible.
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. APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

C model chord length (cm)

C£ llft cooffl_lent

, Cp ._/.rea_urecoefficient

h wind-tunnel height

M Math number

p pressure

": Po stagnation pressure

. p= free-stream static pressure

Pc pressure in 91enum of wlnd tunnel

Re Reynolds number

X chordwlse distance on airfoil (cm)

angle of attack (degrees)

:'.: 6Cp airfoil loading (Op (lower surface)) - (Cp (upper surface))

A_DW angle of downwash induced by wind-tunnel interference (degrees)

AC£ coefficient of lift from streamline curvature induced by
sc wind-tunnel interference

i'

R
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Figure 5.- View of the model mounting port and the scanlvalve system.
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VISUALIZATION OF THE SEPARATION AND

SUBSEQUENT TRANSITION NEAR

THE LEADING EDGE OF AIRFOILS*

Anthony V. Arena and Thomas J. Mueller

University of Notre Dame

SUMMARY

A visual study was performed using the low speed smoke wind tunnels of
the University of Notre Dame with the objective of obtaining a better under-
standing of the st_acture of leading edge separation bubbles on airfoils. The
location of separation, transition and reattachment for a cylindrical nose
constant-thickness airfoil model were obtained from smoke photographs and
surface oil flow techniques. These data, together with static pressure distri-
butions along the leading edge and upper surface of the model, produced the
influence of Reynolds number, angle of attack and trailing edge flap angle on
the size and characteristics of the bubble. Additional visual insight into

the unsteady nature of the separation bubble was provided by high speed 16 mm

movies. 8w, color movies taken of the surface o11 flow supported the findings
of the high speed movles and clearly showed the formation of a scalloped

spanwise separation line at the higher Reynolds number (Rec ffi450,000). Results
obtained from these experiments have improved our knowledge of the laminar

separation bubble and the transition process.

INTRODUCTION

The next generation of business and co,,,erclal aircraft must not only

have significant reductions in the noise and exhaust pollutants produced but
must be fuel-conservatlve. One of the cruclal areas where significant

advances have been made I_ the past few years is in transonic and subsonic air-

foll design. Although advances have been made, there are several areas which

require careful investigation if further improvements are to be realized,

especially in developlng an airfoll with laminar flow over a subs_antlal

portion of its surface. One important area of concern is the occurrence and

behavior of the leadlng edge separation bubble. The separation bubble plays

an important part in determining the behavior of the boundary layer on the
surface, including the stalling characteristics of the airfoil. In practlcal

situations, this bubble may be partly laminar, with transition occurring after

laminar separation, or completely turbulent (ref. 1). The primary objectives

* Thls research was supported by NASA Langley Research Center under
Grant NSG 1419.
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- of this paper are to describe the unique low speed smoke wind tunnels and vls-
,_," ualization _echuiques developed at Notre Dame and to use these techniques to
_" obtain a better understanding of the strvcture of the leading edge separation

bubble and the transition process.

SYHBOLS

_" Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements
:; and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.

c Chord

Cp Pressure coefficient = (P - P_)/_U_ 2

P Static pressure on model surface

P_ Freestream static pressure
cU_

;: Re Chord Reynolds number = --

_ R Reattachment location

- S Separation location

,:_ T Beginning transition location

' U_ Freestream velocityy

_, X Distance along airfoil chord

! _ XI_ _. Distance from beginning of Test Section

'_ a Angle of attack
o',.

_- _ Flap angle at centerline

O Diffuser angle, deg

:_ _ Absolute viscosity

.- O Density

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

A schematic drawing of one of the indraft low turbulence subsonic wind
.. tunnels is shown in figure I. The air passes through the twelve anti-
'." turbulence screens before entering the 24:1 contraction section. The first
:. seven screens are 14 x 18 mesh bronze and the last five are 25 x 35 mesh
; marquisette. Both the inlet and test sectlons are square and are mounted on

rollers to provide an easy means of interchanging these components. In
addition, each test section has removable rear panels, allowing ready access
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_ to the test section. Downstream of the test section is the diffuser which is
fixed into _he wall of the laboratory and which transitions from the square
cross-section of the test eectJ.on to a circular cro_s-section at the fan. A

four inch foam rubber section separates the test section and the diffuser to
.," ensure no vibrations are transmitted to the working section from the fan. The

' fan is driven by an 11,185.5 W (15 hp) variable speed electrlc motor, located
'- on a separate foundation outside the laboratory. The two-dimensional airfoil

_; type model used in this investigation was the cylindrical leading edge constant-
thickness model with a movable flap shown in figure 2. Thlrty-four static
pressure taps were placed along the leading edge and upper surface of the model

• as far as x/c - 0.54.

, For smoke visualization, the smoke is introduced upstream of the first

:: screen from a rake which can be moved and positioned horlzontally or vertlcally
, so _moke lines may be placed anywhere in the test section. The smoke is gen-

: crated by a device which allows deodorized kerosene to drip on to electrically
/

,: heated plates; the smoke then proceeds to the smoke rake. The smoke rake has
a iilter bag and cooling coils which reduce the smoke temperature to approx-

' imately ambient before passing through the antl-turbulence screens and into the
test section. Still photographs of the smoke flow were taken, using a
Graflex I0 x 13 cm (4 x 5 inch) camera and several high intensity lights with

' a duration of about 20 mlcro-seconds. High speed movies were obtained with a
Wollensak WF-3 Fastex 16 mm camera and several I000 and 2000 watt quartz

• lights. Surface oil flow studies were also made, using time lapse and 8 mm

_ color movie photography.
i

_: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

o' Turbulence Intensity Measurements

• It was necessary to measure the freestream turbulence in the wind tunnel
to ascertain the eftect of turbulence intensity on the flow over the airfoil

, model in this and future hot-wire studies. Two stations were chased at which

_ hot-wlre measurements would be conducted. The first was near the entrance to
• :_ the constant-area tunnel section (Z I - 37 cm) and the second point was further

i.'i downstream coincident to the location of the leading edge of the model
;_. (XI = 76 cm). The point X1 = 0 si_nifies the point where the reduction cone

:_ _i ends and the test section begins. The model was removed from the tunnel while

L _ measurements were taken at thq second station. Four different sets of

_ measurements were taken at each station, varying the velocity from 6 m/sec to
i.... _ 25 m/sec. Three of the four runs utilized turbulence screens directly at the

! .:_ test section entrance (XI - 0). Results from these experiments are shown in
" figures 3 and 4. Turbulence intensities ranging from less than 0.2_ (no

turbulence screen) to less than 1.2Z at station XI ffi37 cm (i.e. fig. 3).

These values dropped 0.1Z and 0.7Z, respectively, at Xl ffi76 cm, as shown in

. o'/: figure 4.

o'
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Slatie Pressure Distributions I

Static prennura coefficient plots were obtained for angles of attack
ranging from 6° to -4°, flap angle, of 0°, +30 ° and -30 ° (posltlvn chance aa

downward), and chord Reyno]da numbers from 1SO,O00 to 460,000. Typlcnl pre,_
flute coefficient versus percent chord results are shown in figure 5. These

praf_aure coefficient pl,,ta for the shear layer flow may be dlvldnd into four

dlntlnct regions: (i) the laminar boundary layer extending along the airfoil

surface from the leading ,,dge to the point of separation, characterized by a
marked decrease In presmire to a minimum peak, followed by an adverse prentmre
gradient ,:au_lng the flow to separate; (2) the constant-pressure laminar
e_hear layer, existing from the points of separation to transition; (3) the
turbulent mixing region, between the onset of transition and the point of
reattachment, characterized by a quick rise in pressure; (4) the turbulent

boundary layer stretching from reattachment on downstream.

Smoke Pictures

For the smoke flow visualization portion of the experiments, several
photographs were taken for each condition that pressure plots were available.

The purpose was to freeze the action of the separated flow and identify points
of separation and transition. Examples of these smoke photographs are shown in

: figures 6 and 7. Interestingly enough, even though several good photographs

were taken at the same ambient and flow conditions, slightly different transi-

tion locations were obtained. High speed movies taken with the Wollensak

Fastex camera confirmed this unsteady phenomenon in that the laminar portion of

the separated flow was observed to grow and shrink in length during small time
intervals. The still photographs show that the separation point is always

within 1% of the top of the cylindrical leading edge. The angle at which the

flow departs from the surface is between 9° and 22° , as measured from the
photographs.

Oil Surface Flow

Before starting up the wind tunnel, the angle of attack and flap angle

were chosen and a llne of ell (approximately 1 cm x i0 cm) was placed on the

center of the airfoil in a chord-wlse direction. Once the tunnel was operating,
the resulting airflow forced the oil to flow along the surface. Within one

minute, the separation llne along the leading edge was clearly visible. Behind

this llne were three different sections of oil: (i) oil flowing towards the

leading edge, presumably part of the reverse flow inside the separation bubble;

(2) a dark region where the turbuledt flow is reattaehing to the surface,

forcing the ell to ooze in both directions; (3) ell flowing towards the
trailing edge via the turbulent attached boundary layer (fig. 8a). In all

these experiments, the point chosen as the reattachment point was the solid

: llne separating the first light region and the dark region, because this line
was clear, definite and always visible. Actually, it was reasoned that the

real reattachment llne is a few percent chord further downstream but the line

chosen in this work is easily measured and is visibly affected by changes in
8
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'- Reynolds numbar and angle of attack. The error is extremely small in casein of

_ posltiv_ and _oro angles of attack, n_ gravity will pull th_ oil an fax towards I
.....-. the trailing edge (hence roattachmont point) na ponniblo. The error becomes n

bit moro signlflcnnt, on tho ardor of 3_4% chord, in the canoll of nogat!vo
: angle_ of nttack, an gravity forces tll_oli towards thn !_nd_ng edge, h¢,nc_

.... driving it nlightly furth_r away from tho actual renttachmont point.

PlotH of tht_chord Neynolds number versus portent chord wore obtalnod for

each glven anglo of attack and flap anfllo, e.g. flgurt_s 9 t_nd IO. Sopsratlon
wan virtually unaffected by increasing the Roynold_ _umber, while the transi-

tion and reattachmant poi'atu moved toward the leading edge in an exponential
manner, as discussed by Huang and Hannah (ref. 2). As angle of attack

increased, the region of turbulent mixing grew larger. At the highest Reynolds
number used in this worL_ (470,000), the position of reattachment was always
within 14 to 18% chord_ regardless of angles of attack and flap angle. At 6°

•angle of attack and 300 flap, reattachment was shown at 40% chord. Figure 9

... shows at Rec= 140,000 this point is moved to 25% chord, and figure i0 placed

_ reattachment Just beyond the 20% mark. Consequently, the slope of these curves
is highly dependen_ on angle of attack.

While in the process of experimenting to obtain these reattachment points,

: an unexpected phenomenon occurred. With the angle of attack set at -4°, 0°

flap angle and a chord Reynolds number equal to 469,000, the separatlon line no

longer appeared to be merely straight, rather a scalloped wave-llke pattern was
: formed. Figure 8 demonstrates the formation process of this pattern. Three

distinct regions were observed in the chord-wlse direction of this ell flow.

_. From i0 to 12% chord a thick build-up of fluid occurred in an almost regular

_ slnusoldal pattern along the upper surface of the model. Following this con-

figuration was a region extending to the 14% chord-llne containing a thinner,
-" more dispersed layer of oil, which accounts for most of the pattern seen in

. figure 8d. The third zone exhibits a very small amount of fluid, again

stretching about 2% of the chord, which assumes a shape similar to trailing

:_ vortices. This basic shape formed at the higher Reynolds numbers (above
, 400,000) for every angle of attack and flap angle tested. The scalloped line

is a manifestation of the three-dimenslonallty of the transitional separated
flow. The formation process was interesting in itself. The ell film was

_:_ placed on the model and the tunnel was turned on to idling speed (Rec =
150,000) and a very steady separation line formed at angle of attack -4° . An

,, increase in Rec to about 300,000 _aw the separation llne become somewhat

.. unsteady, as it oscillated back end forth. Further increases Jn speed (Rec =

370,000) resulted in the ceasing of the oscillatory motion in conjunction with

i, the first appearance of the scalloped pattern. In this Reynolds number range,

: the line was very sensitive to velocity changes. An increase in tunnel speed

: rest'lied in the rebirth of the rapid oscillations for approximately 30 seconds
before damping out; once again the oli assumed the wavy-like form. At maximum

speed (Rec = 450,000) the oil, _n the scalloped pattern, was impervious to
,' incremental velocity changes.

With the tunnel at peak velocity, it was desired to observe any changes
: evident in the surface oil pattern with respect to angle of attack increments.

,= The angle was raised from -4° to -2° to 0° without any real alte_atlon cncount-
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ered. However, once positive angles were Introduced, a definite change in the

wave pattern was noted, causing the frequency of the nodal points to increase
in the sinusoidal wave. As before, Just prior to the alteration of shape, an

oscillatory motion was observed, eventually ceasing within 30 seconds. A simi-
lar physical situation was noted by Mattingly (ref.3) in 1962. His experiment

; involved the flow about a circular cylinder placed in a water tank. What he
observed was an undulating separation line. He noted that the source of the

separation line oscillation is related to the three-dimensional motion of the
wake fluid directly behind the separation line. Mattingly calculated the fre-
quency of these oscillations to be that of the prevailing shedding frequency.

:_i The frequency of the oscillatory motions observed in the oil flow line on the
_ CLE-CT model was not determined. By visual observation, however, as in

-_ Mattinglyts work, an increase in Reynolds numbor caused a corresponding

increase in this frequency. These oscillations eventually damped out, however,
: and the o51 f2.ow line fo1_ed a steady, wavy pattern. Further experiments using

hot-wlre anemometry are planned to study this phenomeno1_ in greater detail.

_: CONCLUDING REMARKS

% Results from this study indicate that visual techniques can be used to

increase our understanding of separated flow phenomenon. As adequate analytical

;i methods are presently not available to predict the location and detailed strut-
? ture of transition, the insight gained from these visual experiments is of

significant ?mportance.

2 Smoke flow photographs clearly visualized the free shear layer following

_, separation from _he leading edge. Also, due to the favorable thickness to

_ length ratio of the bubble, the formation of Tollmein-Schllchtlng type waves in
_2_ the laminar shear layer is quite distinct, as is the breakdown into a turbulent

/ motion. These photographs will aid in the placement of the hot-wlre probes in

_i future investigati¢.ns. The effect, if any, of the probe on the flow in and

around the separation bubble can be easily determined. The unsteadiness of the)
transition process was clearly observed in the high speed movies.

! An oil mixture pla,:ed along the upper surface of the model revealed the
reattachment locations of the turbulent shear layer to the surface. These

' points, along with those taken from the smoke flow photographs, were plotted

with the static pressure distributions. These plots indicate that the chosen_: parameters of chord Reynolds number, angle of attack and flap angle definitely
_! affect _he size and characteristics of leading edge separation bubbles. The

surface oil flow produced a spanwi_e scalloped pattern at the higher Reynolds
=]_ numbers. This oil flow pattern is a manifestation of the three-dimensional

4 nature of the transition and separated flows. Hot-wire anemometer studies in
progress will provide additional insight into this important but extremely

:i_i!- complex flow problem.
:6
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Figure 2.- The two-dimeneJ.onal cyllndrlcal-leading-edge constanc-thicknes8
(CLE-CT) model.
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POSITION X/C

._,_, Figure 5.- Statlc-pressure coefficient along the chord of the CLE-CT model

:!i:' for a = 4° , _ - -30 ° , Rec " 1.59 x 105 and for 0t = 6° , 6 - 0°,
,, Re - 1.54 x 105 .
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,.' Figure 6.- Smoke-flc_ photograph at angle of attack of 4°, flap deflection
..... of-30 °, and Re " 1.59 x 105.
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Figure 7.- Smoke-flow photograph at angle of attack of 6 ° with no flap !
deflection and Re -_ 1.54 x 105 . !

!_ c .]

_ (a) Re = 161,000. (b) Re = 305,500.
C C

i-

i.

T

: (c) Re c = 469,000 (d) Re c = 469,000

.. (after I0 min). (after 50 min).
i
. _ Figure 8.- Photographs of the surface otl flow for the CLE-CT model and for
: c_ = -4° and _ = 0°. ,
4,
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_i INSTRUMENTATION,TECHNIQUESAND DATA REDUCTION

ASSOCIATEDWITH AIRFOILTESTINGPROGRAMS

__ AT WICHITA'STATEUNIVERSITY

EdwardJ. Rodgersand W1111amH. Wentz, Jr.
;., Wichita State University

' H.C Seetharam
,, Boeing CommercialAirplaneCompany
T

_" SUMMARY
! .

i o ,_/

" Two-dimensionalairfoiltestinghas been conductedat the WichitaState
UniversityBeech Wind Tunnelfor a numberof years. The instrumentationde-

i:_; velopedand adaptedduring thls periodof testingfor determinationof flow
_ _ fieldsalong with the traversingmechanismsfor these probes are discussed.
:.. In addition,some of the techniquesused to accountfor interferenceeffects
,_c associatedwith the apparatusused for this two-dimensionaltestingare pre-
_, sented. The applicationof a mini-computerto the data reductionand presen-

tationis discussed.

_ INTRODUCTION

r::. During the wind tunnel testingprogramof two-dlmensionalairfoilsat the
t=, Walter H. Beech Wind Tunnelat the WichitaState Universityduringthe last
_,'_ threeyears, certaininstrumentationhas been developed or adapted. These
o: instrumentsincludepressureprobes for obtainingmeasurementsnear the sur-
_:! face of an airfolland pressureprobesfor the determinationof the velocity
:_. fields in reverse flow regions. Traversing mechanismswere also developed for

_o:_. positioningthese probes. These probesand traversingmechanismsare described
o: and samplesof the data obtainedare shown in this paper. In additionto the
: pressure probes, commercially available hot-ftlm probes were adapted for mea-

: surementof velocityin the reverseflow regions. The hot-fllmprobe came in
o: two versions,a slngle-elementprobe and a spllt-filmprobe. These probesand
..:,' their use are discussedand data obtainedwith the hot-filmprobesare shown.

• i' Use of the probes and traversingmechanismin some regionsand under some
° conditionsintroducedinterferenceeffectson the flow field about the model
J_:.. specimen. These interferenceeffectsarc discussedalong with modifications

and techniquesused to evaluate,minimizeand correctfor these interference"
:: effects. One of the effectsdiscussedis that on the separationof the bound-

ary layer and consequentchangesto the pressuredistribution.
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Large amounts of data generated durlng wtnd tunnel programs can becomeun-
manageable. A mint-computer has been Implemented in the data acquisition and
processingsystemat the WichitaState Universitywind tunnel. Use of the
mlnl-computersystemfor data acquisition,reduction,analysisand display is
described.

SEmDoldefinitionsare given In an appendix.

INSTRUMENTATION

The desiredmeasurementsare those requiredto determineand describethe
flow fleld about the airfoil. For an incompressibleflow, if one determines
the velocityfield both in magnitudeand directionthen one has all of the in-
formationnecessaryto understandthe flow mechanism. The velocityfield
about the airfoilat the pre-stallthroughpost-stallrange of angles of at-
tack of interestvariesquite widely in character. The flow can be steady or
unsteadywith varyingdegreesof turbulencein differentregionsabout the air-
foil and also normalor reversedin direction. The regionsof interestabout
the airfollare those of the near-wallflow field, the far-fieldflow, and the
wake flow field. It is difficultto get a singleinstrumentthat can operate
under a11 of the conditionsfound in these differentregions. A numberof dif-
ferentinstrumentsare thereforeused. These instrumentsare discussedin the
followingsections,under two categories: I) pressureprobes,and 2) hot-film
probes. In addition,the traversingmechanismsused to positionthese probes
are also discussed.

Pressure Probes

The basic pressureprobe used is the five-tubeprobe shown in figure I.
This probe consistsof a total head tube and fo,Jrstatictaps spacedabout the
circumferenceof the probe. The description,callbratlonand use of this
probe have been documentedin referencesI and 2. The probe is used to deter-
mine the magnitudeand directionof the velocityin the far-fieldregionover
the airfoiland in the wake of the airfoil. In regionswhere the angularity
of the local velocity with respect to the probe axis exceeds ,40 ° , the probe
cannot sense the direction or magnitude. Because of the physic(1 dimensions
of the tip it cannot be used for near-wall (< 0.2 mm)measurements. In order
to obtain velocity measurements closer to the surface of the _irfotl the flat-
tube probe shown in figure 2 was developed(referenceI). This is a total
head tube whose prime componentis a flattenedhypodermictubing. This probe
is capableof measurementas near as 0.15 mm from the local surface. The
velocitymagnitudeis determinedusing the staticpressuretap on the surface
of the body for static pressurequantity. The flat-tubeprobe cantlotsense
the velocityangularltyor directlon,and like the other pressureprobes,is
insensitiveto velocityfluctuations.
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In an attemptto determinethe separationand reattachmentpointsover the
' airfoilin the near-wallregion,the cylindrical-tubeprobe of figure 3 was
• developed(referenceI). This probe consistedof two hypodermictubes, side_

by-si6e,sealedat the extremeend with a small total pressurehead opening
drilledinto each tube near its sealedend. Duringuse, the tubewas brought
close to the surfaceof the airfoiland the flow directionand total pressure

i
were obtainedfrom the highertwo pressures. The cylindrical-tubeprobe could
not sense the flow angularity. The velocitymagnitudewas determinedusing

" the airfoilsurfacestaticpressurereadingobtainedsimultaneously.This cyl-
indrical-tubeprobe was found to be rather inaccuratefor determiningthe sep-
arationand reattachmentpoints,becauseof sensitivityto sldewashvelocity
near separation.

Anotherconfigurationdevelopedfor near-wallvelocitymeasurementsand
also capableof determiningflow reversalwas the four-tubeprobe shown in
figure 4. This probe has forward-and aft-facingflattenedtotal tubes for

, near-wallflow directionand total pressuremeasurement. The pltot-typetubes
. are less sensitiveto sidewashthan the cylindrical-tubeprobe, and are cap-

able of _easurementnearerto the surface(downto O.34mm) than the cylin-
dricalprobe. The two staticpressuretubes added to this probe give it the

_' capabilityof direct staticand total pressuremeasurement,and thereforeve-
1ocltymagnitude. The probe is not capableof determiningflow angularity.
Since flow directionnear a wall is usuallynearlyparallelto the wa11, the

'; lack of flow angularitymeasurementcapabilityis not a severe limltation.
o.- This probe was adaptedas the secondarypressureoevlceused in the flow mea-

surementwork supplementingthe data from the five-tubeprobe. The four-tube
probe is describedin more detail in reference3.

A comparisonof typicalvelocltyprofilesmeasuredover the airfoilusing
" the cylindrical-tube,the five-tube,and the flat-tubeprobesare shown in fig-
:: ure 5. The differencesin velocltyas measuredby the differentprobes are
.:- rather sma11. The flve-tubeprobe data is probablythe most accuratesince it

has been calibratedextensivelyas mentionedpreviously.

:'_ Another example of the data obtained for determining the flow fteld about
the airfoil is the velocity field data shown in figure 6. The vectors are to
scale and indicate both the magnitude and the direction of the flow over the

_' airfoil and in the wake. As can be seen on the figure, the five-tube data does
_- not supplyany informationin the reverseflow regions. The four-tubedata

' shownby the dashed ltnes is used to supplement the five-tube data although the
_):_ velocityangularityin this reverseflow regi,,nis not determined.

°i Another pressure probe developed and used was the boundary layer mouse_
showrmin figure 7 and discussed more fully in reference 4. This probe or rake

'" consists of a number of total head tubes stacked closely and attached tangent
to the surfaceof the airfoil The total pressuresdeterminedwere used with

_: the surfacestaticpressuresto obtainthe velocltymagnitudesnear the wall.
' Velocitymagnitudesin the reversedflow regionscannot be determinedwith

_ this rake. A typicaltotal pressuremeasurementsurveyover the flap and the
-_ flap cove of an airfoilis shown in figure8.

. i #
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..." Hot-Film Probes

,"" In tl)e course of the present research prog_'_ _ hot-';_ilm sensor and asso-
ciated controlsignalconditioningequipmentwere o_taine_ (reference4). The

:: first probe obtainedwas a single hot-fllmsensorshewn in figure g. lhe sen-
sot consistsof a small cylindricalwire, .050mm in diameter,mountedbetween

' two supports. The cyllndrlcalsensor ts made of a quartzmaterialcoatedwith
a thin fllm of platinum. The fllm is heated by propercircuitryand the rate
of heat transferdependson the velocityof the flow past the wire. The hot-
film probe is sensitiveto unsteadyflow velocitiesand is callbratedto mea-

.: surethe magnitudeof the veloclty. However,it cannot sense the directionof
" the flow if reversed. One can speculatefrom the data obtainedwhether

the flow does reversesince in thls regionthe velocltywould intermittently
• become zero.

. Recently,split-filmsensorshave becomeavailablewhich eliminatethe
flow directionambiguityassociated_wl_h"_l_gle_fllmsensors (reference5).
Figure10 is a schematicof the spllt-filmsensor. The thin fllm of platinum

• is depositedon the fore and aft portionof the cylindricalsensorof this
"_ probe which is .15mmln diameter. The electroniccircuitryof the equipment

a11ows the determinationof the flow directionand its magnitude. Although
=:_ the flow angle is not determined,the probe does determinethe magnitudeand
_. whetherthe flow is in the fore or aft direction. The split-filmand single-
r fllm sensorsare describedmore thoroughlyin reference5.

Figure II shows how the outputof the split-film[a voltage]and the four-
:(:t. tube pressure'probe[a pressuredifferential]vary with the velocity.

; Figure 12 shows how the output of the split-filmeouipmentappearJon an
:.: oscllloscope'fordifferentlevelsof turbulenceand percentageof time of re-

versalof flow.

A temporalsample of a callbratedvelocltytrace obtainedby the split-
film equipmentis shown in figure 13. This temporaldata can be analyzedto
obtain statisticalinformationregardi,_gthe flow. Programsare beingwritten

, at WSU for this analysis.

One of the presentways of presentingthe data is that shown in figure 14,
a typicalspllt-filmsurvey result. This data shows distinctregionsabout
the airfoiland in its wake where certaincharacteristicsof the flow exist.

TRAVERSINGMECHANISMS

',_; The probesdiscussedin the previoussectionwere mountedonto a travers-
/_ Ing mechanismshow, schematicallyin figure 15. The probe positioningcould be

controlledfrom outsi_ethe wind tunnel both in the verticaland axial direc-
; tion. While tryingto repeat previousdata of a high angle of attack case, it

was observedthat the surfacestaticpressuresobtainedon the model without
', the probe differedsignificantlyfrom that when the probe was present. This
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differencewa_ thoughtto be an interferenceeffectdue to the _trut and the
:. probe traveltrack. The strut was thereforemodifiedfrom a circular_ection

to an airfoilsectionand the probe traveltrack wa_ m_dlfiedand r_located
outsideof the wind tunnel. The remodlfiedprobe traversingmechanismis
shown in figure16. This modificationresultedin an improvementin tidedata

, as seen from figure l?. The changes in the pressurecoefficientunder the dif_
ferent conditionsalong with other data and visualobservationsled the au-
thors to concludethat the int_-oductionof the probe effectedthe separation
point at the large (nearstall angles of attack (reference3). The modified
strut and track resultedin le ser interferenceon the separationpoint loca-
tion than the unmodifiedversi,ns. As seen from figure17, some interference
still existsbut it is minimal. At the lower anglesof attack the pressure
data shows insignificantInterft_rence.

The traversingmechanismshown in figure 18 has recentlybeen constructed
to allow closemeasurementsnear tne wall while ellmlnatlngsome of the vibra-
tionalproblemsthat exist betweenthe prot and the model. The probe is
mountedin the mechanismshown. The shaft olding the probe rotateswithin
the housing,changingthe verticallocationof the probe from the model. This
devicepermitsrepeatablepositioningof the probe as close as 0.15 mm to the
model surface. The entirehousingwith the shaft and probe is mountedto the
side plate of the two-dimensionalsectionwalls. Holes are drilledso that
the probe can be locatedat variousaxial positionsalong the model chord.
The entire devicerotateswith the model duringan angle of attackchange.

" INTERFERENCEON INSTRUMENTATION

In the courseof the testingthe static pressureused todetermine the
free-streamvelocityof the test sectionwas re-locatedon the two-dimensional
sectionwalls. In trying to repeatdata from previoustests it was found that
at the high anglesof attackwith flaps deflectedthe data was somewhatin
error from that obtainedin earliertests (reference6). Investigationof
variouspossibilitiesshowed that the dynamicpressuredeterminedusing the
new locationof the st&tic taps was in error. The error was due to the fact
that the velocityat the static'taplocationwas now higherbecauseof the
velocityfield about the airfoil.

Furtherinvestigationsshowedthat a correctioncould be made to the
• staticpressuretap readingand thereforeto the measureddynamicpressure

which was dependenton the lift coefficientof the airfoil. As shown in
figure19, the velocityinducedby the airfoilat the static tap locationis

. determinedby the circulationabout the airfoiland the vortex imagesystem
representingthe Iccationof the walls. It was found that not only the image
systemshown but a set of image vorticeshad to be used for the correction
to be adequate. The resultingcorrectionto the measureddynamicpressurefor
the airfoilend wind tunnelset up used was given by the relationshipshown

' on figure19 which dependson the squareof the lift coefficient. This cor-
rectionis discussedmore fully in reference6.
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" DATA ACQUISITION,REDUCTIONAND DISPLAYSYSTEM

: The componentsof the force data reduction and display system are shown
:. in figures20 and 21. The systemis describedfully in reference7. A mini-

computerservesas the centralelementof this system.

Figure21 shows the completeelementsof the configurationwith the mini-
computerat the center, Variousinput and outputdevlcesare associatedwith
the mlnl-computer. This has allowedmore refinedtreatmentof the data and
improvedthe efficiencyof the data acquisitionand reduction. The engineer
now has resultsavallablealmost Instantaneouslyand can determlnewhetherthe
data point is satisfactoryor whether it shouldbe re-run.

Data can also be plottedon llne using the digitalplotter. Typicalre-
sults are shown in figures22 and 23. The first of these shows a sampleof

'" velocityfield plot. The alrfolland velocityvectorsare plottedabout 6
:" secondsafter the data pointshad been obtained. A samplepressuredlstribu-

, tion plot of an airfoilwith flaps is shown in figure 23.

:. Computerprogramsare being formulatedand writtento obtain statistical
informationfrom the hlstogr_msobtainedby the spl';_-filmprobes. This should
allow more informationto be obtainedfrom the data presentlygeneratedduring

': the wind tunneltests.
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APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

Values are given in both SI and U.S, Customary Units. The measurements
and c_!culations were made in the U.S. Customary Units.

C Airfoil chord

C_ Airfoilsectionliftcoefficient,sectionllft'' qc ":_

Cp Staticpressurecoefficient,Ps Q"P®

cpt Total pressurecoefficient,Pt Q"P®

h Wind tunneltest sectionheight

_0 Locationof wall staticpressuretap from airfoilquarterchord

Ps Local static pressure

Pt Local total pressure

p. Free streamstaticpressure

Q Free streamdynamicpressure

RN Reynoldsnumberbased on wing chord and free streamconditions

t , �_ereamvelocity

, ,nsionallzedcomponentof local velocityin the free stream

V0 Axial componentof velocityat wall staticpressuretap

VR Resultantvel_cltyat wall staticpressuretap

x Streamwisecoordinate

z Verticalcoordinate

r Airfoilcirculation

L
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• TOTALPRESSUREtFARWALL& WAKE
• STATICPRESSURE:FARHALLt HAKE

• _V_CITY_GNITU])E,FARWALL&
SHORTCOMINGS

/,,..._ it=u't" • /o_fC_L_Y ])ECREASESATHIGHANGLES

• INSENSITIVETOFLUCTUATIONS
• CANNOTGETNEARWALLDATA

.:,.'_._-i "'°' '°°_.c,o,., * CORRECTIONFOR_])ELDEFLECTION
• ALIGNEDPAP,ALLELTOAIRFOIL

_,_2.s4_P"3o- .[_._ * REFERENCE(1), (2)
S"

Figure 1.- Five-tube probe.

USE

• TOTALPRESSURE=NEAR& FARWALL

• VELOCi__GNITUDE=,_, FAR
WALL

SHORTC_INGS

REVERSEDFLOWNOTSENSED

• INSENSITIVETOFLUCTUATIONS
• STATICPRESSURENOTMEASURED

• FLOWANGLESNOTDETERMINED

COMMENTS
£nd

c,.n * _Ut_A_sPRESSUREFORVELOCITY

• CORRECTIONSFORMODELDEFLECTIONSTip _t=lls

" ALIGNEDPARALLELTOAIRFOILSURFACE

.z_,T__zs_ * REFERENCE(1)

Fisure 2.- Flat-tube probe.
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. ' • TOTALPRESSURE=NEAR& FARWALL

• VELOCITYMAGNITUDE=_& FAR

• REVERSEDFLOWREGIONS

SHORTCOMING_

• IB_A_NTI_tc_r_,_tEI_MENTPOINT
* INSENSITIVETO FLUCTUATIONS

:. • STATICPRESSURENOTMEASURED

' * FLOWANGLESNOTDETERMINED

• ALIGNEDPARALLELTOAIRFOILSURFACE

.46,,,, * CORRECTIONSFORMODELDEFLECTIONS

" ., m-_ * ]I_Ut_I_i_sPRESSUREFORVELOCITY
,i • 35_,

,/ * REFERENCE(I)
:J.

_ Figure 3.- Cylindrlcal-tube probe.
L

! FOURTUBEPROBE

• us_
:'- • FLOWREVERSALREGIONS

:- _ Hemispherical End
:-"_' _ * NEARWALLMEASUREMENTS

Sta_ 1. TubeCluster 40 Z 'STATICPRESSURE

..(: 3 'TOTALPRESSURE

. --}2._8_m---,1 _ StatlcSeCti°npressure_ ' VELOCITYMAGNITUDE
/! Probe Details

' - tJ_j ,)- .so * INSENSITIVETO FLUCTUATIONS
": _ --4 Static" Holes r_

8D • FLOWANGLESNOTDETERMINED

| • ACCURACYDECREASESWITHLARGE.20mm 1 28mL

_'r' O_'OS FLOWANGLES
_-_';

_J Hemls,herlcalEnd i _ _'--_.67_ COMBENTS
_'i' TipDetails .71ram(.OZG") * USEDINPARALLELWITH5-TUBEPROBE

"_ (.o3") • ALIGNEDPARALLELTO SURFACE

=_ D - OutsideDiameter= l.Ogmm(.043") • ALIGNEDPARALLELTO FREESTREAM
FLOWINWAKE

• DATAREDUCTIONPROGRAMDETERMINES
" FLOWDIRECTIONINREVERSEDFLOW

: '-" * REFERENCE(3)

Figure 4.- Four-tube probe.
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0.:1 I_ IFlve Tube Probe "

0.6 -

Sy.m..b.o).x/c.(%1

zlc() 5
15

j 6O

n2 _ 7s

82.5

90

I " i I I I I I I J i
-0.2 0 1.0 2.0

U
X

Figure 5.- Typical velocity profiles over atl airfoil,

, I

Mach No. = 0.13 =
= i= =-

ui,,,'.> " !- l-
Note: Dashed lines IndicateFour Tube data " "-

Solid lines IndicateFive Tube Data . --

FiBure 6.- Velocity field data.
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To USE
* TOTALPRESSURENEARWALL

* VELOCITYM_GNITUDENEARWALL
SHORTCOMINGS

* NON-TRAVERSING

* REVERSEDFLOWNOTS_NSED
Pressure Tubes

* INSENSITIVETOFLUCTUATIONS

" STATICPRESSURENOTMEASURED
::; Flow Probe Tip Details
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Figure 7.- Boundary-iayer mouse.
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Figure 15.- Probe traversln8 mechanlsm before modification.
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Fisure 16.- Probe traversin8 mechanism after modification.
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Figure 17.- Sur£ace static-pressure inter£erence.

Figure 18.- Probe traversing mechanism.
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Figure 21.- Elements of the confiBur_ !

Figure 22.- Sample velocity field plot.
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Figure 23.- Sample pressure-distribution plot.
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3?
APPLICATION OF THE LASER VELOCIMETER TO

AIRFOIL RESEARCH

Davy R. Hoad*
- NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A laser velocimeter (LV) was installed in the Langley V/STOL tunnel to
measure the velocity field about a wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil section. These

" measurements were compared at low angle of attack with a two-dlmensional viscous-

, flow prediction _rogram. The velocity field over the wing in a fully stalled
.... condition was also measured by the LV. The unique ability of the LV to measure

'-.,. absolute flow magnitude and direction without prior knowledge of general flow

o- direction was demonstrated in the complex separated reverse flows near the

_ wing upper surface at the high angle of attack.

_, The general characteristics of the flow field over the _talled wing were

.:' substantiated by a vapor screen flow visualization technique.
r

"' INTRODUCTION

_ The laser velocimeter (LV) is a relatively new device to measure fluid

velocigies. It is unique with its capabilities of obtaining these measurements
. in flow conditions where conventional devices either cannot obtain measurements

_o,°', or would seriously influence the measurement due to the presence of the device.

: This fact indicates that it is a viable tool to determine velocity field con-
3 ditions about an airfoil, and is particularly important near the surface where

. a conventional probe's presence would induce velocity uomponents, thereby
- biasing the measured data.

_ The performance of an airfoil is typically Judged by body force measure-

_ ments or surface pressure measurements. In fact, two-dimensional prediction
31: techniques are designed to estimate the local surface pressures as a prime

_" objective. One such prediction technique is described in reference i. It has

been shown to accurately predict the surface pressures on a single element
: airfoil at low angles of attack.

_,_. The performance characteristics of the NACA 0012 airfoil are well-defined.
,_ It is not the intent of this paper to present anything new about the airfoil.

Because of its application in the aerospace industries, particularly on heli-

-,".'_ copters, it was-chosen as the baseline model to demonstrate the application o_
" the LV to airfoil flow-field research.

: Structures Laboratory, AVRADCOM Research and Technology Laboratories
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SYMBOLS

The axes used for this investigation are presented in figure I. The

velocity measurement position was referenced to the airfoil chord line, and

the velocity measurement magnitude was referenced to the free-stream direction. !
The units for the physical quantities defined in this paper are the Interna-

tional System of Units. Most quantities were measured in this system; however,

some were measured in the U. S. Customary Units and converted by using factors

given in reference 2.

c wing chord, 0.3048 m

Uf local velocity component, in direction of f1_e-stream velocity, m/sec

UT free-stream velocity determined from pitot-static probe, m/sec

Vf local velocity component, perpendicular to direction of free-stream
velocity, m/see

Xc,Y c coordinate axis relative to wing chord

x d/stance downstream from airfoil leading edge along chord, m
C

Yc d/stance above and.perpendicular to wing chord, m

wing angle of attack, deg

APPARATUS

A fringe-type LV optics system operating in the backscatter mode was used

for these tests. A sketch of the optics system is presented in figure 2 and a

photograph is presented in figure 3. A high-speed burst counter was used to

measure the period of the high-frequency signal contained in the burst from a

particle traversing the sample volume. LV system control, data acquisition,
and data reduction were handled by a minicomputer. A complete description of

the LV optical system, electronics system, and data acquisition and reduction
is available in reference 3.

The model used in this investigation was a simple straight wing. It had a

span of 2. 438 m, a chord of 0.30h8 m, and a NACA 0012 airfoil section. Velocity
measurements were made at center spem to obtain two-dimensional characteristics.

Tne wing was supported by struts from the floor near the tunnel center llne
with no balance measurements taken. The location of the strut mount to the

wing was chosen as far outboard as structurally feasible to minimize flow dis-

t,xrbanee at the wing center line. A photograph of the model with crossing laser

beams is presented in figure h.
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This investigation was conducted in the Langley V/BTOL tunnel at a nominal
free-stream Math number of 0.15. The Reynolds number based on the wing chord
was approximately 1 x 10 6. Local flow velocities were measured about the
center line at two geometric angles of attack: (1) at _ = 0 ° in order to

:'_, compare with a two-dimensional theoretical prediction technique at a condition
|

for which the flow is two-dimensional and the theory is appropriate, and (2)

._ at a = 19._0 ° in order to investigate the flow-field characteristics over the
:_, separated airfoil at a constant angle of attack. A pitot-static probe was

mounted 2.5 m below and I m ahead of the wing center line to _rovide accurate

reference of the free-stream tunnel dynamic pressure." A hygrometer was used

,_ to obtain wet-bulb temperatures, and total temperature was measured in the
r settling chamber. Thus, the tunnel air density could be calculated and, with

dynamic pressure measurements, the tunnel velocity could be accurately calcu-
2 fated.

_,_ DISCUSSION
C

The velocity me'asurements at each measurement location were first reduced

'_" to histogram form. These data for the wing at _ = 0° (relative to tunnel

:'_: _eometric center line) along with a description of data reduction technique,
histogram interpretatiou, and complete error analysis can be found in

:_' reference 3.

'i_ Free-stream velocity measux_ments were obtained with the LV with no wing
in place at the location of the wing center line. These data indicated an

::: average upwash angle of 0.6 ° (relative to tunnel geometric center line). The
:_ wing was installed with +_'e chord line parallel to the test-section center line;
' therefore, the effective angle of attack was assumed to be 0.6 °.

°i Prediction Technique

_i The external forces generated on a body in a fluid are manifested in the
' velocity distribution of the fluid about the body. In developing a prediction

_.i technique, the calculations at the surface of the body are verified with con-

......_ ventional pressure and force measurement_ Reference i presents an excellent

_. comparison with measured surface pressure.s for this viscous-flow prediction.

Since the local surface pressures are co2_uted from predicted local surface

• velocities, it is Justifiable to question the validity of the predicted velo-

' cities away from the surface. Th_ need to verify these predicted velocities is

_ evident. The use of conventional probes near the surface _aises questions about

, the accuracy of the measurement with interferences caused by the presence of
_, the probe. It was determined that the LV was a device capable of measuring
:. this flow field without inducing any interference since nothing was present in

the field but t_e wing end light beams.

_'_ The theory for this prediction technique (ref. i) involves an iterative

,; procedure which first obtains an invlscid-flow solution for the basic air-
_" foil. It computes a bound_ry-ls_ver solution based on the inviscid-flow solu-

,:' tion and constructs a modified airfoil by adding the boundary-ls_er displacement

;.
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thickness to the original airfoil. It obtains the inviscid solution for the

modified airfoil and repeats these steps until appropriate convergence cri-

teria are satisfied. The field point velocities aw_v from the surface are

then .computed from the basic vorticity distribution along the modified airfoil.

Experiment-Theory Comparison at _ = 0 °

The velocity vectors as measured by the LV for the _ing at a geometric
angle of attack of 0° are presented in figure 5. Each velocity vector (arr_)

is an average of an ensemble of measurements taken over a _hort period of time
at the desired location. This arrow plot indicates the relative location of

the velocity measurements, magnitude, and angle of the velocity vecto1% The

velocity magnitude and direction are indics,ted by the length and orientation
of the arrow. The tunnel free-stream magnitude and direction reference are

provided in the lower left corner of the figure. The position of the velocity
measurement is marked by the tail end of the arrow.

The velocity measurements were obtained by positioning the sample volume

at a desired chordwise station (x/c) and incrementing the entire optics
package downward along this chord_ise station, This was accomplished remotely

and was completely controlled by the minicomputer. Four of these series of

measuremeuts (scans A, B, C, and D from fig. 5) are presented in more detail in
figure 6. This figure presents a comparison between LV-measured velocities

and the two-dimensional viscous-flow prediction. The comparison is presented

with the resultant velocity nondimensionalized by tunnel free-stream velocity
as a function of the vertical position of the measurement nondimensionalized

by the wing chord. The scans near the leading edge have velocity gradients

which are the most difficult to predict. The free-stream upwash angle without

wing or supports was measured at 0.6 ° at this Mach number. Typically, flow

angularity is affected by a model's presence. It is normally determined by
model upright and in_-rted angle-of-attack ranges. Comparison of balance

data from these two conditions provides the total flow angularity. It is very

difficult to obtain this type of measurement with discrete velocity measurements
in the presence of the model. Since no balance measurements were obtained on

this Anvestigation, there is some uncertainty in the effective angle of attack
of the wing. Predicted velocities were calculated first using the measured

0.6 ° tunnel flow angle without the wing. These are presented as dashed lines

with maximum discrepancies on the order of 6 percent. Calculations were

repeated with a 1-degree shift in angle of attack to provide an assessment of

the effect of uncertainty in this measurement. These calculations are pre-

sented as solid lines with _ = -0.4 ° and indicated better agreement with theory.
It is obvious in these comparisons that the precise measurement of these velo-

cities depended on the precise determination of the effective angle of attack

of the wing. It is Justified to say, however, that these data provide a

quantitative and qualitative measure _of the accuracy and applicability of LV
measurements about a surface submerged in a fluid flow situation.
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.. Airfoil at _ = 19.4 °

An arrow plot of the mean velocity field about the airfoil at _ = 19.4°
is presented in figure 7. Each velocity vector is presented with the length

of the arrow indicating magnitude and direction of vector relative to the air-

foil. It is obvious from this figure that the airfoil is in a fully separated

+ condition from leading edge to trailing edge. _he shear layer region between

the free-stream and the separated turbulent area over the wing is broad, but

. easily discernible. The velocity field in the separated region indicates

the existence of a large recirculating eddy with reverse flow near the airfoil

surface. The velocity fluctuations within the _hear layer were large; however,
in the reverse flow region the velocity fluctuations were smaller. A dashed

- line is provided indicating the approximate location of zero velocity in the

- separated region. At the trailing edge (see fig. 8), a very sharp shear layer

is evident with low, reverse flow velocities generated near the airfoil upper

surface and with nearly free-stream velocity from the lower surface. The

: spatial distance across this shear layer is ca the order of 0.00_ Yc/C. The
_. reverse flow in the wake region above the airfoil is also evident.

+i

. These velocity measurements were obtained without prior knowledge of the

-_: direction of the flow at each measurement point. The LV is unique in this
capability unlike conventional probes, which require this information to

reduce ambiguity primarily caused by support structure interference.

Flow Visualization of Airfoil at _ = 19. l+o

To visualize the flow patterns over the airfoil, a thin plane of light

_+, (approximately 2 cm thick), perpendicular to the wing trailing edge and parallel

to the free-stream direction, was projected from behind the wing along the

centerspau. The only flow patterns vlsable were those depicted by smoke

traversing this plane. The patterns were recorded on video tape with still
pictures taken later from a television monitor. The reversed reeirculating flow

in the separated region was observed, thus confirming the directions and general

r flow patterns as measured by the laser velocimeter.
'r

One of the pictures taken from the television monitor of the flow is pre-

:, sented in figure 9. The television camera which recorded this frame was not_w

+_ positioned orthogonal to the wing chord due to difficulties in locating the
= camera mount. The view is from the left rear. The airfoil section evident is

.. the tip and not the airfoil section at the location of the v_,or screen. The
leading edge of the airfoil at the location of the vapor screen is near the

_ leading edge of the separated region. The trailing edge of the airfoil at this

location is at the trailing edge of the bright streak. This streak is the
J

reflection of the sheet of light from the wing upper surface.

,- The separated region is evident in this figure, although the reverse flow

•. Just above the airfoil is not. The sharp shear layer at the trailing edge can
_! be seen. With better photographic techniques, the vapor screen technique with

_. the laser as a powerful light source can be a very useful research tool in

,&
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assessing the character of the flow field as measured by the laser veloeimeter.

CONCLUS IONS

A laser veloclmeter was installed in the Langley V/STOL tunnel to measure
the velocity field pbout a straight wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil section. The

wing was installed at zero angle of attack to provide data to compare with a
well-accepted two-dlmensional viscous-flow prediction program. These results

provide a qualitative confidence level in the accuracy of the LV measurements.

The wing was also installed at a fully stalled condition (u = 19.4°) to charac-

terize the flow field in the separated region.

The results of the investigation indicated that

1. The laser veloeimeter is an effective and accurate instrument for

measuring the velocity field about a surface.

2. The precision of the laser velocimeter for the low angle-of-attack

data in this case depended on the precise determination of the effective angle
of attack of the wing in the tunnel.

3. The separated region over the wing in the fully stalled condition was
well-deflned. The shear layer between this region and the free stream was

broad and highly turbulent; however, in the reverse flow region the measure-
ments indicated relatively lower turbulent characteristics.

h. The measurements in the reversed flow region demonstrated the unique
capability of the laser velocimeter for measuring velocity magnitude and
direction without prior knowledge of the flow direction.

5. The trailing-edge measurements demonstrated the capability of the laser
veloclmeter to measure the velocity characteristics across a very sharp velocity
gradient.

6. The vapor-screen technique with the laser as a powerful light source

was demonstrated to be effective in assessing the character of the laser
velocimeter measured flow characteristics.
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°_ Figure 2.- Schematic o£ laser velocimeter optics.
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Figure 3.- Photograph of laser velocim_ter optics.

Figure 4.- Straight wing wlth NACA 0012 airfoil section installed in

Langley V/STOL tunnel with crossing laser beams.
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Figure5.-Veloclty vectorscomputedfrommeasurementsover wing.
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- Figure 6.- Comparison of laser velocimeter flow-fleld velocity
_. measurements with a two-dlmenslonal vlscous-flow prediction

, program.
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Figure 7.- Velocity measurements over the stalled wing (_ = 19.4o),
free-stream Math numbeT = 0.13.

Figure 8.- Velocity measurements at trailing edge
of wing at _ - 19.4 °.
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Figure 9.- Flow patterns over wing depicted by vapor-screen
flow-visualization technique.
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3S
APPLICATIONS OF DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

TO WIND-TUNNEL TESTING

F. K. Owen*

Consultant

SU_4ARY

The uses of laser doppler velocimeter, hot wire and surface hot film tech-
niques in the study of turbulent flows are described and data obtained in com-

pressible flows are discussed. Applications are illustrated with measurements
of wlnd-tunnel freestream turbulence characteristics and with data obtained in

: transitional, turbulent and separated shear flows. A new method which has been

developed for the study of time dependent and unsteady turbulent flows is also
presented.

INTRODUCTION

Although the title of my paper suggests a broad subject area, in the
Interest of conciseness, I have decided to restrict my comments to the areas
in which I have had direct experience and to stress measurements which I feel
are particularly relevant to laminar flow and unsteady aerodynamic research.
Thus, the paper will be restricted to appllcatlons of hot wire and hot film
anemometer and dynamic pressure measurements and to laser veloclmeter measure-
ments of unsteady flowflelds.

At the present time llttle is known about the influence of free_tream
:_ flow turbulence on steady and dynamic measurements on models in wind tunnels

at transonic speeds. Indeed, few measurements have been made of the charac-
teristics of freestreamunsteadlness in transonic wind tunnels. The result is

that information on velocity, pressure and temperature fluctuations, their amp-
;_ lltude, frequency, phase relation and space-time correlation, is lacking. This

information is needed if we are to accurately assess the relationship between
wlnd-tunnel and fllght behaviour.

: Perhaps the major open question is the influence of freestream dlsturban-

ces on model boundary-layer transition. Recent developments in boundary-layer

i transition research, Fartlcularly those of the NASA Transition Study Group,

have stressed the dominant role freestream fluctuations have on model boundary-
layer stability at tr_nsonlc and supersonic speeds. Not only do the external

: fluctuation amplitudes dominate transition but their spectral characteristics

are particularly significant. This importance of the spectrum of the external

. *P.O. Box 1697, Palo Alto, CA 94302.
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disturbances was first demonstrated by Spangler and Wells at subsonic speeds.

They found a much higher transition Reynolds number on a flat plate than did

Schubauer and Skramstad even though the freestream disturbance amplitudes were
similar in the two experiments. However, the spectra of the freestream dis-
turbances were radically different.

The influence of flow unsteadiness on shock-wave--boundary-layer inter-

action is also determined by the connection between boundary-layer development
and transition location. For example, freestream turbulence can determine

whether the shock causes laminar boundary-layer separation with or without

transition or whether the interaction is with a turbulent boundary layer.
Freestream flow unsteadiness may also induce shock-wave oscillatlons.

Experiments on flat plates with turbulent boundary layers at zero

pressure gradient have shown the influence of freestream turbulence on boundary-
layer development. An increase in freestream turbulence level leads to an in-

crease in skin friction coefficient, a fuller velocity profile and a thicker
boundary layer. Measurements show that a small increase in free-stream turbu-

lence has the same effect on the shape of the boundary-layer velocity profile
as a fractlonal increase in Reynolds number roughly 60 times as great. Calcu-

latlons suggest that similar effects occur in flows with moderate pressure

gradients, with an increase in turbulence level delaying separation onset.

However, the flow around the wing of a wind-tunnel model goes through
regions of high acceleration and deceleration which distort the turbulence,

the further from freestream conditions the more anisotropic it becomes. It
is possible that the interaction between the distorted turbulence and the

shear layer could well be quite different from flat plate observations. In

the case of dynamic measurements of wing buffeting, turbulent pressure fluc-
tuations can mask the data and can, therefore, be difficult to detect. There

are also indications that buffet boundaries change with changing turbulence
level, presumably due to a movement of the mean shock position.

It should be borne in mind that the object of wind-tunnel testing is to

simulate atmospheric flight so that the key question remains whether the

levels and scales of turbulence in the atmosphere have any significant effect

on boundary-layer structure. Since it is to be expected that the most ener-

getic scales will be many times the boundary-layer thickness even on large

transport aircraft, the primary Inf]uence on boundary layers in flight will
probably be on the large-scale unsteadiness of the flow.

Thus, it is essential that the freestream characteristics of wind tunnels

used in advanced aerodynamic testing be thoroughly documented. In this way,
disturbance levels and scales can be assessed in relationship to those
thought likely to be encountered in flight.

Symbols are defined in an appendix.
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DISCUSSION

Facility Disturbance Characteristics

Since there is very little information available on the structure of the

freestream turbulence, the scales involved, their magnitude and how they vary

from tunnel to tunnel, an investigation was undertaken (ref. i) in which
transition data and hot wire turbulence and pressure fluctuation levels were

measured in two wlnd-tunnel facilities namely the NASA Ames 3.5 ft. and the

Langley 18 in. Variable Density Wind Tunnels.

_'Ig. 1 shows rms values of the mass flow and total temperature fluctua-

tions in the Ames 3.5 ft. wind tunnel calculated assumjng a correlation co-

efficient of -1.0. Due to the scatter in the data, no trends in turbulence

level with operating pressure could be established. However, th_ mean values

indicated in Fig. i, i.e., mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations of

2.65 and 0.83 per cent, respectively, should be representative of the free-

stream turbulence levels over the unit Reynolds range.

These data show the types of measurements that can be t_.talned in super-
sonic flow. Although data interpretation is a little more c_ olex, similar

t_.chniques can be applied to transonic flows. However, it mus'. be borne in

mind that rms intensities give little if any indication of the turbulent

scales involved. This information can be obtained from power spectra and
space-time correlation measurements of the turbulent fluctuations. The

pressure disturbance spectra, presented in Fig. 2, show that, although most

of the energy is concentrated at low frequencies, the spectra levels are

quite different at high frequencies, reflecting expected differences in fluc-
tuation scale due to wlnd-tunnel size.

Some interesting features of the freestream disturbances have been deter-

mined from two-wlre, space-tlme correlation measurements. Streamwlse distur-
bance convection velocities were measured in both facilities and found to be

independent of scale and equal to 70Z of the freestream velocity. This

result is in good agreement with an extrapolation of Lauferts lower Mach
number data. Fig. 3 shows the variation of the optimum spatlal correlation
functions in the streamwlse and lateral directions as measured on the tunnel

centerline in the Ames facility. These results, which indicate that the

4 disturbance length scales (calculated for Rxx = l/e) are several times their
width, are consistent with the concept of radiated sound from the sidewall

turbulent boundary lay,_r; i.e., the indicated ratio of streamwise scale to

lateral length scale ._fapproximately 3.0 agrees with that predicted assuming

wall boundary-layer source propagation angles originating upstream of the test

section where the source Mach number was approximately 3.0. These streamwlse
fluctuation scales co_-respond to overall wind-tunnel wall boundary-layer

source llfetlmes of several boundary-layer thicknesses.

Recent cross-correlatlon measurements have also been made of the test

section and diffuser static pressure fluctuations in the Ames 12 ft. wind.o
tur ,el. Since the probe separation was sufficient (approximately 8 metres)
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to make the correlation of the background turbulence negligibly small, corre-
lations of the acoustic modes could be directly measured. With the diffuser
probe output delayed, it is apparent that there is a coherent acoustic mode
which propagates upstream. The propagation speed is determined to be approxi-
mately equal to the speed of sound minus the wind-tunnel freestream velocity.

Boundary-Layer Transition

Apart from the complex coupling of the usually unknown freestream turbu-
lence spectra and model boundary-layer transition a major source of scatter
in transition data can be attributed to inconsistent choice of transition

"point" indicated by different techniques, mostly locating positions near the
end of transition, which generally have a strong Mach number and unit Reynolds
number dependence. A more complete picture of transition dependence on these
parameters can be obtained from experiments in whtch the positions of the
beginning and end of transition are accurately determined. It is of interest
to note that transition data reported for supersonic and hypersonic flows are
not generally based on observations of turbulent spots but rather some macro-
scopic quantity such as skin friction, heat transfer, or surface pitot pressure,
whose departure from laminar values can be detected only when the turbulent
intermittency is appreciably greater then zero.

Because of the importance of correctly determining the onset and extent
of boundary-layer transition, techniques which do not disturb the flowfield

and which respond to microscopic changes must be used. Such a technique,

i.e., one that detects turbulent bursts at the model surface, is the surface

hot film gauge. An example of the variation of the rms thin film gauge output

over a range of unit Reynolds numbers on a cone model in the Ames 3.5 ft. wind

tunnel is shown in Fig. 4; The curve clearly shows a rise from the laminar
to the turbulent level, with an intermediate peak. These curves enable three

distinct points in the transition region to be accurately and consistently

determined: namely, the onset of transition, defined as the point where the
rms signal begins to increase from its laminar value (this onset of intermit-

tency can be clearly seen on the oscilloscope traces); the peak rms signal,

which coincides with _he point of maximum turbulent burst frequency (ref. 2)$
and the end of transition. Examples of the charac+eristics of the film vol-

tage fluctuations through the transition region are also shown on Fig. 4.

Measurements of this type enable the effects of Math number and unit

Reynolds number on the beginning and length of transition to be establlshed

more precisely than with previously used methods. Example_ are given in
refs. I end 2.

Turbulence Structure Measurements

As in the freestream, turbulence intensity measurements of the mode
fluctuations can also be obtained across compressible turbulent shear layers.

Once again, however, this time from the turbulence modelllng viewpoint,
information on the turbulence scales and llfetlmes are of crucial importance.
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Since turbulent flows vary not only in tlme but also in space, their
investlgationmust involve an examination of both the spatial and temporal
statistical structure. Space-time correlations can make a contribution to
this study since they give evidence of the heredity and structure of turbulence,
as well as values of the convection velocities of the vorttcity and entropy
modes compared with the average mass transport velocities.

Examples of both auto and space-time correlations in a compressible tur-
bulent boundary layer (ref. 3) are given in Figs. 5 and 6. These data were
obtained on a cone-ogive-cylinder model in the Ames 3.5 ft. wind tunnel.

Fig. 5 shows the autocorrelation of the fluctuating signals on the

cylindrical portion of the model 176 cm from the cone apex, at two positions
in the boundary layer and in the far field. It can be seen that there is a
marked variation of energy distribution with frequency across the boundary
layer and that, as expected, the far field contains proportionately much less
energc in the highwave number range than the wall region.

The results of a series of filtered (4 kHz) cross-correlation measurements

at several separations in the boundary layer are shown in Fig. 6. It can be
seen that each cross-correlation curve reaches a maximum at a non-zero value

of the time delay, clearly indicating the presence of convection. The ampli-
tude of _his maximum is a function of the wire separation distance. A convec-
tion velocity of these disturbances may be determined from the time delay at
which the maximum of a particular cross-correlation occurs.

The peaks of the cross-correlations obtained for various values of wire
separation distance represent the autocorrelation in a reference frame moving
with the disturbances. They are, therefore, a measure of the lifetime of the
disturbance pattern as it is swept along with the mean flow. The long turbu-
lence lifetimes which can be inferred from these space-time correlation measure-
ments (refs. 3 and 4) illustrate a major objection to turbulence models based
on local flow conditions. _t cannot be assumed that turbulence is uniquely
related to local conditions, and flow history must be considered, especially
when attempting to calculate non-equilibrium flows.

Turbulent Boundary-Layer Separation

Turbulent separated flows occur in many types of engineering configura-
tions. They may be unintentional features of some classes of equipment or
they may be deliberately introduced. But in all cases such flows can have a
significant effect on engineering performance. Furthermore, additional com-
plications are added by the unsteady aspects of the turbulent boundary-layer
separation and reattachment processes. Despite the fact that these flows
have been extensively studied, detailed information regarding the unsteady
nature of turbulent separation is practically nonexistent for hlgh-speed
compressible flows. Conventional "time averaged" measurements such as surface
pressure, skin friction, heat. transfer, and pitot pressure surveys cannot

supply this information. However, once again thin platinum films mounted
flush with the model surface provide basic information on the significant
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_ unsteady character of turbulent boundary-layer separation. The fluctuating
voltages from these films provide measurements related to the flow character

= above the film,

Two typical variations of the ms thin film voltage fluctuations through

a shock-wave--boundary-layer interaction region (ref. 5) are shown in Fig. 7.
,. Also indicated a_e the measured pressure distributions for the two cases.

Data are shown for an attached flow (shock-wave generator wedge angle of 7.5 °)
and a separated flow (wedge angle of 15 o) . For both flows detailed pttot

= preLsure surveys, surface akin friction and surface oil flow data were obtained.
These mean measurements indicated attached flow for the 7.5 ° wedge angle and a

: substantial region of separated flow for the 15 ° wedge angle. (The region of
measured negative wall shear, as determined from a floating element skin fric-
tion balance, is indicated on the figure.) The thin film results show a marked

:_ difference between the attached and separated flows. Normalized power spectra

_i of the fluctuations in the turbulent separated region and after reattachment
_ are shown in Fig. 8 where it can be +aeen that the energy increase in the sepa-

_ rated region is confined to a narrow band around 15 kHz while the Increased

energy due to the pressure rise after reattachment is broad band. Power spectra

" containing this energy peakwere obtained at measuring stations between 183 and
:" 194 cm from the model tip. Similar measurements were also obtained for the
: turbulent attached flow and for a laminar separated flow (at reduced wind-tz

_, tunnel total pressure). These results showed a smooth power spectra with no
:.. energy peak. Since such an energ7 peak was not evident in these cases, it is
- felt thla peak is associated with turbulent aeparatlon unsteadlnesa. The scale

of this unsteadlneas, based on measured convection velocltles and the measured

._. peak frequency, is of the order of the leugth of the separated region.
/,

_.. The decrease and subsequent increase in rms voltage after the first peak

=i_ for the separated flow (Fig. 7) can also be explained by this unsteadlnesa.
Thla minimum rms region, which Is where the measured skin friction was most

negative, corresponds to the region where the flow remains separated most of

,_; the time and least affected by the increased voltage fluctuations due to the

_-,_.. unsteadlness of the separatlon onset and reattachment reglona.
o

:I>

_- Similar observations of shock induced aeparatlon unsteadiness have also

been made during transonic airfoil teatlng. An example, provided by
D. A. Johnson of NACA Ames, Fig. 9, shows a shadowgraph of a 54A010 alrfoll

-- section at an angle of attack of 6 degrees and freestream Math number of 0.6
: in the Ames 2 x 2 ft. wind tunnel. Included in Fig. 9 is a power spectrum of

/ the output from a tranaverse laser schlieren system in the region of the shock

-_: wave. The peak around 1400 Hz is thought to be associated with similar,
',, larger scale motions of the separation zone.

Thus, from _he turbulence modelling viewpoint, it is important to
-_ determine details of the small- and large-scale contributions to the total
.,* turbulent field.

,t
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Measurement o_ Unsteady Flowfields

Considerable attention end effort have been directed to the area of con-

ditional sampling as a means of revealing flow features which appear intermit-
tently rather than continuously yet still have an important influence on flow
structure and development. However, these efforts have dll been restricted to
experiments in which the flowfield sensor has a continuous output which itself
can be used to generate the criteria for the conditional averages; so that, to
date, measurements have of necessity been restricted to unidirectional shear
flows in which, for example, standard hot wire anemometry techniques can be
used. Whole classes of flows, namely recirculating and unsteady wake flows
have, therefore, been neglected. In these flows, it is extremely diffic_Llt
to generate reliable analog or digital outputs with conventional flow instru-
mentation, since they are extremely sensitive to probe interference and since
linearized data interpretations are not accurate in such highly turbulent
flows. Thus, reliable quantitative information can only be obtained using

nonintrusive linear techniques.

In ref. 6 a combined nonintrusive surface thin film gauge and laser
velocimeter technique was described which can be used to obtain new informa-
tion on the phase averaged and turbulent structure of time-dependent flow-
fields.

The experlmen.ts were conducted in the Ames 2 x 2 ft. wind tunnel on a

circular cyllnder of asj_ect ratio 24:1 in crossflow over a range of Reynolds

numbers in the s'_'bsonlcund transonic regime. The cylinder was instrumented

with constant temperature surface hot film gauses of the type used in ref. 2.

The dynamic gauge response (greater than 60 kHz with negligible phase dlstor-

tlon) was sufficient to determine the time history of the vortex shedding.
These gauge outputs were used to trigger a forward scatter laser veloclmeter

which generated conditionally sampled axial and vertical velocity distribu-
tions in the unsteady vortex flow behind the cylinder. Detailed information
obtained by this new sampling technique on the time-dependent mean flowfield
behind a circular cylinder and of the large- and small-scale turbulent struc-
ture of its wake were presented.

To illustrate some of these measurements, data taken in the wake 2.5
diameters downstream of the cylinder (x/d - 2.5) are shown in Fig. 10. On the
axis, positive and negative vertical velocities are equally probable. Thus,
conventional averaging would give a time-averaged velocity close to zero and a
large rms velocity fluctuation level which is, of course, due to instantaneous

changes in induced mean flow velocity caused by alternate vortex shedding.
Any tlme-dependent information would be lost. Above the centerllne (y/d - 0.5),
the probability density function is still blmodal, althoush negative vertical
veloclt_es predominate, as here the local flow is determined more by vortex
shedding from the upper surface. In this case, conventional averaging would
indicate a small negative vertical velocity, a large rms and, once again,
tlme-dependent information would be lost. Below the axis (y/d - -0.5),
positive vertical velocltles induced by vortex shedding from the lower surface
are more likely, but again, conventional averaging would lose the true nature
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of the time-dependent local flowfield. However, outside the wake (- g.,

y/d = -1.75), where slngle-peaked probability distributions occur, tl e- I
averaged data are now valld.

To determine the time-dep_ndent nature of the wake, the bimodal velocity
distributions must be conditionally sampled using the thin film gauge output.
Since the flow repeats itself periodically, we can sample the velocity when
the shedding vortices are at some given position in the flow as determined by
the time-dependent thin film gauge voltage signature. One cycle later we can
sample again, and thus, over many cycles, build up an ensemble average at
constant phase. These velocities represent the regular- and small-scale
random behavior of the flow at a fixed point in the flowfield with the
vortices frozen in some average position. Data obtained throughout the
shedding cycle are shown in Fig. 11 where it can be seen that the conditionally
sampled vertical velocity variations are approximately sinusoidal, their
period corresponding to that of the Strouhal shedding frequency.

Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the axial and vertical rms velocity fluc-
tuation levels measured across the wake at x/d = 2.5. As mentioned previously,

_ the apparent vertical velocity fluctuations are extremely high in the center
of the wake. However, when phase-sampled, the small-scale turbulence data
fall below the axial centerline turbulence measurements. Assuming isotropfc
small-scale turbulence in the wake, we can infer that there is a vortex-
induced contribution to the axial turbulence on the wake centerline. The

large differences in the rms vertical velocity data also show the dominance
of the large-scale structures in the vertical wake turbulence. It is clearly

_ incorrect to attempt to model these large rms fluctuation levels with tech-
niques that are only valid for small-scale turbulence. In general, it is

•_ equally insufficient to attempt to use current turbulence models scaled to
" match rms velocities measured in the conventional manner in any flow where

_, unsteady phenomena are likely to be encountered, separated flows being a
prime example.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
K

,_ Hot wire, surface hot film, dynamic pressure and laser doppler measure-

ment techniques have been described and their applications in the areas of
freestream turbulence, transition, turbulent separated and unsteady flow
measurement have been discussed.

With re8ard to freestream turbulence measurements, it is particularly

: important that the spectra and length scales of the mode fluctuations be
documented in addition to their rms values. Only then can the suitability
of wind-tunnel test environments for specific model testing be determined
and their relationship to environments likely to be encountered in particular

flight envelopes be assessed.

In studies of boundary-layer transition it has been found that a more
complete picture of transition dependence on Mach and _mit Reynolds numbers
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1
can be obtained by measuring the change in the root mean square of the voltage i

fluctuation across surface thin fil= gauges operated at constant temperature.
This nonintrusive technique not only enables _the beginning and end of the
transition region to be located, but also enables the turbulent intermittency
distribution through the transition _egion to be determined in both lo_- and
high-speed flows.

Compressible turbulent boundary-layer measurements have also shown the
importance of spectra and length scale measurements of the mode fluctuations.
In compressible flows large differences were detected between the mass-flow
and total-temperature fluctuations. Not only were the scales different, but
their probability densities and skewness were significantly different across
most of the boundary layer. Long turbulence lifetimes suggest that future
turbulence models must account for flow history especially when calculating
non-equilibrium flowfields.

In turbulent separated flows surface thin film gauges have been shown
to provide basic information on the significant unsteady character of these
flows. Conventional '*time averaged'* techniques cannot supply this information.
The thin film gauges also indicate a greater extent of the separated region
since the onset and reattachment locations of separation are intermittent.
Time-averaged techniques can only locate regions where the flow is reversed
at least 50 per cent of the time while the instantaneous thin film measure-

ments are sensitive to regious which are separated for only a small fraction
of time.

A combined surface hot film and laser veloelmeter measurement technique

which can be used to obtain new information on the structure of tlme-dependent
flowflelds has also been described. The data obtained in a cyllnder wake show

that mean and constant phase-averaged velocities can be determined. _n
addition, turbulence data can be obtained by conventional and conditional
averaging of the velocity fluct_=_tlOnSo These data provide initial details

of the small- and large-scale contri%utlons to the total turbulent field.
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D diameter of wind tunnel

d diameter uf cylinder

e'2(f),e'2(o) mean square fluctuation levels

f frequency

P wall static pressure
W

Po stagnation pressure

Rxx,Rzz correlation coefficient

Re/m Reynolds number per meter

rms root mean square

TO stagnation temperature

U,u streamwlse velocity

U convection velocityC

x,y stres_wtse and vertical coordinates

_x,_z streamwise and lateral separation distances

boundary-layer thickness

p density

T time delay

< '> rms value
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HOLOGRAPHYAND LDV TECHNIQUES, THEIR STATUS

: AND USE IN AIRFOIL RESEARCH

D. A. Johnson
NASA Ames Research Center

" and
W. D. Bachalo

: Spectron Development Laboratories, Inc.

SUMMARY

L

, In recent experiments conducted in the NASA-Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic

Wind Tunnel, the measurement capabilities of laser velocimetry and holographic
• interferometry in transonic airfoil testing were demonstrated. Presented in

i! this paper are representative results obtained with these two nonintrusive

techniques on a 15.24-cm (6-in.) chord 64A010 airfoil section. These results
include the density field about the airfoil, flow angles in the inviscid flow

and viscous flow properties including the turbulent Reynold_ stresses. The

- accuracies of the density fields obtained by interferometrywere verified from
comparisons with surface pressure and laser velocimeter measurements.

[
.o

I_ODUCTION

; Considerable advances have been made toward the numerical solution of the

transonic flow past two-dimensional airfoil sections (e.g., refs. i-5). How-

o_ ever, these numerical methods currently have a limited range of applicability

, either because they ignore viscous effects altogether or because they inade-

quately predict the viscous effects as the shock wave strengthens on the air-
o_ foil's upper surface. Accurate predictions are especially difficult to obtain

once shock-lnduced separation occurs. The poor agreement with experiment in

" this case is believed due to deficiencies in the models employed for the

: turbulent Reynolds stresses (ref. 4).
¢

_.. Although, it is the airfoil surface pressures, for which experimental
data are plentiful, that the computational methods attempt to predict (the

" prediction of skin friction drag is much more elusive), quantitative measure-

:i meats of the external flow are needed to truly assess the ability of the
methods to describe the flow behavior and to provide insight into how to

improve upon these methods. In view of this, there has been an effort within

the Aerodynamics Research Branch at NASA Ames Research Center to establish

" measurement capabilities for the study of the flow past airfoils at transonic

speeds. Two nonlntruslve techniques applicable to airfoil research that have

7 been under development are laser veloclmetry and holographic interferometry.

; In this paper, the measurement capabtllties of these two techniques in two-
= dimensional airfoll testing are described. The data presented are from experi-
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of data obtainable with these two optical methods, a few representative
results are presented. A more complete presentation of results with emphasis
on fluid mechanical interpretation can be found inaa paper presented at the
llth AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, Seattle, Washington, July 10-
12, 1978. (See ref. 6.)

The symbols used herein are defined in an appendix.

MEASUREMENTTECHNIQUES

Laser Veloc£metry

Figure 1 is a schematic of the laser velocimeter system for the I_ASA
Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. This f_inge-mode velocimeter is a
dual-color system utilizing the 4880 X and 5145 _ lines of an argon-io_ laser.
One color is used to measure the streamwise velocity component; the other .to
measure the vertical velocity component. Brag8 cell frequency shifting neces-
sary for probing h_hly turbulent and separated flow regions is incorporated
in both colors. It also facilitates the measurement of the vertical velocity

component (i.e., _+45° beam orientations to resolve the vertical velocity are
unnecessary).

As seen in figure 1, most of the optical components are located outside
the tunnel plenum chamber. There, color separation, Bragg cell frequency
shifting, and the establishment of the four beam matrix are accomplished.
Only the transmitting lens, collecting lens, and photo detectors are mounted
inside the plenum chamber. Two traversing systems are shown inside the plenum
chamber. The one on the opposite side of the test section from the laser holds
the collecting lens and photo detectors when forward-scatter light collection
is used. This is the case in airfoil testing since there is no problem with

the model blocking the field o_ view. The traversing system on the laser side
of the test section supports the transmitting lens and the light collection
optics when back.scatter light collection is used. Mirrors affixed to this
traversing system permit three-dimensional scanning of the velocimeter's
sensing volume; the optics outside the plenum chamber remain stationary. Both
traversing systems are driven with computer controlled stepper motors.

Signal processing is accomplished with single-particle, burst counters
and the individual realizations from the two channels are simultaneously
recorded with a digital computer. Hence, the velocity correlation _ can
be obtained straightforwardly by multiplying and averaging rather than by the
less accurate method of sub_ractin8 the variances of the two signals obtained
from )@beam orientations.

Naturally occurring particles are sufficiently abundant in this facility
to obtain data rates approaching several thousand per second. These partlcles
arise from vaporized lubrlcatlng oll in the drive system which recondenses in
the nozzle section of the tunnel. Flow response measurements across a normal
shock wave have shown these partlcles to be 1 _ in diameter and smaller.
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However, rates as high as 50,000 sec -1 can be realised by injecting a DOP

_ aerosol downstream of the test section wherein the entire tunnel is seeded.

This aerosol produced by an ultrasonic generator has a mean diameter of
0.7 _'.m.

' Holographic Interferometry

.Figure 2 i8 a schematic of the holographic interferometer setup used in
• the Am_.s 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. As seen in figure 2, the holo-

graphy t_ystem is designed to utilize the existing tunnel Schliereu mirrors.
This allows a field of view equal to the dimensions of the tunnel test section
windows (_°_l cm in diameter). The light source for this syst_,, is a Q-switched

ruby laser _ith a pulse duration of a few nanoseconds which is more than
su£ficientliy short to freeze any mechanical motions. A series of mirrors

- shown on t tie opposite side of the test section from the laser are used to
_ match path lengths between the reference and object beams. The dual-plate
- method is employed wherein only one reference shot is needed, thereby eliminat-

, in8 the need to shut the tunnel down for each new test condition. Due to the
relatively large span of the tunnel, the sensitivity of the system

_" to density changes is quite good in t_o-dimensional testing. For M- 0.8,
for example, one fringe shift corresponds to only nbout a 0.5Z change in
density and a corresponding changQ in Math number of about lZ. This and the
high aspect ratio of the wings tested in this facility (typically four), which

improves the cwo-dimenslonality of the flow, both contribute to the accuracies

= obtainable with this optical method.

DISCUSSION

A represencatlve infinlte-frlnge Incerferogram taken on a 15.24-cm (6-1n.)

chord 64A010 airfoil section at Mm = 0.8 and an angle of attack, _ = 0°, is
_- shown in figure 3. The fringes of the interferogram represent lines of constant

density. As noted earlier, the change in density between adjacent fringes
is approximately 0.bZ.

:

Holographic interferometry, unfortunately, does have the disadvantage of
being sensitive to flow disturbances along the total optical path. For most

_' practical applications, this limits quantitative measurements to two-
dimensional and axisymmetric flows. Its range of applicability becomes even

_- more questionable when one considers that most two-dimensional experiments
_. exhibit some three-dimensional effects. Where applicable though, one hologram

_ as illustrated t u figure 3 can provide detailed density information which

would be very laborious to realize with a point density measurement device if
it existed. A means for determining whether minor three dimensionalities in

i_ the flow severely degrade the accuracy of the interferograms is available
. through comparison with laser velocimeter and surface pressure results. Where
- the flow can be considered to be isentropic (a good assumption due to the

small total pressure losses across the shock wave at transonic conditions),

: the density results obtained by holographic interferometry ten be compared to
• velocity and pressure results.
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Figure 4 shows a comparison between direct surface pressure measurements
and surface pressures inferred from an tnterferogram assuming tsentropic flow
and constant pressure across the a£rfoil boundary layer for _ - 3.5 . At
this angle of attack, the boundary layer is separated at the foot of the shock

wave, but the airfoil is not near a stall condition. As seen from figure 4,
the agreement w£th on-centerline surface pressure measurements is very 8ood.
What three dimensionalitiee are present in the flow appear to have a negligY_ble
effect on the accuracy of the interferogram. There is a difference, however,
in the peak suction ahead of the shock wave recorded by the pressure trans-
ducers and t_J interferogram. This may be due to differences in the averaging
times of the two techniques. Further investigation wherein a number of hole-
grams are taken for the same test condition are needed to resolve th_s point.

An even more thorough evaluation of the accuracy of the interfel:ograms

can be made by making comparisons with localized laser velocimeter mertsure-
ments. Figure 5 shows such a comparison for a = 0 °, N_ = 0.8. In this
/figure, Nach contours ware obtained by linearly interpolating between _tations
where point velocity measurements were obtained with the velocimeter. Away
from the airfoil, the agreement is seen to be excellent. Close to the ttirfoil
at the midchord position where the shock wave is located, the agreement is
not as good. The explanation for these differences may be the same as with
the pressure measurements since the velocimeter results are obtained over a
much longer time period. Overall, the comparisons of figures 4 aud 5 demon-

/ atrate that the interferometer can provide quantitative informatxon of suf-
ficient accuracy to give new insight into the character of the flow past
airfoil sections at transonic conditions.

/

Interferometry, although a very powerful technique, cannot provide
information, for example, on flow direction or local turbulence properties.
To obtain these quantities, the laser velocimeter technique must be utilized.

Flow direction measurements in the inviscid flow regions become extremely
important when tunnel wall effects on the flow field need to be considered.
Flow angle measurement¢ obtainable with the laser velocimeter are illustrated
in figure 6 for a scan at a fixed height (y/c = 0.167) above the chord line
at a = 0". At this condition, both tunnel wall and viscous effects are
minimal and agreement with theory should be expected as is seen in figure 6.
However, as the angle of attack is increased, this has not been the case,
primarily due to tunnel wall effects (the Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind
Tunnel has slotted upper and lower walls). To totally account for any wall

effects in comparisons with theory when slotted upper and lower walls are
used, it appears that far-field flow angle measurements with the velocimeter
will be needed to establish valid boundary conditions.

The pacing item in advancing our ability to predict the transonic flow
past airfoil sections is the development of improved turbulence models. The
realization of this does not appear forthcoming by numerical experimentation
on large-scale computers devoid of any new physical insights about the flows.
If a solution to the turbulence modelling problem for transonic airfoils is
to be realized, it seems that this will come about from measurements of the

quantities that need to be modeled. Until recently, the fluid dynamicist d
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not have the means to measure these flow quantities (i.e., the turbulent

Reynolds stresses) on a transonic airfoil even when the flow was attached.
Now, in principle, wlth the laser veloci_eter, this measurement capability
has become a reality even in regions of separated flow. An illustration of

the laser velocimeter's capabilities in measuring the turbulent flow prop_r-
ties is given in figure 7. The profile data shown were obtained in the

separated flow region for an angle of attack close to CLN x. Measurements
were realized within 0.5 mm of the wing's surface. Note t_e smoothness in the

Reynolds shear stress (_u-_) distribution (the mean denziCyhas not been

added) A check on the correlation coefficient, Ruv - u'v'/u'v', at the
point of.maximum shear shows it co be nearly 0.5. Also, the mixing length,
_/_ _ (u'_T)l/2/[(_u/_y)6], at this point is approximately 0.09. The self-
consistency of these two results, which indicate the flow to be in near-
equilibrium in this part of the layer, supports the validity of the shear-
stress measurements. From data like that shown in figure 7, obtained along
the airfoil and in the wake, improved turbulence models can be formulated for
airfoil flow field predictions.

• CONCLUDING REMARKS

Leser velocimetry and holographic interferomeCry have been known to offer
great promise in the study of the transonic flow past two-dimensional airfoils.
In recent experiments in the NASA Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel,
the measurement capabilities of these two techniques in transonic airfoil
testing were demonstrated. A sample of the results obtained for a 15.24-cm

: (6-in.) chord 64A010 airfoil section has been presented in this paper. The
detailed flow field information that can be realized by these measurement
techniques should provide the und_rstandins needed to formulate improved turbu-
lence models for airfoil flow field predic_ionmethods.
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APPENDIX

: S'/_IBOLS

Measurements and calculatlons were made _n the U.S. Customary Units. They
are presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the eq.iva-

leut values siren parenthetically in the U.S, Custon_ry Units.

c airfoil chord

p - p_
C pressure coefficient_ --------

P q
_m

p local static pressure

" p_ free-stre_ static pressure

"" N free-streamMach number

_ R velocity correlation coefficient

x streamwise coordinate

" y normal _oordinate

u free-stre_ strea_rlse velocity component

u mean streann_Ise vel_clty component

'i _ mean normal velocity component

u' r.m.s, value of strea_ise velocity component
,U

: v t r.m.s, value of normal velocity component

_'i_? u'v' velocity correlation

a angle of attack

:. _ boundary-layer thickness
-- f"

mixins length

• _ mean local density _" _'_
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Figure 1.- Schematic diagram of laser velocimeter system fcr the Ames
2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel.
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Figure 2.- Schematic diagram of holographic interferometer Instatlatlon In
the Ames 2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel.
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Figure 3.- Representative holographic £n_erEerogra= for a 15.24-cm {6-in.)
chord 64A010 airfoil section. M - 0.8; a - 0 °.
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Figure 4.- Comparison of surface pressures Inferred from an interferogram
with surface pressures measured directly.
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Figure 7.- Representative laser veloclmeter turbulent-flow measurements.
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SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS FROM PRESSURE PROBE

TRAVERSES OF A WING WAKE AT LOW SPEEDS

Lawrence C. Montoya, Paul F. Bikle*, and Richard D. Banner
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

SUMMARY

An in-flight wing wake section drag investigation was conducted using trav-
ersing pitot and static probes. The primarsr objective of this investigation was to
develop measurement techniques and tmpr_te the accuracy of in-flight wing profile
drag measm, ements for low values of dynamic pressure and Reynolds number. Data
were obtained on a sailplane for speeds from about 40 knots to 125 knots at chord

Reynolds numbers between 1 × 106 and 3 × 106 . Tests were conducted with zero flap
deflection, deflected flaps, and various degrees of surface roughness, and for smooth
and rough atmospheric conditions.

Several techniques were used to increase data reliability and to minimize certain
bias errors. A discussion of the effects of a total pressure probe in a pressure
8Tadient, and the effects of discrete turbulence levels, on the data presented her_in
and other experimental results is also included.

_TRODUCTION

In the fall of 1973 a joint NASA-SSA (Soaring Society of America) flight experi-
ment was initiated to define the wake characteristics of a low speed airfoil section.
The primary objective of the investigation was to develop measurement techniques
and improve the accuracy of in-flight wing profile drag measurements for low values
of dynamic pressure and Reynolds number. This improvement in accuracy is neces-
sary if small airfoil performance differences due to such things as airfoil surface,
ambient air turbulence, or Reynolds number are to be measured. The accuracy effort
was prompted by the desire for aerodynamic efficiency, which improves fuel consump-
tion, and the desire of the designer to choose the optimum airfoil for a given mission.

This paper reviews the techniques used to increase data reliability and to mini-
mize certain bias errors during a series of wing profile drag measurements performed
in flight on a sailplane airfoil. The pitot-traverse method developed by Jones (ref. 1)
was used in this study. Jones' equation was rearranged so that incremental pressure
measurements rather than absolute pressures in the wake region could be used to
determine section drag. This was done so that (1) only one transducer could be used
to measure both the total and static pressures in the wake, thereby eliminating errors
from additional transducers; (2) differential pressure measurements could be used
instead of the difference in absolute pressure measurements (which made it easier to

*Soaring Society of America. ,
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scale the transducer to the presstwe measurement range); (3) in-flight transducer
tare readings could be routinely obtained_ and (4) the wake edges were well defined.

Unresolved questions concerning errors in the use of total pressure probes
in this and other studies are discussed.

SYMBOLS

Physical quantities in this report are given in the International System of Units
(SI) and parenthetically in U .S. Customary Units. The measm, ements were taken
in Customary Units. Factors relating the two systems are presented in reference 2.

c chord at test station, cm (in.)

c d section drag coefficient

D external diameter of circular pitot probe or external height of rectangular
pitot probe

P0 free-s_eam static pressure, kN/m 2 (lb/fl 2)

pt 0 free-stream total pressure, kN/m 2 (lb/fl 2)

pt w wake total pressure, kN/m 2 (Ib/fl 2)

Pw wake static pressure, kN/m 2 (lb/fl 2)

q0 free-stream dynamic pressure, Pt0 - P0' kN/m2 (lb/fl2)

qw wake dynamic .pressure, Pt w - Pw' kN/m2 (lb/fl2)

x distance along chord, cm (in.)

y vertical wake width, cm (in.)

pitot probe displacement

6 boundary layer thickness

Ap = Pw - P0' kN/m2 (lb/fl2)

Apt = Pt0 - Ptw, kN/m2 (lb/ft 2)m
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Ay vertical wake width increment, cm (in.)

A turbulence scale

AIRPLANE AND TEST CONDITIONS.

" The test vehicle wss a T-6 sailplane with a modified Wortmann FX61-163 airfoil
.... (fig• 1). The airfoil modification consisted of straightening the aft lower surface cusp
: region and incorporating a 1?-percent flap hinged on the lower surface (insert,
: fig. 1). The coordinates of the ah, fofl are presented in table I. A more complete

description of the test vehicle is given in reference 3.

The wing surface finish was smooth, with a maximum waviness for the test
region near the midsemispan of about O. 008 centimeter (0.003 inch) in a 5.08-eenti-

- meter (2-inch) section of surface.

- Data were obtained for calibrated airspeeds from about 40 knots to 125 knots,

:* which provided in-flight test section chord Reynolds numbers between 1 X 106 and

3 X 106 , respectively. Tests were performed on a physically 9lean wing (for flap
deflections measured at the test sections from 3° to -10°), for smooth and rough

°*' atmospheric conditions, and for various wing surface conditions (which included
, 600 and 220 grit sandpaper finish, dusty wing, simulated insect impacts near the
,, leading edge, and boundary-layer trips at the 6-percent chord).

,_: INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUE

_: The pitot-traverse method developed by Jones (ref• 1) was used to convert the
°- wake data into section drag coefficients• Some rearrangement of Jones' equation
_" was made to take advantage of the differential pressure measurement scheme, which

is described below. Details of the way in which Jones t equation was used are given
:i' in the appendix.

The wake measurements were made 24.4 centimeters (9.6 inches) behind tl.,e

;" wing trailing edge , a distance corresponding to about 32 percent of the 75.9-centi-
meter (29.9-inch) local chord.

The wake probe had both total and static pressure heads, as shown in figure 2.
": Also shown are the sources for the reference total pressure (a Kiel tube) and reference
":' static pressure (a trailing boom). The Kiel tube and trailing boom were mounted
,,; on the wing near the probe to remove lag effects. The probe traversed about 20• 32
'/ centimeters (8 inches) above and below the wing's trailing edge at a rate of about
_: 7.62 centimeters (3 inches) per second.

_,. An important part of the wake probe unit was the switching function provided
_ by the valve (fig• 3) Pneumatic lag was minimized by incorporating a design that

i
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resulted in a small internal volume. The design also minimized the possibility of

pneumatic leaks. In the incremental total pressure (Apt) mode, the difference
between the reference total pressure sensed by the Kiel tube and the wake total
pressure was measured. Thus, the probe transducer sensed the total pressure

defect (Ap t ) in the wake. When the probe moved outside the wake, both sides of
the transducerts sensing element were exposed to free-stream total pressure,
thereby providing in-flight tare readings for the transducer. This feature minimized
the bias error for the transducer and provided well-defined wake edges.

In the incremental static pressure (Ap) mode, the difference between the wake
static pressure and the reference static pressure sensed by the trailing boom was
measured. Therefore, the difference between wake static pressure and the free-
stream static pressure was obtained from a direct measurement and from the appli-
cation of the position error correction. The position error calibration for the trail-
ing boom source was obtained from the airplane static pressure source. The air-
plane airspeed system is discussed in reference 4.

Through the switching valve feature just described, the same transducer pro-

vided both APt and Ap. As a result, the wake static pressure bias errors were also
minimized through the in-flight tare measurements, which were made before and after
the incremental static pressure measurements when the switching mechanism was

in the APt mode. A +1.72 kN/m 2 (+0.25 paid) low range pressure transducer,
which had an infinite resolution and natural frequency of 5000 hertz, was used.

Six APt traverses and several Ap traverses were made in succession, while

indicated airspeed, and consequently q0' was held constant. Individual wake probe
traverses were made alternately in the upward and downward directions and were
averaged for determining the section drag coefficients for each test point (see
appendix). The incremental static pressures through the wakes are not presented
herein, but they were obtained with the same accuracy as the incremental total
pressures.

Probe position and the pressures were recorded on tape by utilizing a system

mounted on a shelf behind the pilot's headrest. Aircraft dynamic pressure, q0'
was determined from a calibrated airspeed system and also measured with a trans-
ducer housed in the recorder package. Pressure altitude, air temperature, indicated
airspeed, general atmospheric conditions (smooth or rough air), and pilot comments
were hand recorded by the pilot for each test point.

Lift coefficient values at the test section were not measured directly but were
determined from known aircraftliftcoefficients(-+I percent) adjusted for measured
tailloads (from pressure distributions)and nonu_.iformspan liftdish.ibutions.The
nonuniform span liftdistributionwas determined from measured flapand aileron
deflectionsat a number of spanwise stations.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
B

The data presented herein illustrate some of the results of the experiment. The
section drag data presented (flight, computed, and wind tunnel) are for chord

: Reynolds numbers corresponding to those obtained in flight, which varied from

1 × 106 at the J.owest speed to 3 X 106 at the highest speed.

'." Examples of the wake profiles obtained by using this method are shown in
figure 4. Data beyond the wake edges are not included, since the total pressure
differences were zero using the measurement method described previously. These
profiles were obtained at a calibrated velocity of 44 knots. Note the low pressures

_ (0.10 kN/m 2 (2.1 lb/fl2)) that the instrumentation must measure at these speeds.
The very low random scatter illustrates the good repeatability and low magnitude of
the random errors. The fact that the shapes and displacements are the same for

_ alternate upward and downward traverses indicates that lag effects were essentially
,, absent.

. The abilityof the wake probe measm'ements to reflectthe effectsof small changes
- in dynamic pressure is clearlydemonstrated in figure 5 by the magnitude of the
- increase in separation as speed decreases from 42.0 knots to 41.5 knots. All of the
,. increased separation occurs on the upper surface; the wake from the lower surface

i remains essentially unchanged, in-flight tuff photos (fig. 6) confirm these results.
: " Drag polars were defined for each of five incremental flap settings from 3° to -10 °

as measured at the test section. The flap results were cross plotted and adjusted
:" to zero flap deflection and are summarized in figure 7. These data represent

approximately 360 wake traverses and were obtained from seven flights over a period
of 6 months. The line represents a fairing of the data. Most data fall with.Q1 about
3 percent of the fairing, which gives another indication of the repeatability of the
results. A few data points fall outside this 3-percent band. The four isolated points

_ :_ between lift coefficients of 0.4 and 0.7 represent the largest scatter (approximately
14 percent). The reason for the large scatter of these four points is not known.

.:- Figure 8 shows section drag coefficients from the test airfoil with boundary layer
' transition strips, which were 0.63 centimeter (0.25 inch) wide, had 0.089-centimeter

v, (0.035-inch) grit, and were located at the 5-percent chord. The figure also shows the
,. fairing of the clean wing data from figure 7. The artificially fixed transition increased
!i section drag to approximately double the level measured for natural transition, indi-
" eating that there was some laminar flow on the clean wing. This finding is consistent
-'_'" with wind-tunnel results for this class of airfoil.

i., With the flaps deflected 6° , the mean camber line and the maximum lift coefficient
,l'_ were essentially the same as for the unmodified airfoil (airfoil without flaps). Flight
._, data for both O° and 6 ° flap deflections are shown in figure 9. This comparison

shows the effects of the _nodifications on measured airfoil performance.

The flight data for the 6° flap setting is compared with wind-tunnel and
°; computed data for the unmodified airfoil (without flaps) in figure 10. One set of

• _ wind-tunnel data is reported in reference 5; the other wind-tunnel data are reported
.
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in reference 6. The average difference in drag between these sets of data is about
I2 percent, although both sets of data were derived from the same type of tests and
airfotl model. The only changes were in instrumentation. The I9_2 (ref. 6) data are
believed to be the more accurate. This assumption appears to be confirmed by the
comparison in figure 10, which shows that the flight and computed data tend to
suppo_-t the 1979 wind-tunnel data. The computed data are based on Squire-Young
computational methods. As figure I0 shows, the agreement between the flight data,
computed data, and 1972 wind-tunnel data is generally good.

Section drag coefficients obtained during flight in rough air which was typical
of turbulent convection are presented in figure 11. Even though the data are some-
what limited (37 wake traverses feom seven flights), they indicate that the rough air
did not increase the drag until stall speeds were approached, and then only because
the lift coefficient extended into the higher section drag coefficient regions.

Figure 12 shows the effects of several surface conditions on the airfoil section
lift-drag poler. The clean wing results (solid line) which were shown previously
(fig. 7) ere for s standard 600 grit sandpaper finish. The ertiflcally tripped bound-

ery layer resultu (dashed line, shown previously in fig. 8) ere also included. The
circle symbols are for a dusty wing (the wing was not cleaned after the sailplane
was tied down for 3 weeks), and the triangular symbols represent a standard
220 _rit sandpaper finish. The square symbols represent the drag coefficients that
resulted.when roughness particles simulating insect impacts were placed near the
leading edge. As expected, the insect impact simulation appreciably increased the
section drag (the increase was roughly 40 percent of the increase caused by the
transition swipe), while the other surface conditions ha0 no detectable effects. The
effects of insect impacts, as is well known, depend on the number and size of the
insects and their distribution near the leading edge of the wing.

DATA UNCERTAINTY

As shown in data presented previously in this paper, the low level of scatter
indicates that random errors were quite small. Systematic errors such as bias
errors and lag errors were also essentially eliminated.

Error in the section lift coefficients resulting from the adjustments mentioned
in the Instrumentation and Technique section are systematic in nature and may
approach 4 percent at high lift coefficients and 10 percent at low lift coefficients.
These errors are not felt to be of concern because of the insensitivity of the drag
levels to lift coefficient through the lift coefficient range of greatest interest (section
lift coefficients less than or equal to 1.0).

The systematic error which remains of concern is that associated with the
total pressure obtained from a total pressure probe in the environment of a wake
or boundary layer where (1) there is a pressure gradient across the face of the
probe, (2) there is a discrete turbulence scale factor, (3) there are viscosity effects,
or (4) the streamlines are deflected by the presence of the probe. Literature on the
subject (refs. 7 to 20) acknowledges these problems; a summary of the findings is
listed in table II, which was adapted from reference 7. Tbe findings shown in
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.... table II are expressed in terms of an equivalent displacement of the probe center-
line required to obtain correct total pressure values.

_::_i As table II shows, the displacement values are inconsistent, even where test
conditions overlap, The differences can probably be attributed to the varying
influence of the fov,r factors mentioned previously, The reference 8 results are
for test conditions essentially identical to those used in acquiring the flight data
reported in this paper. Use of the probe displacement corrections advocated in
reference 8 increases the section drag coefficients (for the data from this experi-
ment) by 0.0004, or about 6 percent, over the entire range of section lift coefficients.

A survey of flight 8.rid ground facility results indicates that such errors also
existed in the data from those experiments. However, these errors have generally
not been accounted for or even acknowledged. It is probable that the probe effects
vary from one airfoil to another under identical conditions or from identical airfoils
in different facilities. The designer may have difficulty in selecting an airfoil from
such performance experiments, which are subject to significant errors. The current
energy situation is such that small performance differences can be significant
when extrapolated to long distances or large numbers of aircraft. It is therefore
incumbent upon experimenters to investigate and attempt to reduce the impact of
the four items p_..eviously identified. As a first step, measurement techniques could
be standardized, such as probe configuration and size relative to the wake or
boundary layer being measured. An attempt should also be made to determine some
form of turbulence criterion at the probe measuring station; alternatively, an

'" attempt could be made to eliminate this problem with new remote measurement
techniques or equipment such as lasers.

In any event, experimenters and authors should acknowledge the four factors
. listed, indicate which are unaccounted for, and provide some estimate of the result-

ing uncertainties, so that the readers are aware of the limitations of the subject
'data.

It is commonly assumed tha: published airfoil data are accurate at least to with-
: in a few percent. Designers sometimes make airfoil selections or, th_ basis of

performance differences of a few percent. Published data are not necessarily
: L"

accurate, however. An error in the 1963 data for the FX61-163 airfoil resulted
in the selection of this airfoil for several aircraft designs, a selection which led to

. deficient aircraft performance. Further, the error in the data has not been called
to the attention of potential dam users.

-F

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An in-flight wing wake section drag investigation was conducted using tra-
'," versing total and static pressure probes. The primary objective of the investi-

,_: gation was to develop measurement techniques and to improve the accuracy of
in-flight wing profile drag measurements for low values of dynamic pressure and

" Reynolds number so that small differences hi airfoil performance could be
determined.
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The results showed that repeatable in-flight wing section draft meas,_rementa
could be obtained using traversing total and static pressure probes with the tech-
niques described. Small drag differences resulting from varying wing surface
conditions and ambient at_. turbulence ware well defined. Of the surface condtflon_

:" evaluated (othm, than _armiHnn _4p_), only _Imulatcd in_ut impacts affected
the drag. Data obtained in rough (t_bulent) air showed that the draft was only
affected at conditions near the wing stall speeds and then only because the variation

• - in lift coefficient extended into the high draft regions.

. The absolute level of the measm'ements in this and other experiments utilizing
* wake surveys is questionable because of undefined total pressure errors. These

errors, which are not adequately understood, have not been accounted for or even
acknowledged in sfmflar experiments, whether conducted in flight or in wind tunnels.
This has made mmmin_l comparisons between various experiments difficult and has
caused users to bo misled in interpreting the data in terms of airfoil performance.
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APPENDIX _ METHOD USED TO OBTAIN
SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS FROM MEASURED INCREMENTALPRESSURES

Jones' equation (ref. 1) is as follows:

Cd ffi2 I - dyC

Since

Ptw "'Po = qw + £p
Jones t equation can be rewritten as

Cd = _ o..' dy

The procedure used in this study for a given number of Z_yincrements across
the wake may be described as follows.

Step 1: Determine q0 (a direct measurement from the aircraft system. Includes
a position error correction).

Step 2: Determine Apt (a direct measurement (see Instrumentation and Tech-
nique section)).

Step 3: Determine _p (a direct rreasurement (see Instrumentation and Tech-
nique section)).

Step 4:

qw + Ap = (Step 1) - (Step 2)

Step 5:

qw = (Step 4) - (Step 3)

Step 6:

1

(qw/qo) _'" _/(Step 5)/(Step 1)
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Step 7:

t

q_OAP_ _'_ _/(Step 4)/(St_p 1)

Step 8:

1 - (Step 7)

Step 9:

(Step 6) X (Step 8)Ziy

Step 10:

(Step 9)

_;tep 11:

cd= (Step 9) X 2
e

w ..
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TABLE I.--COORDINATES OF TEST SECTION

[0 ° flap deflection]

Coordinates for --

x/c

Upper surface, Lower surface,
cm (in.) cm (in.)

0 0 (0) 0 (0)
0.00102 0.3556 (0.14) -0.3302 (-0.13)
0.00422 0.8128 (0.32) -0.6350 (-0.25)
0.00960 1.2954 (0.51) -0.8890 (-0.35)
0.01702 1.8288 (0.72) -1.1684 (-0.46)
0.02650 2.3622 (0.93) -1.4732 (-0.58)
0.03802 2.9464 (1.16) -1.7526 (-0.69)
0.05158 3.5052 (1.38) -2.0574 (-0.81)
0.06694 4.0894 (1.61) -2.3628 (-0.93)
0.08422 4.6482 (1.83) -2.6416 (-1.04)
0.10330 5.1816 (2.04) -2.9210 (-1.15)
0.12403 5.6642 (2.23) -3.2004 (-1.26)
0.44643 6. 1468 (2.42) -3.4544 (-1.36)
0.17037 6.5532 (2.58) -3.7084 (-1.46)
0.19558 6.9342 (2.73) -3.9370 (-1.55)
0.22221 7.2390 (2.85) -4.1402 (-1.63)
0.24998 7.4930 (2.95) -4.3180 (-1.70)
0.27891 7.6708 (3.02) -4.4704 (-1.76)
0.30861 7.8232 (3.08) -4.5720 (-1.80)
0.33923 7.8740 (3.10) -4.6228 (-1.82)
0.37056 7.8740 (3.10) -4.6482 (-1.83)
0.40243 7.7724 (3.06) -4.6482 (-1.83)
0.43469 7.5946 (2.99) -4.5720 (-1.80)
0.46733 7.3152 (2.88) -4.4450 (--1.75)
0.49997 6,9850 (2.75) -4.2672 (-1.68)
0.5:3274 6.6040 (2.60) -4,0132 (-1.58)
0.56525 6.1722 (2.43) 3.7592 (1.48)
0.59750 5.7404 (2.26) -3.5052 (-1.38)
0.62938 5.2832 (2.08) -3.2766 (1.29)
0.66074 4.80(|6 (1.89) 2.9718 (1.17)
0.69133 4.3688 (1.72) 2.6924 (1.PJ;)
0.72113 3.9116 (1.54} '2.4:384 (o.96)
O. 7.19',h_ 3. 5052 (1. :3s) 2.1844 (+ O. _6)
4_.77773 3.07J4 (1 21) 1.9304 t ID.7_)
tl. 140433 '_ Cq_.l ....... _l r_;) 1.7272 (o._18)
It.829711 " ' "'J'J..Jt,.. (o.9:t) 1.447_ ¢ _t.37)

• ..lJ. (fD.4_),._5351_ 1.955_ tql 77) I " '"

(J.N!,qh'.l 1.321)_ (_t.529 _t,Tti2(t ((},311)
,,r, (1.53'.i4 t 11.21)11,91571 t.0,I.. (1t 43)

II _ '|2 qq II._!lll 1tl.3,_1 11.3:|11 '_ I II.]:11

I1,'1,|I_.|_ II I__ 1tl.271 11.211'12 ( II ItN)

11 _ _ I..Ihl _ I1._11_1, lit 211) II.ITD_24 t I1,tlt_t

_l,'_Z'tl tl.3114_ 111.1'21 11 lll|h ( 11,tl41

],1111111111 II.ll'Ol_ 111.11_2) II IJ_tl_ I II II/)
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OI_R_TIAI. TOTAt.PRESSUREMOO(

DIFFNDiTIALSTATICPR[SSUR[MOBE

FPROBESTATICPRESSURE
PROBETOTALPRESSURE--._-_ _ RD'I_DI_ STATIC

RGrERIENCETOTALPRESSURE--_//' /._,y PRESSURE

y° "

mANSOUCER

Figure 3.- Schematic dzawing of switching valve in the incremental
total and incremental static-pressure modes. All lines show
continuous flexible tubing.
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I
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Fisure 4.- Typical total-pressure wake profiles. Six consecutive wakes i

flap deflection, 0°; velocity, 44.0 knots; qo' 0.31 kN/m" (6.5 lb/ft_).
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_: Figure 5.- Total-pressure wake profiles showing the development of flow
separation. Flap deflectlon, 0°.
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WIN6TIP

(a) Test conditions similar to the 42.0-knot wake in figure 5.

. ._ fill I

(b) Test conditions similar to tim 41.5-_n,,t wake in it£_ure 5.

Figure 6.- Tuft photograph_ _m the, ri_.t,t win_: upper surface.
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FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

FOR LOW SPEED AIRFOIL EVALUATION_

M. J. Hoffmann, G. M. Gregorek, and G. S. Wetslogel
The Aeronautioal and Astronautical Research Laboratoz_

The Ohio State University

SUMMARY

Techniques for In-flight evaluation of new airfoils by modifying a single
engIne general aviation aircraft and measuring and recording airfoil surface
pressures, airfoil wake pressures, and aircraft angle of attac0_and airspeed
•are presented. Included are descriptions of the a.4rcraftmodifications, Instru-
mentation, data reduction techniques, illustrations of typical results and
comments on new equipment for flight test applications.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA LS(I)-0413 airfoil section characteristics have been evaluated in
a flight test program (ref. I). A single engine aircraft was modified, instru-
mented and flown, and pressure data was acquired, reduced and summarized. The
program was successfully accomplished by implemunting certaIn effective techni-
ques. The existing wing of a "Beech Sundowner" testbedwas "gloved" over the
existing full-span to the contour of the LS(I)-0413 airfoil by the Beech Air-
craft Corporation, an active participant in the flight program, thereby saving
the expense of construction of an entirely newwing. The aircraft was instru-
mented with existing equipment supplemented by specially developed pressure
measuring systems. A sophisticated and efficient data processing scheme was
developed to handle the large quantities of data.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the details of the tec_a_ques
used to effectively complete the flight test program and to comment on some
new instrumentatio_ systems that could enhance future flight test efforts.

The symbols used herein are defined in an appendix.

XSome of the techniques described herein wVeredeveloped and implemented while
,mder contract to NASA Langley Research Center.
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4

AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

Baekgrolmd

To oaticfy the objective of determining the cection characteristics of the

LS(I)-0413 airfoil _n flight, it wa_,first necQssary to change the wlng.of a
testbod aircraft, shown in fig,AreI, to the appropriate contour. Two options
wore available; build an entirely new wing, or modil'ythe existing w_ng. De-
signing, building and proving a new wiz_ is, unrorturmtely, time connuming and
expensive. Modifying th_ existing wing by bondir_ on a new Jurface seemed
attractive for this particular program for various reasons:

I) budget constraints favored the relatively inexpensive nature of this
modification approach,

2) s%ructural integrity of the existing wing structure could be
utilized,

3 ) cable and tubing routing could be easily facilitated,

4) total time to modify the aircraft wing was a fraction of the time
of the former alternative,

5) by use of bonding, a smooth finished surface could be obtained
without extensive structural proving.

Based on these observations the "gloving" approach to wing modification
was adopted. This simply meant that the new contour would be obtained by
bondin_ formers to the old wing surface and bondir_ a new skin to those formers.

Design and Fabrication

The LS(I)-0413 was a 13% thic_ess ratio airfoil while the existing
632415 airfoil of the Sundowner was 15%. Figure 2 shows the modified wing with
the larger chord. In order to accommodate the modification in the easiest

m_mer, the leading edge was extended by 17.5 cm (7 in.) and the trailing edge
,_ hy 7.5 cm (3 in.) to obtain a "good" range of center of pressure relative to

Lhe aircraft center of gravity (CO). The new gloved wing had an incidence
angle 1.4 degrees larger than the existingwing, and the original linear wing
twist of 2 degrees washout from root to tip was preserved. Also, an internal
channel was incorporated into the modification for running cables and tubing
from the wing without significantly disturbing the airflow.

The modification was begun by stripping the painted surfaces of the exist-
Ing wing and ailerons. Balsa former_ e? 2.5 cm (i in.) thickness were then
bonded to the "old" skin on 20.3 cm (8 ..n.)centers with an epoxy type adhesive.
Spanwise stringers were used for contour uniformity with wing results as show,

• 624
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in figure 3 and aileron results in figure 4. These formers were wrapped
with 0.5 mm (0.020 in.) sheet aluminum which was also bonded, thereby leaving a
smooth, unlfomn rlvetless surface. Also, external mass balances were used to
statically balance the now modified ailerons.

INSTRUMENTATION SYST_

Overview

Once modified, the aircraft was instrumented as shown schematically in
figure 5. Aircraft angle of attack was monitored as was dynemic pressure (not
pictured). A scanivalve/cut-off valve system, operated by a remote controller,
was used to acquire surface pres_'._redata. A wake survey probe, sensing total
and st:,t_cpressu_ s _d a rotary drive mechanism were used to obtain momentum
deficit information, u3ti_ately resulting in drag coefficients. All these
systems were powered from an instrument rack equipped wlth power supplies and
signal conditioning equipment.

Sensors

The angle of attack sensor (vane) pictured in figure 6 consisted of a
15.2 cm (6 in. ) stem fitted with a 3.8 om (1.5 in.) fin, driving a one turn
potentiometer. A collar was used to limit the sensor travel to 5 degrees nose
up and 40 degrees nose down relative to the mounting boom. The vane was
located 0.75 chord ahead of the quarter chord point. To correlate the vane
reading to local section, a deck angle inclinometer (bubble level, figure 7)
was used. This added piece of instrumentation allowed for the determination of
local geometric angle of attack.

To sense surface pressures along the chord a strip-a-tube belt was used.
The belt was formed from 5.1 n_n(0.2 In.) plastic tube arranged in a group of
twenty. Each tube was plugged appropriately to obtain forty active lines from
the twenty tubes. Orifices were located once the belt was fastened to tae

_ aircraft wing surface with double sided tape. Lead in lines were run fr_n the
belt sensor, throt'_hthe wing channel, into the cabin and connected to the
scanivalve/cut-off valve system. Figure 8 shows a typical belt Insta]latlon.

The wake survey probe was actually two sensors - one total pressure aud
one static pressure sensor - which was rotated through the wake of the wln_ at
one of two spanwise stations during a given flight. The sensors were separated
from each other by 5.1 cm (2 in. ) in the wing spanwise direction, thus allowing
total and static pressures to be measured at the same chordwise station (0.14
chord aft of trailing edge). By properly locating the wake probe, either a
baseline (basic airfoil) or aileron station could be surveyed. Figure 9
illustrates this wake survey probe.
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'. Supporting Equipment

, To provide excitation voltages and signal conditioning an In_1,rumelltrr_,:l,
"_ (fig_ro I0) was constructed. The rack contained all necessary power ::upplJ_n,
'" amplifiers, bridge balance units and carrier demodulators. Also, the _canl-

valve/cut-off valve systeg was mounted to the rack, and the 7 channel l,_,_anal,_r
tape recorder used for data recording was mounted atop the rack. The-tot.a]

' weight of the rack fully equipped was 351 N (79 ibs.) wlth ,_pproxlmat,:dlm_n-
slon_ of _8 em W x 53 em H x Jl cm D (19 in. W x 21 in. H x ]6 17,.D).

- For e_se In operating all the instrumentation systems a remote centre]]or
' was designed and buil_. The controller allowed full manual or automatic con-

trol of the systems from the flight test engineer position. The cont_,]]er h_d
i an internal clock used to sequence the scanivalve/cut-off system and the
, "pitch-pause" motion (described later) of the wake survey probe. Once the

engineer selected a data point, he did not have to intervene until all data
: from that test point was fully acquired and recorded. The systems would the,,
: be reset for another test condition. Fl_Jre II is a pho_ograph of this

controller.
i .

DATA PROCES3ING

A typical test flight would produce twelve test points resulting in large
, _; quantities of raw data. A special data processlng_scheme was developed to
: efficiently handle these data. Upon completion of a flight, the _,_recorder

(figure 12) would be taken to the g_ound based digital computer sy_tem (f_gure
: 13) and would be "patched" into the computer, thereby allowing the computer to

digitize the analog signals played back by the recorder. TLming pulses pro-
-j_ vlded by the instrumentation controller greatly assisted in the dlglt_zlng
", sequence, FORTRAN coded programs were used to manipulate the now dlgltlzed
' data and also allowed the operator to select options as to how the dat,_z,ho;_Id
• be reduced and presented. For i:mtance, plots and printouts could be /_ed_'J-
.: tely generated for each test condltlon and/or summary plots could be made. lh
._ typical cases_ fully reduced and plotted data could be "In-hand" _vlth|n 3 h,,_ir'.',
:., of aircraft landing.

':

. TYPICAL RESULTS

: >

_ Surface Pressures

,:., Typical of the partially reduced surface pressur_ dat_ were pre_ure .....
___ efficlent-chordwlse location plots shown in figure i_. _o fll_ht te,_tar_]e_
: of attack are shown by symbols and the correspondlng analytic comput;_t_on::
. (ref. 2) are shown by the solid lines. The,_ecomparlson_ are at mut,:hcdantic

of attack, not matched llft. The two-dlmenslonal angle _-,fattack was obt,_Ine.l
by subtracting an induced angle calcul_ted by a three dlmension_] :ma]yt,_cco,h_
of Beech Aircraft Corporstlon. At the lower angle the scatter In the flh_'ht

_ .testdata is seen to be low and compares well with analytic c_Iculntlons, At,
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the higher ,ngle (lower dynamic pres_ure for the cose at b_md) the _3cattcri_
:_]li_ht)ymore d1_eto the pressure belt Itself and the decrea_Ing accuracy of
'_,h,,press,_remea_urement._at low dynamic pressure. Overall, however, these
re:_ult_are highly acceptable.

Wake S_rveys

Partial reduction of the raw data from wake surveys lead to press_Are-
position plots similar to those shown in figure i_. The first plot shows a
contlnuou._lyscanned survey w_dle the second plot shows the stepped or "pitch-
pause" me_hod of surveying. The latter method was generally used to eliminate
anj potential response problems. The result of the method was a physical
averaging of %he data due to a finite number of points through the wake (_hown
by the relative smoothness of the plot). Both total and static pressures were
measured and presented and the static pressure variation is seen as signifi-
cantly different from free stream static (the reference pressure). Based on
these kinds of plots, limits of integration were chosen and drag coefflclents
produced.

Baseline Lift and Moment

Carrying the surface pressure data reduction to completion by integration
of pressure distribution resulted in llft and moment coefficients as functions
of angle of attack (figure 16). Lift data from three spanwi_e stations are
shcwn to coincide very well by applying the three-dlmenslon_.lanalytic _ndueed
_igle correction and compares well with the faired wind _mnel data (solEd
line) of McGhee, et al. (ref. 3). The llft coefficient data becomes somewhat
scattered at low dynamic pressures again due to the lower accuracy of the
transducers in that regime. A small error in the dynamic pressure measuremer_t
u_Ifortunatelyc<,mesthrough stroz_ly in the final reduction. The moment co-
efflclents are scattered and are generally more positive than wind tunnel
measurements. The significant deviation could be due to slight trai]ing_edge
differences between the LS(I)-O413 modified aircraft wing and the wind tu_u_el
model used for comparison.

Drag Polars

Full reauction of the wake pressures lead to the baseline dr_g polar shown
in figure 17. The symbols represent two test flights taken almost one year
apart. The wind turn,eldata is again that of McGhee. The cases shown are for
smooth wing surface and _nooth model. Due to the varying Reynolds number in
the flight data two bracketing wind tunnel cases are presented and the proper
trend of the flight data can be seen. A similar drag polar is sho_ in figure
18. Here, however, the wind tunnel model boundary layer was tripped at 7.5%
chord as was the flight test airfoil. The baseline drag polar is also shown
for reference as a solid llne. Very good agreement can be seen as the flight
test data trends from almost exact agreement at lower lift/higher Reynold,_
number to good agreement at higher llft/lower Reynolds number.
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" , r, f, :".t,_,i, ll,l+l ])rjtt_l

|'r-.;,, ,+r.,-, I,,+,+;. ;.,' :. +J,'v,,y. + wore +',Itstsken at a_le_n str_+I<,nn.

l:_gtlr'o l'., .:i:,.+,'i:: , '.,,+!." ........ ,; .... It::l,rit,ul.,lon st an nlleron statlc,n wlth the

_O]t+l lit,,, h,'t,,," .... + .... t',',:, C<,r r_']_srity. The "pinched in" (reduced
lift,) n:,',_,',. ,.'+' .,,, _" + " ', t'l'+ _.'_ +:'_r>flow Is evident. No attempt wa_
mad+_ I.,, .,i_:.':+. ',,+ ,.. .... t .,,++',]jtte ihduced angle computations at

th,_,:+,, ::P',+t .... ; i,,. " .... . ..... ,+." ',:¢p<, of' flow phenomenon. F_gure 20
,+;h,+,w,: thor:, i +:, ! ..... ', ', + :", Jr'+uC tylelll"red by +laving. gap flow. The
u..,ml,+,rtm,++t,t+' ,',+;,., +'+' +. ..... _"..irf',+,]l (.qo]+d line) and repro+entre a 1+5%
_l+iCI'+2,++It_,++* it) ,t!"_,' ', +' , + ':

:g;

+ ,+-+, ¢,IP':+'",'/ . L,PD.A_

The q,Jd_',_,r, , ,'" ...... .i:_r,,t bu developtng_ and using the afore-
:. +'.,,ent_c+'_e,lit.++i.',+":' '....... led to the design and construction of at

lea_t two r+,+.+,-"u.:++'+'+;.... :"...... :.+;+,ire21 _hows a rotating type probe
me,.h.mJ:m, ':.'hi .i._ _ ." .... . .,:_ '..,J.iu::table in the chordwise direction. The

rot uti_,_+," ::_t',_,,,, .,:. :-:;o :_panwtse stations to be surveyed. The
drive, t[:_.+l_ _ _ ".+. ) -;t,+o and high and 30.5 cm (12 in.) long.
Cverul] _,._,,+', "_ -_+ " . :_:,,,-', r,lutform is 55.9 cm (22 In.) _¢nile the
!,,,t.t_' ;,:, i_++:', . .'. : • .+.... I,+, "rod foam formers (stresmlinlng) is 26.7
,,,,(r, _b_. i.

%..+.',i+,! • .... ,+ i r,+:lu,;!,_,.m capability while In flight, a
r+'iG'it+J+[ :,,,.:, :,' ::: '; ..... ', +"" ,+ ::y.':,+,em (DDARS) has been developed tn-
i_,_,u:.:,,.(,_',:l'. +. ). ". ..... _:, _:_';in- oomponents of this system, the mafn-

: frame (,-h : .... • :. • +,,, 'rod the ground based disc drives (on
,=: rt_h _,). >,,+...... "' ',' ! :! ,:ti.:roproce_sor, 32K words of memory, all

n,-+e-c+:::;_r:,' _,,', ....+' .":-, !upe drlve_ and a 32 chennel analog-to-
,li_'+t+._.! _..>+:, ..... " '_',.+ _';+: _hroughput using all channels).
A!uc, "n+'Ju'_'"! +_:.... ". i.+h!<.+ rel.'_,y:_ for on/off type controls.

a. C,:,nt'_i,_,-,:t "', ', , + ..... _, ,t :;h,>_.m) are 6 bridge balance units a:,d
¢. diff'er,.+qt+ _'. +:..- .... + . . .... q, litloning. The components used in a
fl-!gh_ ..'i ,',+ ;. ' .... i+,n;d conditioner rack and the smll

'.- cor_:+.,>.l,.• [,-,',':i:,', ...... ," ,+_m, :_irborne package is 600 N (135 lb_. )
, ._Jnd ++._,t,m.::c_".', ....... ! . ,._'! wutt;:;. The total volume required bo

' ' ' 'ubi,' meterr_ (8.8 cubic ft.).]c_,',+i+.,_ '.}_,' .:... .. .. .

-a .,. :dad ++ '-'" Cl +'..... . B,.,ERVATI .No

{ I';/'!'-,-.+ _,., ,. '..: ..... ++',+.I t,., ev;_luate the performance of an
.'_:,irt'otl it+ :t "'. + .. .'.: r,.,.;,Cl, mod]fient, ton and instrumentation

<. h:,vo bo,+,t_ ,if::,..+. :,.,+ . . .. +.,{., :,r,,ce:.+.:+ing scheme and tYI+tcal recults.
., TL,:+ dut,'_ ,,I, ,u '+ .':+++ ..... :_ _,, -tt,itc:-_e the system was ac,.,eptable over

:. m,n_t+ ,:,f 1!_,. :,',...,.:. " , .. .,'. ,',,i ru, <t,J(.,:_tionable only at the very low
,]yrl_lltltc.' I P,-++:::IIp, ' ,' ' ' ..... r't,,::,b.,cer replacement could cure that

pr, fl_lc.;.t. _ '.:', !', ,.w .,:,,':;t,c,mt_ which can be effectively applied

g.
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" ?n f'ut,ur'of'l'|ghttent efforts - a wake survey d_-:Ivomochnnlzm :_j,]:, T,,,_,_

:J ,ITS_.TZ.nl dnt'l :,cqulstt, ion and reduction system. The DDARS _ly_t,r,m :_,_',:m_:Co _,VI',,r
; "J q_Ja,r_._unImprovement In flight Lost data acqulcitlon and r,,.,(l_i,:l.T,,r,b:/ imI:lc.-

: _' m,:ntat, ion ,_f It_ microprocessor-based mainframe and real Lime p_r.]p!_c_,al:: v,J_i!.
' the wake :_urw_y mechanism offers good probe motion in o _m:_l] Ib'_! I.,,_k;Jff,:

v, - f

o .

L

i.
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APPENDIX

. SYMBOLS

Measurements and calculations were made in the U.S. Customary Units.
, They are presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the

equivalent values given parentheticall_ in the U.S. Customary Unit_.

c chord o£ an airfoil

Section dra_
Cd section drag coefficient,

: CA section lift coefficient, Section lift
,_ q_C

i Cm section pitching moment coefficient with respect to 0.25 chord,
Section moment

%,c 2

_ :.

_:'. p - p®
,: Cp static pressure coefficient, %

p measured local pressume

PoD free stream static pressure

%o free stream dynamic pressure

o°. Re Reynolds number based on chord

x, x/c distance llong chord, non-dimensional distance along chord

_' _2D m_le of attack in two-dimensional flow

,k
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Figure 1. o Testbed aircraft in flight.

------ LS (I)-0413 MOD

.... EXISTING 632415

Figure 2.- Airfoil-modification cross section.
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Figure 3.- Balsa-wood wing formers.

t

. Figure 4.- Aileron modification.
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Figure 5.- Data-acquisition schematic diagram.

° _

Figure 6.- Angle-of-attack sensor.
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Figure 7.- Deck-angle inclinometer.

Figure 8.- Pressure-belt sensor.
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,. Figure 9.- Wake-survey probe.
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Figure 11.- Remote-control panel.

Figure 12.- FM analog recorder with patch panel.
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Figure 13.- Ground-based digital computer system.

-1.0

, ' Figure 14.- Comparison of pressure dlstrLbutions. __
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: Fig,Jre 15.- Typical wake-survey profiles.
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Figure 16.-Lift and moment coefficients.
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--WIND TUNNEL Re - 2.1 x 106

O FLIGHT TE
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i 4.1 x 106Cd 401

0.0 I I I I I
0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

C_

Figure 17.- Baseline drag polar.
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/Re = 4.3 x 106

Cd /

0.01 - __

0.0 I I I I I
0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

C_

Figure 18.- 7.57_trip drag polar.
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x/o

Figure 19.- Aileron-station pressure distribution.
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Figure 20.- Aileron-station drag polar.
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_, Figure 21.-New wake surveymechanism.

•. @
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','_ '_1

,!?

_'_; Figure22.- Digital-dataacquisitionand reductionsystem.
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IN-, [GHT THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER AND WAKE

- MEASUREMENTS FROM A SWEPT SUPERCRITICAL WING

David P. Lux

i NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

SUMMARY

_ Three-dimensional boundary layer and wake velocity profiles were measured in
flight on the supercritical wing of the F-ill transonic aircraft technology (TACT)

'_ aircraft. These data along with pressure distributions, were obtained to establish
a data base with which data obtained by three-dimensional analytical techniques

=__ could be correlated• Only a brief summary of the total data base is given in this
: paper.
w

The data presented represent one chord station at a wing leading-edge sweep
: angle of 26 °. They cover an angle of attack range from 6° to 9° at free-stream Mach

numbers from 0.85 to 0.90. A brief discussion of the techniques used to obtain the
boudar_ layer and w_ke profiles is included.

_, INTRODUCTION

A recurring problem during the initial design of transonic aircraft is the lack

...._ of proven analytical methods to reliably predict three-dimensionai, viscous flow
_: effects. Many analytical methods have been or are being developed to predict these
_ _ effects. A few of these methods are described in references 1 to 3. However, there

is a lack of adequate full-s_.aie Reynolds number, three-dimensionai data with which
to compare and verify these analytical methods.

' Therefore, an investigation of the three,dimensional boundary layer and wake
_- flow characteristics was conducted at one semispan station on the F-111 transonic
°_i aircraft technology (TACT) aircraft. The purpose was to establish a data base with
::, which three-dimensional analytical techniques could be correlated.

,:0

o_; The three-dimensional upper-surface boundary layer measurements were obtained
_/ at 96 percent chord and the wake measurements at 108 percent chord of the TACT wing

_,; for a leading-edge sweep angle of 26 ° The data presented are for a range of airplane
_. angles of attack from 6° to 9° at Mach numbers from 0.85 to 0.90. The _hord Reynolds

number of these data is approximately 20 million. These data provide examples of
boundary layer and wake flow characteristics at, above, and below the optimum
airfoil design conditions. A brief discussion of the techniques used in obtaining the

" three-dimensional data is included•r

_: 643
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SYMBOLS

The angle of attack used in this paper is the aircraft angle of attack referenced
to the wing reference plane. However. because of wing twist and aeroelastic effects,
the angle of attack for the section characteristics is 4 ° lower than that for the airplane.

B aircraft span at wing sweep angle of 26 ° , cm

CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS

Cp pressure coefficient, (p - p_)/q

h distance above or below wing trailing edge, cm

M Mach number

p local static pressure, kN/m 2

p, free-stream static pressure, kN/m 2

q free-strearil dynamic pressure, kN/m 2

S wing area, m2

Vx/V _ ratio of chordwise velocity to free-stream velocity

Vy/V. ratio of spanwise velocity to free-stream velocity

x/c ratio of distance from leading edge to local chord length

Y distance from e_rcraft centerline, cm

z distance above and perpendicular to wing upper surface, cm

a aircraft angle of attack referenced to wing reference plane

semispan station, 2Y/B

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND TECHNIQUE

The TACT test-bed airplane is a modified F-111A airplane (fig. 1). The modi-
fication consisted of the installation of a new wing incorporating an earlier NASA
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supercritical airfoil. Although the aircraftls maximum speed is in excess c •Mach 2.0
the supercritical wing was designed for transonic speeds and represents s _ompromise

' between cruise conditions (M = 0.85, CL = 0.47) and maneuver conditions (_I = 0.90,

CL = 0.67) a, a wing sweep angle of 26 ° (ref. 4).

, For the boundary layer and wake data presented in this paper, the wing leading-
edge sweep angle was fixed at 26 ° where chordwise pressures were previously
obtained. The boundary layer, wake, and surface pressure measurements were

;, made at semispan station 0.705, as shown in figure 2. The boundary layer measure-
,_i merits were r..ade on the upper surface using the fixed, trailing-edge rake, which is

shown in figure 3. This rake was approximately 11 centimeters high with 12 multi-
, orifice probes to sense local flow velocity and direction (fig. 4). The calibration
"i technique used to determine total pressure and flow direction angles for this probe

is described in reference 5. For the present experiment, the rake calibration was
checked with tests conducted in Ames Research Center's 2- by 2-Foot Wind Tunnel.
These results agreed with the results of reference 5. Airfoil wake measurements were

_ made using the rotating probe shown in figure 5. The drive motor, position trans-
ducer, and pressure manifold were mounted under the trailing edge of the wing, and
the probe head rotated behind the wing at 108 percent chord. Details of the probe
head are shown in figure 6. Tbe calibration used to determine total pressure and flow

# angles for this probe head is descT'ibed in reference 5. Velocity profiles of the wake
i relative to the trailing edge of the airfoil were obtained by applying an axis transfor-

°_ mation to the local flow angles at the probe head as it rotated beh'_nd the wing.
-?-

i The rake and rotating probes described above and the associated sensors were
:_ found to perform adequately, exhibiting good repeatability for all flight conditions

where attached flow existed. However, the 10-second rotation time limited the amount
_ of wake data that could be obtained with the rotating probe_ For some applications,

:_ a fixed wake rake may be more desirable.

'_,: All pressures from the boundary layer rake and wake probe were measured by
_" differential pressure transducers located in temperature-controlled transducer boxes

:_i within the wing. The transducer boxes were interconnected by a common referen_.e
. line with the reference pressure being measured by a precision, variable-capaci-
"• tance, absolute transducer. The pressures and air data parameters were recorded on

an onboard aircraft data tape.

The boundary layer data were gathered by flying the aircraft at a quasi-stabilized
Mach-altitude condition. Then, to obtain data for a range of angles of attack, the
aircraft was flown into a pushover-pullup maneuver followed by a slow-rate windup
turn. This series of maneuvers generated an angle of attack range from approximately

". 2° to 10° during a time interval of about 20 seconds. The wake data were obtained
. at the same nominal conditions with one exception. During the windup turn maneuver,
:,_ the pilot would incrementally hold each angle of attack for 30 seconds. This allowed
_- rotating probe data to be obtained for a minimum of three complete probe cycles for
"'_ each angle of attack.

.;I:
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative three-dimensional boundary later and wake data from the experi-
ment arc shown in figures 7 to 10. Each boundary lay _r and wake velocity profile
is presented with the corresponding wing upper-surface _,r._ssure distribution. All
velociW distributions are nondimensionalized with respect to the free-stream velocity
obtained from the aircraft's onboard air data system. A complete description of this
system is given in reference 6.

The pressure distribution and boundary layer velociW profiles for a Mach number

of 0.85 and an angle of attack of 8° at a d:mamie pressure of 14.36 kN/m" are shown
in figure 7 (a). Wake velocity profiles ar_ presented in figure ?CO) for the same
flight condition. The chordwise pressure distribution data suggest that this flight
condition is nearly optimum for upper-suxface flow. There is a long ehordwise region
of supereritical flow that terminates in an aft shock wave. The aft shock may cause
a separation bubble at its base, but the presaure makes a complete recovery at the
trailing edge and there is no second velocity peak. This flight condition is the basis
for all other data comparisons in this paper.

Note that in figure 7 CO) the chordwise wake edge veloci_r ratio exceeds 1.0.
This is attributed to a static pressure error induced by the location of the static
pressure orifices only two diameters behind the shoulder of the probe head (fig. 5).
While this error does not affect the total pressure measurements, it causes the abso-
lute values of the calculated velocities to be incorrect. This static pressure position
error is evident in all the wake data presented.

It is of interest to compare the semispanwise flow characteristics for the wing
upper surface at an x/c of 0.96 with the corresponding resu!t_ at an x/c of 1.08
(figs. 7 (a) and 7(b)). Note that at an x/c of 0.96, the spanwise t low component is

inboard (Vy/V = -0.1) throughout most of the boundary layer. In the wake, at a
distance of more than 8 centimeters above the surface of the wing, the flow turns
outboard. This general trend can also be seen in the data for the other flight condi-
tions considered in this paper.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show a comparison of the data for the optimum upper-
surface flow condition (figs. 7 (a) and 7 Co)) with those obtained at an angle of attack
of 6°. At this angle of attack, the shock wave is farther forward and a strong second
velocity peak is followed by recol.lpression to the trailing edge. Relative to the data
for an angle of attack of 8° , the boundary layer velocity distribution for an angle of
attack of 6° shows a thinning of the boundary layer and the wake velocity profiles show
a similar thinning of the wake. This is, of course, indicative of lower section profile
drag. While this lower section profile drag may seem more desirable, it should be
remembered that less section lift is generated at an angle of attack of 6°, and airfoil
efficiency is determined by the ratio of maximum lift to drag.

It is of interest to relate these results to corresponding w_ng boundary layer and
wake data from the F-8 supercritical wing airplane (ref. 7). The F-8 data showed
that the boundary layer and wake were thinnest at the airfoil design condition. This
difference between the results of the present experiment and those obtained with
the F-8 supercritical wing airplane is attributed to the fact that the F-8 supercritical
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wing was designed for a specific flight condition (M = O.99, CL = O.40), whereas
the F-111 TACT wing represer, ts a compromise between a Math 0.85 cruise condition

_ and a Mach 0.90 maneuver condition.

: A comparison of the boundary layers and wakes for the optimum flow condition
and sn off-design condition of 9° angle of attack is shown in figures 9(a) and 9(b).
Figure 9 (a) shows that at the off-design condition, the wing shock has moved forward
and the flow at the trailing edge is separated. The boundary layer velocity profiles
(fig. 9 (a)) show that the boundary layer has thickened considerably. Reverse flow
occurred over the lower half of the profile, for which the data are not presented.
Note that the boundary layer rake was not large enough to determine an edge condition
in the ehordwise velocity distribution. In addition, it can be seen that the spanwise
velocity distribution had less inboard flow.

The wake velocity profiles show a _tmilar thickening of the wake and, in addition,
indicate a trend toward less inboard (that is, more outboard) flow. These results are

" not surprising when one considers the fact that the upper-surface flow has separated
as indicated by the pressure distribution.

Figure 10 compares the data f_r the optimum flow angle of attack at a Mach number
of 0.85 to data obtained at a Mach number of 0.90. Again, the pressure distribu-
tion obtained at a Mach number of 0.90 shows Bailing-edge separation. The boundary
layer veloc:ty distributions show that the boundary layer has again thickened and an

_ edge condition has not been reached. The lower half of the boundary layer is in
_" reverse flow. The spanwise velocity distribution shows the flow to be less inboard
". than that for the profile, at a Mach number of 0.95. No wake velocity profiles are

given for this flight condition because the separated flow in the wake enveloped the
: wake probe in a reverse flow condition throughout the wake region. However,
:_ as shown in the pressure distributions, the separated flow region extends only a

short distance forward to the base of the shock wave and does not envelop the entire
_ upper surface of the wing. This unique feature of the supercritical wing provides

improved maneuver performance at the higher transonic speeds (ref. 4).

: CONCLUDING REMARKS

. Three-dimensional upper surface boundary layer and total wake characteristics
have been obtained from a supercritical airfoil at design and off-design conditions.

::i The results of this experiment show that, in general, for this wing section at a Mach
number of 0.85 and angles of attack from $o to 9° , the boundary layer and wake thick-

. nesses increase with increasing angle of attack.

:: In general, the data also indicate that there is Httle change in the three-dimen-
. sional characteristics of the boundary layer and wake until flight conditions are
:. reachedwhere trailing-edgeseparation occurs.

The boundary layerrake and rotatingwake probe used inthisstudywere found.,.,.
'. tosatisfactorilymeasure boundary layerand wake flowangleswhere attachedflow

conditionsexist.
L
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Figure 1.- F-ill TACT aircraft. Wing sweep angle, 26°.

I_ • BOUNDARYLAYERMEASUREMENT

• WAKEMEASUREMENT

rl =0.705 - - "- - 96 PERCENTCHORD
" _ 108 PERCENTCHORD

Figure 2.- Location of boundary layer, wake, and pressure-distribution

measurements on the F-Ill TACT wing.
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Figure 3.- Boundary-layer rake installed on wlng of F-Ill TACt aircraft.
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....._i' A PROCEDURE FOR ANALYZING TRANSONIC FLOW OVER 43

...._ HARMONICALLY OSCILLATING AIRFOILS*

• Warren H. Weatherill, F. Edward Ehlers, and
' James D. Sebastian

. The Boeing Company
¢

. SUMMARY
o

Fini_ difference procedures have been successfully used to solve the steady transonic flow about
': airfoils and appear to provide a practical means for calculating the corresponding unsteady flow. The

° purpose of the current paper is to describe a finite difference procedure derived from the equations for
the potential flow by assuming small perturbations and harmonic motion. The velocity potential is

_ divided into steady and unsteady parts, and the resulting unsteady equation is linearized on the basis
of small amplitudes of oscillation. The steady velocity potential, which must be calculated first, is
described by the classical nonlinear transonic differential equation. The initial research on this

:_ procedure was presented by Ehlers in reference 1, and is a direct extension of the steady state
_:_ difference procedure of Murman, Cole, and Krupp (refs. 2, 3, and 4). The current authors have
ii described further research pertaining to the procedure in references 5 and 6.

' INTRODUCTION

i:, The intent of the research described in this paper has been to develop a means for calculating
• , air forces for use in the analysis of flutter and other aeroelastic phenomena. Thus, there is a need

:". for developing a relatively efficient computational procedure as well as, of course, providing
=°v, adequateaccuracyintherepresentationofthephysicalphenomenon."T

'i The procedure of this paper is intended to be intermediate in terms of computer machine
o_'__ resource usage and is based on a finite difference method. The assumption of small perturbations

!_ from a uniform stream near the speed of sound retains the necessary complexity for describing
_i_ flows with local supersonic regions. The application of the perturbation velocity potential restricts
.__ thesolutiontoweak shocks,which,forthinwingsofreasonablygooddesign,isnottoolimiting

,_ an assumption. When the flow is steady, the resulting nonlinear differential equation reduces to
_,_i the well-known transonic small perturbation equation. The unsteady differential equation is
::_ simplified by considering the flow as consisting of the sum of two separate potentials representing

• the steady and unsteady effects. The assumption of small amplitudes of harmonic oscillation leads
i_::_. to a linear differential equation for the unsteady potential with variable coefficients depending on

_*_ the steady flow. The resulting air forces are thus superposable and may be directly used in
_. conventionalflutteranalysisformulations.

_ii The effectofthicknessisincludedinthesteadyflowanalysis.The unsteadyanalysisiscarried
:" out for a wing of vanishing thickness but submerged in a velocity potential distribution resulting
:: from thesteadyanalysis.As formulated,theshockisfixedby thesteadyflow,and itdoesnot

move with the wing motion. It is noted that shock motion could be included in a linear fashion;
i', see,forexample,reference7.

_ 'l'hisw.rkwasi.intlysp.nK.rodbythe,NASA Langlq,yRem,arvh('_,ntvrand'rhvBo_,ing('ommvr¢.ial
ii AirplaneU_rnpany
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FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

The complete nonlinear differential equation for the velocity potential was simplified by
assuming the flow to be a small perturbation from a uniform stream near the speed of sound. The
resulting equation for unsteady flow is

[K -(,?- I)_t -(y+ l)_x]_axx+ _ayu-(2_axt+ _Ptt)/Effi0 (I)

where K = (1- M_)/M"E. M is the freestream Math number of velocity Uo in the x-direction, x and y are
made dimensionless to the semichord b of the airfoil and the time t to the ratio b/Uo, F is the ratio of

specific heats and • is defined in terms of thickness ratio 8 as Effi(8/M)2/3.

The potential is separated into steady and harmonic parts and written as:

ffi ¢o(X,y) + _l(x,y)e lwt (2)

For the steady potential, @o,we obtain the usual nonlinear differential equation:

[K - (',/+ 1)¢Ox]¢Oxx + _o yy_" 0 (3)

While the unsteady potential, _1, is given by a linear equation of the form:

- - + ¢lyy (2i_/_)¢! x + q¢1 ffi 0 (4){[K (y 1)¢Ox]¢lx} x

where:

q = o_2/_- ko(_/- 1)¢o (5)xx

Linear boundary conditions are applied on the slit in the plane of the wing for both equations.

A computer program for solving the steady-state transonic flow about lifting alrfolls based on
equation (3) was developed by Krupp and Murman (refs. 3 and 4). The output of this or a similar
program can be used in computing the coefficients for the differential equation of the unsteady
potential. The similarity of the unsteady differential equation to the steady-state equation suggests
that the method of column relaxation used by Krupp for the nonlinear steady-state problem should be

an effective way to solve equation (4) for _I. Note that equation (4) is of a mixed type, being elliptic or
hyperbolic whenever equation (3) is elliptic or hyperbolic. Central differencing was used at all points
for the y derivative and at all subsonic or elliptic points for the x derivatives. Backward (or upstream)
differences were used for the x derivatives at all hyperbolic points.

For the set of difference equations to be determinate, the boundary conditions on the outer
edges of the mesh must be specified. In the original unsteady formulation, these boundary
conditions were derived from asyrr,ptotic integral relations in a manner parallel to that used by

_ Klunker (ref. 8) for steady flow. A later formulation in reference 6 applies an outgoing wave

boundary condition to the outer edges of the mesh. This boundary condition is numerically
simpler to apply and, on the basis of limited experience, appears to provide better correlation Isee
thefollowingsectionon numericalaccuracy).
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_' The preferred numerical solution approach to the resulting large order set of differenceb .

_i equations is a relaxation procedure, which permits the calculation to be made as a sequence of
! : relatively small problems. The initial solutions were obtained using a line relaxation procedure.

' Convergence is determined by monitoring ERROR, the maximum change in the velocity potential
- between iteration steps. ERROR is defined as the maximum value over all i and j of

._ . _Ii_ (n'l)l e iJ I
HI

'. where ¢1 (n) is the unsteady velocity potential for the n'th iteration, ¢1(n'l) is the corresponding
potential for the preceding iteration, and r is the relaxation factor. The solution was considered
converged when ERROR _ 10"r'.In some cases, particularly for finer meshes and for the pitch
mode, convergence was considered complete when ERROR _ 10"4.

RESULTS

'_ The above procedure has been used for problems with mixed flow and low reduced frequencies
: withgenerallysatisfactoryresults.In thissection,results,as calculatedwiththisprocedure,are

...._! compared (1), with linear theory appropriate to a flat plate of vanishing thickness and (2),with
experimental results for a NACA 64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap.

°'_ The flat plate results are shown in figures I and 2. Figure I shows the jump in pressure
= coefficient across a fiat _late oscillating in pitch. Figure 2 shows the same distribution across a
':" flat plate with a harmonically oscillating quarter-chord control surface. In each figure, results

obtained using the finite difference procedure are compared with corresponding results obtained
_- usinga kernelfunctionprogram.For thesecalculations,theprogramisthesubsonicroutine

_ generatedforNASA-Langley by Rowe, Winther,and Redman (refs.9 and 10).For theflatplate,
_': the results from the two theories should match exactly. The differences may be attributed to the
•" finite difference representation together with the limited solution region.

! Correspondingresultsfora wing withthicknessareshown infigures3,4,and 5.Here results
" from the finite difference theory are compared directly with experimental data from Tijdeman and

•- Schippers{ref.1I).Figure3 showsthejump inpressuredistributionfortheairfoilatM = 0.80
: with a reduced frequency of 0.25. At this Mach number, the pressure distribution does not have a
" shockand thesingularityinthepressuredistributionissolelydue tothepresenceofthecontrol

_! surfacehingeline.Generally,thepatternofthecalculatedpressuredistributionmatchesthatof
themeasuredvaluesverywell.The calculatedamplitudeoftherealpartexceedsthemeasured
valueneartheleadingedgefortherealpartand overthefront75% ofthechordforthe

: imaginary part. Parallel results at M = 0.875 and _ = 0.06 are shown in figure 4. Here, the flow
i[ is mixed with the shock appearing just aft of midchord. The characteristic pressure rise due to the
;_ ,' shock and the pressure singularity due to the presence of the hingeline are clearly reflected in
: bothmeasuredand calculateddistributions.Figure5 presentscorrespondingresultsatM = 0.9.
: The shockhasmoved afttoa positionjustinfrontofthehingeline,but thetwo pressurerises

stillappearas separatepeaks.Also,theamplitudesareinbetteragreementthaninthepreceding
_ two examples.
,,?

_: These examplesaretypicalofresultsobtainedforlow reducedfrequencies(e.g.,refs.I,5.6,

! 12, 13, and 14). The reason fnr the discrepency between theory and experiment is not known, but
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may be due to boundary layer or separation effects, or both, or to unknown problems with the
theory or with the pressure measurements. The qualification "for low reduced frequencies" is
made for the following reason. As previously noted, the preferred solutioli procedure is a
sequential row relaxation which permits the efficient numerical solution of the large set of
simultaneous equations. This solution p' ocedure becomes unstable, in the sense that successive
iterates diverge, above certain values of kl = oJM/(1-M2}. At a given Mach number, this is
essentially a frequency limitation. However, the "low reduced frequency" qualification should
really be a "low _,1" qualifi¢ 'ion. Means of getting around this limitation are still under
investigation. For example, where this limitation has been avoided we have encountered accuracy
problems. This point is discussed in more detail in the next two sections.

RELAXATION SOLUTION STABILITY

As has been discussed in a preceding NASA report by the authors (refs. 5 and 6), significant
stability problems were encountered with the relaxation procedures used to solve the finite
difference equations. Generally, these procedures l_,aralleled those successfully used for the
steady-state problem.

The characteristics of the solution instability are as follows:

I. It occurs when the flow is purely subsonic as well as mixed, and thus is not involved with
the presence or absence of transonic shock flow.

2. It appears to be a function of_l and the dimensions of the finite difference region. An
analysis of the fiat plate with a uniform mesh yields, for the critical value of kt, the value of
of X! above which the relaxation solution is unstable:

I/2

_I(,RITI(,AL --- _ 2 + i_b 2

where a is the streamwise dimension of the mesh region, b is the height.

3. The rate of convergence decreases as the frequency approaches the critical value, and hence,
the region of convergence is not actually well defined, although it is generally in the
neighborhood of the value given by the preceding formula.

Some insight into the causes of the instability may be obtained by considering the Helmholtz
equation into which the difference equation for the oscillating flow over a fiat plate may be
transformed, namely,

: Xxx + Xyy + _,12X = 0 (8)

Solutions to the Helmholtz equation may not be unique for given types of boundary conditions
on a closed region since eigenfunctions corresponding to real eigenvalues can occur: i.e., functions "
representing standing waves for which hor.,ogeneous boundary conditions occur on the boundary.
For the rectangular mesh area of length a and width b, the first eigenvalue associated with
numerical solutions of the Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions is the critical
value of _ ! just presented. In terms of the relaxation procedure, it was noted in reference 5 that
solutions of a relaxation problem of the form

JA]{¢I}= {R) (9)
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t _

with certain conditicns on the structure of A, converge only when [A] i_ positive definite, and

this holds tbr the model unsteady problem of eq. 18_ when h I is less than _14 '1111'14'AI.'t

Several concepts have been studied in hopes of moderating, or removing the relaxation s_duti_m

: stability problem. For example, integral equation formulations currently in use thr the l inearized
subsonic unsteady problems employ only the outgoing wave solution for the Gret, n's functi_m.

Boundary conditions designed to do this in the finite difference formulation do not appear to be
: udequate. An investigation of a variety of different kinds of boundary conditions has not resulted

in any significant improvement in solution stability. Other concepts that we haw, tried include
1) using a coordinate transformation so that'the boundary conditions in the physical plane at

• infinity could be applied to the outer boundaries of a finite mesh region, _2_ replacing the
:- iterative relaxation solution with a full direct solution, (3)using an overlapping subregion

-(*. concept, _4_ artificial manipulation of the elements in [A] in order to provide a bettor conditioned
matrix, 45_ using a sequential mesh refinement system, and 16) applying a mathematical

•_ technique for making [A] positive definite for values of k! above _! ('l_ltrl('AI. by premultiplicatim_
." by the conjugate transpose of [A] {see ref. 7).

" The studiesperformed on these conceptsare describedin reference6.Only the fulldirect

solution appears promising. Recently, we have been investigating the eflbct of adding a small

amount of viscosity by including a ¢lxx x term in a one-dimensional formulation. Although this
study is not complete, results to date show little reason for optimism.

" In the full direct solution, the problem is solved "all rt once" rather than "sequentially.

;_ Mathematically,thisinvolvesinverting[A], a processthatshouldbe possibleexceptat valuesof

.: h! forwhich A issingular;that isforvaluesof_,tthatare eigenvalues.This procedurehas been
exploredwith very mixed results.

': In light of the original formulation, it was natural to try a semidirect solution of the form

:: = ,]0,

=/' where j¢!_n_} contains an element for each interior mesh point and the right-hand side, which

_! applies the boundary conditions, is a function of the ¢1 distribution of the preceding literative_
: solution. The vector of unknown ¢!'s is found directly but iteration is required to update the

' boundary conditions. Although this procedure was very efficient for snmll meshes tbr which it was

_ used li.e., permitted by an available in-core solution routine), it was subject to the same type of
solution instability as the relaxation solutions. H_wever, it is possible to rewrite the equations s_
that all unknowns are on the left-hand side of the equation and the solution nmy then be obtained

, w_thc_ut iteration, i.e., a full direct solution procedure.

The t'uil direct solution procedure has been tested ,vl.th both one- and two-dimensi.nal

pr_blems, and no difficulty was encountered in obtaining solutions for wdues ol'h I well "d_ove tlw
•* critical values. However, the accuracy of these solutions, as measured against analytic

.- calculations, is g.od tbr values of hi smaller than hl(.lll,l,i(,,_,l ' but it deteriorates rapidly as hi is
: int.reased. This point is discussed in the next section. However, the full direct stdution (I.e._

,,i provide a lnealls 4)t" obtaining solutions where the relaxation procedure (h_es not w(_rk.

'i
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, NUMERICAL ACCURACY

The discussionof_ccuracyforthispaperwillbe verylimited,butthereareseveralpointsthat
_hould be made. First, as noted above, for certain values of Mach number and reduced frequeucy,
generally satisfactory results have been obtained when correlated with linear theory and with

,. available experimental data. Second, it appears that the use of outgoing wave boundary
conditions, together with a coordinate transformation, provides better correlation with linear
theory than Klunker-type boundary conditions. This is demonstrated in figure 6. Note that two

.o different mesh patterns have been used.• y

The problems of accuracy noted in connection with the direct solution have been studied with
both one- and two-dimensional formulations. First, the one-dimensional analysis shows the

...._. difference between an exact analytic analysis and the finite differenc_ solution may be a function
. oftheformoftheboundaryconditionsused.The natureoftheeigenvalues{i.e.,valuesof_,i)of

" [A] aredeterminedby thekindofboundaryconditionsused toformulatetheproblem.Ifthe
: boundary conditions result in eigenvalues that are real values of _,l then the error distribution
; (the difference between the analytic and finite difference solution) is singular for the values of _,l
. corresponding to these eigenvalues. If the eigenvalues of [A] are complex values _,1 then this

,: singularbehaviorinerrorcurveissuppressedsince_! takeon onlyrealvalues.Thisisshown
: very clearly in figure 7 where Dirichlet boundary conditions were used in the first case and

Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions were combined in the second case.

.; The error between analytic and finite difference solutions can be shown to be generally
•: proportional to h2,kl 3. This is illustrated in figure 8 and it is noted that a conventional truncation
- analysis would indicate that the error was proportional to oJ4.

" The distribution of the jump in the pressure coefficient across a fiat plate oscillating in pitch is
shown for a freestream Mach number of 0.4 and two reduced frequencies in figures 9 and 10. The

:" pointofthesefiguresistoshow theaccuracyproblemencounteredwhen solutionsarecalculated

_ atvaluesof_I above_'W('l_l'rl_'Al,usingthefulldirectsolution.Sincepivotingwas used inthe
,: solutionroutine,itiscurrentlythoughtthatthisproblemisrelatedtothelimitednumber of
'" mesh points used in the calc,dation, due to use of "a-core matrix inversion routine. The effect of

increasing the number of mesh points will be investigated with the completion of an out-of-core,t

_: routine currently under development.

'i
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Figure 2,- Jump in pressure coefficient across a flat plate with harmonically
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A NEW TWO-DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATING WING APPARATUS FOR

UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH

Sanford S. Davis and Gerald N. Malcolm
NASA Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

A new apparatus for experimental research into unsteady transonic flows is
described in this paper. The apparatus, as installed in the NASA-Ames 11- by
ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel,_=: impart full two-degree-of-freedom motions at

reduced frequencies to 0.3, oscillatory amplltudes to ±2°, mean angles to 12 °,
Mach numbers to 1.4 and Reynolds numbers to 12x10 6. The test wing is fully

instrumented for dynamic waveformmeasurements and the data can be acquired,

processed, and displayed in real-tlme with a new computational data acquisi-

tion system. Following a description of the apparatus, sample data from a

recently completed test program will be presented.

• INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in computational techniques have made it possible to compute

the unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils using a variety of governing

equations. Until recently, analytical and numerical solutions were only avail-

able for incompressible flows (analytlcal solutlons based on the Theodorsen
Function) and llnearized compressible flows (numerical solutions based on the

Possio Integral Equation). Today, solutlons are available for a relatively

c,_nplete spectrum of equations including the Euler Equations, the full Potential

Equation, the Small Disturbance Transonic Equation (low-frequency approximation)
and the llnearized Small Disturbance Transonic Equation. For two-dimenslonal

_: flows, only the effects of viscosity are lacking. It is important to have
experimental data to compare with these computations.

The only detailed experimental data which are available are the rzsults of
the recent NLR (Natlonal Laboratory for Research, Netherlands) investigations

(ref. 1). These tests proved to be invaluable for their physlcal insights into
the complex flow fields surrounding oscillating airfoils. For subsequent

investigations, however, it would be deslrable to obtain data at higher Reynolds

numbers, more favorable ratios of chord/wlnd-tunnel height and more general
alrfoil motions than were possible with the NLR investigations. Due to tht wide

operating range of the NASA-Ames Ii- by ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, this

facillty was chosen for the installatlon of a new two-dimensional pltch-plunge

apparatus for the study of oscillating airfoils. The results of the first test
series with the new apparatus will be used to validate transonic theories, to

compare with recent NLR tests, and to develop a data base for unsteady transonic
" flows.
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i GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS HARDWARE

Arbitrary pltch-plunge motions require a more complicated wing support
mechanism than for a simple pitchin_ wing. The final design uses two splitter

plates to form a two-dimensional channel in the tunnel. Figure 1 shows a sketch

of the wlng-splitter-actuator system as installed in the wlnd-tunnel test
section. The normal 3.4 m x 3.4 m test section is augmented with two splitter

plates which are 3.4 m high × 2.8 m long × 0.025 m thick. In order to preclude
excessive deflections of the splitters, side struts provide lateral support at

o_' mld-span. The splitters extend into the tunnel's plenum area at the top and
bottom where they are bolted to I-beam anchors. Access panels for the instru-

o : mentatlon cables add four slots for the push-pull drive rods are included in
the splitter plate.

_°_, Four 0.0412-m- (1.625 in.) diam carbon-epoxy push-pull rods connect the four

i,_ corners of the wing to independently controlled hydraulic actuators. The
'"_ hydraulic actuators, located in the lower plenum area, are supported by flexures

and bear directly onto a massive concrete foundation through the four support
._" columns With this design, the tunnel pressure shell does not have to support

:_,
: the oscillatory reaction loads due to the actuator's motion.
J

' The wing model itself is free to pitch and plunge in response to the

actuator's command signal. It is restrained in the fore-aft direction by a

pair of carbon-epoxy drag rods, and in the lateral, roll, and yaw directions

by sliding cover plates which move with the wing on the inner surface of the

: splitter plates. The 1.35-m-span x 0.5-m-chord graphite-epoxy wing is exten-
._ sively instrumented near the mid-span station.

The capabilities of the test apparatus include sinusoldal oscillations over

a frequency range of 0 to 60 Hz. The maximum angle-of-attack oscillation varies
from ±2° at low frequencies to ±0.8 ° at 60 Hz around any point along the chordr

_, axis from -_ to +_, and a vertical displacement in heaving motion up to
" ±5 cm (2 in.). The mean angle of attack is manually adjustable from -5 ° to
.;,_ +15°.

,_ The various components that make up the system Just di£cussed will now be

:._ described in more detail, since the basic performance requirements dictated

,i_ state-of-the-art design in many cases. Many of the components that will be
,i described can be seen in the photograph in figure 2 which shows the system

"._ installed in the tunnel, and in the photograph in figure 3 which shows the

; basic system set up on a test stand to be described later. In the folicwlng

_ description it may be helpful to refer to these photographs to visualize th_
_ various components and their interrelationship.

_p
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS COMPONENTS

Notion Generators

The servo-hydraulic actuator system is driven by two 11 kW (150 hp)
hydraulic pump units rated at 4.1xl0 -3 m3/s (65 gal/min) at 21x106 N/m 2
(3000 psi). Each of the four actuators consists of two separate pistons on a
single rod enclosed in a dual chamber cylinder. The upper piston is used for
generating dynamic forces, the lower piston for load biasing. The load-bias
system is necessary to support the mean aerodynamic lift load, thereby reducing
the power required to drive the dynamic piston. As static bias requirements
change, the servo-valve system responds accordingly to maintain the required
force output. Velocity and position transducers are combined into a single
physical unit with coils and cores axially aligned for mounting in the center
of the actuator.

Wlng and Push-Pull Rods

The wlng model is connected to the push-pull rods through flexure bearings,

and the rods are in turn screwed directly into the actuator pistons. The wing,
as well as the push-pull rods, is a lightweight graphlte-epoxy structure. It is

designed to withstand a 2300 m/s 2 (230 g) acceleration _nd a 44,000 N

(10,000 ib) aerodynamic load. The push-pull rods are each capable of withstand-
ing a 22,000 N (5000 lb) tension load. The flexures, which are mounted between

the push-pull rods and the wing, are also designed for a 22,000 N (5000 lb) load.

The flexures are also strain-gauged to provide a direct measure of the lift load

on the wing. A pair of graphlte-epoxy rods, mounted to the wing with a flexure

support and attached forward of the wing to the splitter plates, provides a
means of holding the wing in place in the splltter plate to counteract drag

loads. T].ese are capable of 6700 N (1500 lb) each.

The wing is instrumented with both static pressure orifices and dynamic

pressure transducers. As many as 41 channels of static and dynamic data can

be accommodated. These are all located approximately at mldspan. Static
pressure tubes are routed from the end of the wing (see fig. 4, which also

shows the drag restraints discussed earlier), down through a cavity in the

splltter plate to the tunnel plenum chamber, and out an access port to
scanivalve/transducer units located outside of the tunnel shell. Dynamic

:_ transducers are mounted in the wing by inserting the transducer (2.36 mm in

diem) in the end of a long plastlc sleeve, which is in turn inserted into a

cyllndrical channel molded into the interior of the wing. The channel termi-
nates at the center of the wing to an orifice communicating to the wing s,ar-

face. The transducer w_res are then routed out the end of the wing (see

fig. 5), through the splitter plates and out through the tunnel walls to

the data acquisition equipment in the tunnel control room. A single reference

pressure tube from each dynamic transducer is also inserted into the plastic
., sleeve and routed through the splitter plate to the scanivalve/transducer

assembly outside the tunnel. The dynamic reference pressure can be selected to
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be the static pressure of the adjacent static orifice on the wing or any otherp

,. convenient pressure (such as the tunnel static pressure). Six accelerometers
have also been mounted inside the wing, one at each of the attachment points

_ of the four push-pull rods near the corners of the wing, and two at the mid-
span near the leading and trailing edges. The actual motion of the wing can

be de_ermined from the accelerometer output and compared to the output of the
! motion transducers located in the actuator piston rods.

. Two airfoil sections have been tested in this series. An NACA 64A010
tJ •

° laminar-flow symmetrical airfoil (shown installed in the splitter plates in
= fig. 6) was tested to obtain unsteady aerodynamic data to compare with the

- /

. numerical computation of Magnus and Yoshihara based on the Euler equations of
=, motion, which is being performed under contract to the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory. A NLR 7301 supercritical airfoil section was tested to obtain
.. unsteady aerodynamic data to compare with experiments at NLR.

, Splitter Plates

,_ Vertical splitter plates with trailing-edge flaps and horizontal side

struts form the support structure within the test section for the wing and

connected apparatus (see fig. 2) They each have a sharp leading edge and aL" •

:': movable trailing-edge flap which is manually adjustable between ±2 ° from the
plane of the splitter plate. All testing has been done with the flaps at 0°.

: Horizontal side struts (see fig. 4) attach to the outside of the splitter

plates just below the vertical center, and protrude through the test-section

> wall to the exterior tunnel structure. These provide stabilization to the
. splitter plates and eliminate any e_cessive deflection in the lateral direction

due to aerodynamic loads. The splitter plates are installed with a 0.1 °

' diverging angle from tunnel centerllne to account for boundary-layer growth.

t There are openings (figs. 4 and 5) in the splitter plate to attach the wing to

' the top of the push-pull rods which are centered in the four channels cut in
,T

• the splitter plates. In order to seal these openings when the wing is oscillat-

o_ ing, sliding covers (fig. 6) are attached to the wing end plates and slide with
the wing on the inside surface of the splitter plate. These are also made from

: graphite-epoxy to reduce weight and are teflon lined in order to slide freely
"V

on the surface.

; The splitter plates and trailing-edge flaps contain a total of 130

pressure orifices distributed over the inside and outside surfaces of both

plates. The inside orifices are utilized to select the proper channel Math

:: number, and the outer ones, in conjunction with the inner ones, are used to

monitor the loading on the splitter plates. While testing, accelerometers are

mounted on the traillng-edge flaps to monitor any large or potentially destruc-
; tire flutter motions on the flaps or main splitter plates, such as might be

produced from the oscillating flow behind the wing or naturally induced from

the channel air flow. Previous testing in the NASA-Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic

: Wind Tunnel (ref. 2) have demonstrated the viability of the splitter-plate

concept.
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Pretest Setup

Since every part of this system was new and there was no test Informar4on
available to Judge the performance and reliability of the system as a whole, a

spoclal pretest facility was built to permit a detailed checkout program.

Many of the components, including the wing, push-pull rods, drag restraints

and the hydraulic actuator motion generator system are new designs and would

not be a satisfactory risk in the wind tunnel without pretest experiments.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the assembly in the test area. A support structure
was constructed to which the various components were attached. The hydraulic
actuators are mounted at the base with the push-pull rods screwed in to the
top of the pistons. The wlng is then mounted on the push-pull rods with flex-
ures and angle-of-attack b%ocks between the rod end and the wing end cap. The
drag restralrt is fastened on top of the rear flexures and the other end tied
to the support frame. Lift loads were simulated by an inflatable bag between
the lower surface of the wing and a support cradle fastened to the support
stand. Drag loads were simulated by a pneumatic cylinder coupled to cables
and straps looped over the wing. A nearly complete envelope of test conditions
could be evaluated on the test stand. In the early stages of the test check-

out, a dummy wing constructed of flberglass (shown in fig. 3) was used before
risking the graphlte-epoxy test wing. This proved to be an extremely valu=ble
and low-risk method of evaluating the performance of the entire system. The

only real limitations were that _L_ fiberglass wing was not stiff enough to

prevent large deflections at the mid-span, particularly in heaving, at the

higher frequencies (above 30 Hz)_ and was not strong enough to accept the
maximum llft loads. A limiued amount of testing was done with the carbon-epoxy

wing before installatlon in the wind tunnel.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In the past, multichannel unsteady aerodynamic data were acquired with
analog tape recorders. Raw data were record=d and stored for future analysis.

On-llne analysis was restricted to a few selected channels using special pur-
pose "boxes" to extract limited usable data from the great mass of incoming

data. These systems suffered from long-time lags between acquisition and

analysis and the high probability of unknowingly recording spurious data.
In the present test a new computational data acquisition and analysis

system was developed for on-llne display of steady and unsteady aerodynamic

data. Figure 7 depicts the main elements of the new system. It has the

capability of graphically displaying thu flrst-harmonlc, pressure distribution

(both magnitude and phase) due to arbitrary pltch-plunge motions of the air-

foil, along wlth the conventional static pressure d_cribution. At the
user's option, an overlay of selected theoretical or experimental pressure

distributions from computer-resldent codes or from a dedicated data bank can
be accessed.

The system is centered about a Data General Eclipse minicomputer, a

hlgh-speed (500 kHz) multichannel analog-to-dlgital converter, a large

capacity (92 Mbyte) storage device, and a graphics terminal. The software
!
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system consists of approximately 50 independent Fortran_codod programs which
ara controlled by two axncutlvn programs: onn for dynamic data, the other for
static data.

Dynamic Data Acquisition

A slnusoldal signal generator drives the four-channel hydraulic actuator,

which in turn drives the four push-pull rods attached to the four corners of the
wing. The actuator's control system is adjusted to impart the deslrod pitching
and/or heaving motion to the wing. The motion of the four push-pull rods is
continuously monitored and is acquired along with the unsteady pressure data.
The signal generator is also used to trigger a pulse to initiate the unsteady
data acquisition process.

The dynamic signals from 41 miniature pressure transducers are amplified
: and filtered b_fore entering the analog-to-digital converter. Since the signal

is periodic, it is possible to obtain good waveform samples with minimum storage

per data point by slgnal-averaglng the data. Theoretically, a periodic signal

is completely defined by Just one cycle of dat8 (e.g., a 40 ms record is all

that is necessary to characterize a 25 Hz periodic oscillation). However, the

experimental signal is usually so contaminated by random pressure fluctuations
due to wlnd-tunnel turbulence and model vibrations that one cycle of data is

not very useful.

The slgnal-averaglng technique is implemented as follows: we have a

:._ sample waveform and a pulse train which is triggered at the same phase position
_ for each cycle of the alrfoil's motion. These timing relations are shown in

figure 8. At time to, the sample waveform is recorded for T seconds. At
_= time to + nT, the waveform is recorded again for T seconds, where T denotes

the period. The process is repeated M times. These M samples, each being
initiated by the phase-locked pulse, are then ensemble averaged to obtain the

averaged signal. In the current experiment T is chosen to be slightly greater

than one period; n = 2, and M = i00 is sufficient for a good average. At the

user's option, the signal averaged waveform and the Mth realization for any
selected channel can be displayed on the graphics unit.

For on-llne analysis, the first harmonic of the response is most useful.

A simple Fourier analysis algorithm is implemented to extract the magnitude
and phase information at the fundamental frequency. This data is displayed

' in tabular form on the graphics unit within 30 sec of the termination of data

acquisition. This data is sufficient to determine if the unsteady data

' acquisition process was successful. If more on-line analysis is required, the
-/ first harmonic data may be displayed graphically in pressure coefficient form.?

The magnitude and phase of the chordwlse pressure distributions on the upper
and lower surfaces of the airfoil are displayed along with certain theoretlcal

,L curves. The software package currently includes two theoretical options:

i (i) linear, incompressible small disturbance theory (Theodorsen function) and
(2) linear, compressible small disturbance theory (Posslo Integral Equation).

: For tlme-efflclent on-llne analysis it does not seem feaslble to include

unsteady transonic codes on the current generation of minicomputers.
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Also available for comparison are the results of other investlgntions
(theoretical and/or experimental) which have been stored in the data bank.

For comparing with NACA 64A010 data, the thaorotlcnl Invontigntionn of Mngnun_

: '" Yoflhihara are available. For the NLR 7301 wing, t_xporimental data obtalnod at

! NLR-Amsterdam are available. It is possible to obtain n comparison botwoen the

' currant data and the selected thcoretlcal/oxp_rlmontal overlay in approxlmatoly
45 see after the terminatlon of data acquisition.

Static Data Acquisition

The static pressures are sensed w_th a conventlonal system using pneumatic

tubing connected to a pressure scanning valve. The electrical output of the

pressure cell to which the unknown pressure_ are multiplexed are read with a

digital voltmeter whose BCD output feeds directly into the minicomputer.

Setting Test Conditions

The splltter-plate arrangement used for the oscillatory airfoil test

requires special attention with regard to the free-stream Mach number (M). As
< discussed in a previous report (ref. 2), the Mach number in the channel between

the plates is not the same as computed from a static tap in the plenum chamber.

In order to obtain the approach Mach number, the splitter plates are equipped

" with approximately 150 static pressure orifices which are distributed among

.: i0 rows above and below the plane of the wing on the inner and outer walls of

......- the splitter plates. These pressures are also sensed by the scanning system.

The computed Mach numbers on the splitters are displayed on the graphics unit,

and the approach Mach number is selected interactively by fairing the horizontal

..:? cursor of the graphics unit to the data. Using this procedure, the velocity can

be selected to +0.002 in Maeh number. Once the Mach number has been chosen,

_ the static pressure distribution is displayed along with selected overlays.

;, A static pressure distribution with overlays can be displayed in approximately
.. 30 sec after the raw data have been acquired.

_i REPRESENTATIVE DATA FROM THE OSCILLATING AIRFOIL TEST

i :

Steady and unsteady pressure distributions were measured on two airfoils:

(i) an NACA 64A010 and (2) a NLR 7301 supercritical. The purpose of the

_ :- NACA 64A010 tests is to compare the measurements with numerical solutions to

i :, the invlscid Euler equations obtained by Magnus and Yoshihara. These calcula-

'-'." tions were made under AFFDL (U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio) sponsorship and were made available to NASA-Ames under

the terms of a joint NASA-AFFDL c,ooperative program on tile measurement and

,_ analysis of un,,_teady transonic flows, l The measurements on the supercrltlcal[ . :

' l,l. Olsen of the AI'_FI)[, coordinated these calculations with our
r
, testing program.

!
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airfoil will be compared to similar measurements on an 18-cm-chord model that was

recently tested at NLR-Amsterdam (ref. I). The NLR data was supplied to NASA-

Ames under a cooperative program between NASA-Ames and the NLR. 2 Both the

NACA 64A010 and NLR 7301 comparison data were stored in the data bank for on-llne

comparisons with the experimental data.

For tllepurpose of indicating the capability of the new testing technique,

some results will be shown which indicate the versatility and economy of the

on-llne data acquisition scheme. A comparison between the steady and unsteady
(first harmonic) calculations of Magnus and Yoshlhara with the experimental data

will be shown for the NACA 64A010 airfoil. The usefulness of the on-line analy-

sis technique will be demonstrated by comparing the NLR experiments with the

current experiment for the condition of shockless flow on the supercrltlcal
alrfoil.

The data to be presented in figures 9 through 12 are copies made dlrectly

from the graphics terminal. These unedlted results contain some spurious data
points from plugged tubes, broken transducers, etc., but the value of these

displays for on-line analysls will be evident.

Figure 9 depicts the measured and computed static pressure distribution

for the NACA 64A010 alrfoil. The strength of the shock wave is predicted
quite well by the invlscid theory. However, the measured shock position is

sl_ghtly upstream of the computed position. Further analysis of the viscous

effects will be made using measured data at other Reynolds numbers. The
caleulatlons do not include the effect of wlnd-tunnel walls, and the measure-

ments indicate that the ratio of airfoil chord to test-sectlon height for the

current experiment was sufficiently small to preclude large interference effects
due to blockage.

Figure i0 shows a comparison between the experimental and calculated first

harmonic unsteady pressure distribution. The mean conditions are those shown

in figure 9. The model was oscillated at 33 Hz about the 0.25 chord locrtlon

with an amplitude of ±1°. The first harmonic response can be expressed as the
first term of a Fourier series:

p(x/c,t)= aI cos(_t)+ bI sln(_t)

where p is the unsteady pressure, x/c is the fraction of chord, _ is the

radlan frequency, and aI and bI are Fourier coefficients. The data in figure
10 show the magnitude and phase of the pressure normalized by the dynamic

pressure q_:

phase Cp = tan'l(-bl/a I) -_ < phase _

2H. TiJdeman supplied the NLR experimental data.

P
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The phase reference for the Cp data is arbitrary. The phase reference for the

_ ca%culations is the a motion. The phase angle for the experimental data) has been shifted (®) so that both experimental and calculated results are
keyed to the same reference.

Upstream of the shock wave (indicated by a bump in the magnitude and a
Large phase shift), the magnitudes agree very well. This is probably due to the

fact that the mean flows agree with one another and the unsteady response is
tied so closely to the mean flow. At the shock, the measured peak lies somewhat
below the calculated one due to viscous effects. Downstream agreement is again
quite good. The phase agrees quite well upstream of the shock. As mentioned
above, the Euler equation calculations were made for free-field conditions. The

good agreement shown here indicates that wall interference is probably not a
p_oLlem. These results are typical of other comparison data between the experi-
ment and calculations. Data have also been obtained at conditions beyond the
capabilities of current computer codes (e.g., where strong shock wave boundary-
layer effects exist). Comparisons such as those in figure 10 serve as valuable
baseline data for confirming the correctness of both the calculations and the
experiments.

Figures Ii and 12 depict the mean pressure distribution on the NLR 7301

airfoll for two different angles of attack _. The NLE data were obtained at an

angle of attack of 0.85 °. This was the experlmentally determined shockless
condition in their facility. In figure Ii, data from the NASA-Ames facillty

at this condition is shown in comparison with the NLR data. The presence

or absence of a shock wave on the upper surface is hard to perceive, but the

agreement is not very good. After some trlal and error, best agreement was
found at _ = 0.37 ° as shown in figure 12. As shown by the data key, the

on-llne analysis enabled the experiment to be successfully compared with the

NLR data in approximately 4 min. Due to the time constraints, the unsteady data

from the supercrltlcal airfoil has not been examined very closely. A complete

off-line analysis of all the data is currently underway.

J

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new dynamic oscillation apparatus, capable of testing two-dimensional

wing _ections in transonic flow with motions ranging from a pure rotational

osc_llatlon to a pure heaving motion, has been developed for operation in the
NASA-Ames 11- by ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. It provides unsteady pressure

measurements at Reynolds numbers and reduced frequencies previously unobtain-
able. Two airfoil sections have recently been tested, an NACA 64A010 and an

NLR 7301 supercrltlcal. Preliminary comparisons between theory and experiment

show good agreement. A more complete analysis of the steady and unsteady data

is underway.
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_ Figure I.- Two-di_nsional oscillating airfoil test apparatus installed in

•:" NASA Ames ii- by ll-foot transonic wind tunnel.

._

,_' Figure 2.- Photograph of two-dimensional oscillating airfoil apparatus
'!.: installed in the NASA Ames ii- by ll-foot transonic wind tunnel. ,
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Figure 3.- Photograph of oscillating airfoil test stand.

Figure 4.- Photograph of wing end section, drag restraint, side strut, and

splitter plate.
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_ : Figure 5.- Photograph of wing end section and access to instrumentation.

; 'j
•.:-$.

{
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Figure 6.- Photograph of NACA 64A010 airfoil model mounted between splitter

plates.
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Figure 7.- Block diagram of the computational data-acquisition scheme for

the two-dimensional oscillating airfoil apparatus.
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Figure 8.- Timing diagram for dynamic-data acquisition. Upper trace:
dynamic-data signal, T is slightly greater than 1 period. Lower
trace: trigger for analog-to-digital conversion; T ffi Period; n ffi 2.
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SOME CALCUTATIONS OF TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FI,OW FOR

THE NACA 64A006 AIRFOIL WITH AN OSCILLATING FLAP

, Rober_ M. B_nnett and _amuel R. Bland
NASA Langley Rc_earch Center

• o- SUMMARY
0

, , , , , , A method for calculating the transonic flow over steady and oscillating
airfoils has recently been developed by Isogai. It solves the full potential

-: equatlo_, with a senLi-i_licit, tlme-marching, finite difference technique.
_ Steady ilow solutions are obtained from time asymptotic solutions for a

steady airfoil. Corresponding oscillatory solutions are obtained by inl-
• tlating ,m oscillation and marching in tlme for several cycles until a ,-on-

verged p_rlodic solution is achieved. In this paper the method is described
_" in general terms, and results are compared with experimental data for both

steady flow and for oscillations at several values of reduced frequency
' Good agree_nt for static pressures is shown for subcrltlcal speeds, with

" increasing deviation as Math number is increased into the supercritical

' speed range. £air agreement with experiment was obtained at high reduced
frequenc.%es with larger deviations at low reduced frequencies.

- INTRODUCTION

: •

The flutter crltical portion of the aircraft flight envelope gen-

erally occurs at transonic speeds. This critical condition cesults from

both the high dynamic pressures of operation and the dip in flutter speed

or "bucket" that occurs at transonic Mach numbers. The dip in flutter

_ speed is iafluenced by airfoil thickness and shape and canno_ be satisfac-

" torily treated by state-of-the-art aerodynamic analyses, Thus an important
current topic ._naerodynamic research is the development of methods for the

calculatlon of uL_.steadyaerodynamics for use in transonic flutter analysis.

_" Many of the curzent efforts have built on the recent success of steady flow

r numerical finl,=e r,if_._rence solution procedures, and to date, have pri-
,. marily been ap._lled to two-dimenslonal airfoils as a means of evaluating and

re.flning the analyses and algorithms involved. In this paper, a method

' developed at NASA Langley Research Center by KoJi Isogai*. (refs. i and 2) is

described in general terms, and transonic results recently generated for the
case of an oscillatin$ flap arc presented and discussed•

:. *NRC-NASA Resident Research Assoclate, on leave from National Aerospace

• Laboratory, Japan, 1975-1977.
f
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_ : SYMBOLS

' a nondtmenstonal apeed of sound

r a_ nondimenslonal freesgream Hpeed of aound

' c airfoil chord

, c h flap hinge moment coefflcieut, taken ab_u_ hinge llne, ponitivo
in direction of 6f, (hinge moment)/qmc_

°,i

. c 1 lift coefficient, ltft/qwc

c pitching moment coefficient, taken about c/4, positive nose up,
m

o.: moment/q_c 2
?

• C pressure coefficient, (p-p_)/q_
:,, P

2: C* pressure coefficient for sonic flow
., p

,... AC difference in pressure coefficieut, C - C
,.' P Plower Pupper

,. Im Imaginary or out-of-phase part

•, k reduced frequency, _c/2V_

M Hach number

p pressure

q_ freestream dyns_ic pressure, _o_V_2

°" Re real or in-phase part

,_, t nondimensional t_.me

d. U nondimenstonal velocity component in x-direction

: V nondtmensional velocity component in y-direction

V free-stream total velocity

: x,y coordinate distances
d
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O:,

7

angle of attack

ratio of specific heats

_f flap deflection, positive trailing edge down

I; p= free-stream density

perturbation potential

_. _ frequency of oscillation, rad/s

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

:o' The full potential equation for two-dimensional time dependent flow is

?,

1::i (a2 U2)*xx - 2UV_xy + (a2 V2)OyY

;i - 2U_xt - 2V_yt - _tt " 0%

i.r where

i'- _ = perturbation potential

:, U = cos _ + _x

,: V = sin _ + _y

= 2 0.5(7 - i) (2_t + U2 + V2 -I)'i a2 a -

_: This equation is nonlinear because a, U, and V are functions of _, and

..: numerical finite difference techniques are generally used to obtain solutions.
,. Use of the full potential equation y_elds a method that is intermediate in

completeness and computational effort between methods that use the Euler

" equations (ref. 3) and those that use the smell disturbance equation (refs.

4 and 5). One advantage of using the potential equation as compared with

_ the Euler equations is that for the potential cquation only the single vari-

able _ has to be stored, whereas for the Euler equations p, p, U, and V
must be stored.

.!
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A semi-implicit finite difference method has been developed by Isogai to
obtain numerical solutions of the full potential equation in a time asymptotic
manner for both steady and oscillatory cases. In reference I, the basic

method and several results are presented with emphasis on verifying the method.

Additional computed examples are given in reference 2.

The seml-implicit finite difference technique alleviates some of the limits

on time step, required for stability, that restrict explicit techniques. An

unpublished addition to the algorlthm described in reference 1 has also been

made by Isogai which extends the permissible time step. It essentlally is an
addltlonal implicit pass through the flow field. The time step is still

restricted, however, which implies that the computer time increases as

reduced frequency k decreases. The method also uses a rotated difference
scheme to maintain numerical stability.

A stretched rectangular Cartesian grid system similar to that of ref-

erence 6 is used to map the infinite physical space to a finite compu-

tational region. The airfoil motion boundary condition is applied at the

mean airfoil position. This assumption may restrict the valid range of

amplitude of motion, but considerably simplifies the computer program as
the airfoil and computation grid remain fixed in time. In addition, the

finite difference method uses a quasl-conservative shock-capturing differ-

ence scheme to treat the moving shock waves. This treatment of shock waves

ensures that the correct shock Jump relations are maintained. It also

simplifies the computer program as the moving shocks are treated automatically,

but they are smeared over a few mesh spaces.

The current version of the computer program is dimensioned for a grid

of up to 61 x 61 points. It requires 37 000 (114 K8) locations of central

computer memory. On a CYBER 175, operating under the NOS operating system with

the FTN compiler, the program takes about 1/2 seconds of CPU time for each time
step. About 3000 time steps are required to converge for a steady flow case

and 1000 to 5000 steps for a typical oscillatory case.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several cases have been calculated for an NACA 64A006 airfoil with and

without an oscillating quarter-chord flap. Experimental data for these

cases have been obtained by TiJdeman and Schippers (refs. 7 and 8). For

all calculations a 57 x 57 point grid system was used. The upper half of

the grid is shown in figure i in physlcal space. One finite y-grld llne

and the lines at infinity are not shown. The mapping clusters points near

the leading and trailing edges and near the airfoil surface,but no speclal

consideration is given to shocks or hinge lines. For the grid system used
(fig, I), there are 29 points on each airfoll surface with the first and

last points on the airfoil at 0.01c and 0.99c, respectively.

The steady pressure dlstrJbutlon for the NACA 64A006 airfoil wlth e ffi
_ 0 (considering airfoil thickness only) has been calculated for Mach numbers
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ranging from 0.500 to 0.900. The results for Math numbers 0.800 and 0.875 are
shown in figures 2 and 3. Generally, good agreement exists for Math number
of 0.800 with some deviation from the experimental data at the trailing edge.
The calculated results for a Mach number of 0.875 do not agree as well with

experiment, primarily as a result of a calculated shock that is stronger

and further aft than the experlmental shock. These two cases illustrate

portions of a trend found in comparing the calculated and experlmental

results. Good agreement was found at subsonic speeds, wlth some deviation
over the aft end of the alrfoll, but a gradual and increasing deviation

! between calculated and experimental results is apparent as Mach number

increases into the supercrltlcal speed range. The mismatch of experimental

and computed shock locations has a strong effect on the unsteady results.
The reasons for the mismatch of shock locatlons are not fully known but are

= possibly a result of boundary layer and wlnd tunnel wall effects. The
calculatlons of reference 3 show that Incluslon of porous wind tunnel wall

boundary conditions can change the shock location by the same order of
magnitude as the difference between the free-alr calculations and experiment

shown here (tunnel helght/chord - 3.06 for these experimental data).

Results for the NACA 64A006 alrfoll with an osclllatlng quarter-chord

flap are shown in figures 4 and 5 for two values of reduced frequency k and

: for Mach number 0.875. The In-phase and out-of-phase parts of the first

i_ harmonic of the oscillatory pressure distributions are shown (fig. 4 and 5).

For the higher reduced frequency, k = 0.234, the real part has two peaks,
one at the shock location and one at the hinge llne, and the imaginary part

• has a single peak at the shock location. Calculated trends correspond to

_ experimental trends, but differences in shock location are apparent. Isogai
_ (ref. 2) has shown improved agreement for thls case if the calculations are

: made at a Mach number of 0.860 rather than 0.875 so that steady shock is near

the experimental shock location. For the lower frequency case, there is

: significantly more deviation, particularly for the imaginary part. The
=,, lower frequency case involves a larger shock motion, and the unsteady results
_,

are apparently more sensitive to the steady shock location as well.

The calculated real and imaginary parts of the first harmonic of

pitching moment, lift, and hinge moment coefficients (per unit flap deflection)

; are shown for several reduced frequencies in figures 6 to 8 and are compared

with the experimental values of referenca 8. All calculatlons shown are
for a 1.08-degree flap amplitude which is the value for the experimental point

: at k = 0.234. The calculated results fluctuate wlth reduced frequency,

whereas such fluctuations are not apparent in the experimental data. There

is fair agreement of the theory with experiment at the two higher frequency

experimental points. However, at the lower reduced frequencies there is a

sizeable deviation from the experimental data. The relative agreement with

_ experiment might be anticipated from figures 3 and 4, as the coefficients

shown are integrals of the load distribution. The imaginary parts of the
coefficients are zero at k - 0, and thus there must be a rapid variation near

: k = O. Calculations for static deflection of the flap show that the coef-

., ficients are very nonlinear functions of the flap deflectlon. There may be
similar nonlinearities in the low frequency unsteady results shown in

figures 6 to 8.
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Although a large number of calculated points are shown in figures 6 to 8,

only a single grid size, time step, and amplitude of oscillation have been
used. It is desirable to evaluate the influence of these parameters also,i'

_ but such an investigation would require a significant expenditure of computer

". resources. For the cases of figures 6 to g, it took about 5 minutes of CPU time

on a CYBER 175 to calculate 6 cycles of oscillations at k - 0,500, This
time increased to about 30 Iinures to execute 3 cycles of oscillation at

_.g k = 0,059, Although the method gives results that offer considerable insight
_ to transonic flows, it needs further development to reduce the computer time

• in order for it to be used as a production tool to study a wide variety of
.: cases.

om

:" CONCLUDING REMARKS

o p

,: The method of Isogal for calculating the transonic flow over steady and

_" oscillating airfoils has been used to calculate several cases for the NACA

64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap. The thickness pressure

"_ distributions were in good agreement with measured results at subcriticald
,_ speeds but gradually deviated further from the data as Mach number was

increased. Calculated unsteady results for a Math number of 0.875 showed

- _; large frequency effects not apparent in the experimental results. Fair

L : agreement was obtained at the higher reduced frequencies with larger
deviations at low reduced frequencies. The method gives results that offer

_'_ considerable insLght to transonic unsteady flows, but needs further develop-

, ment to reduce the computer resources required.

i:

?

• i1'
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Figure 3.- Steady pressure distribution for the NACA 64A006 a_rf0tlat M = 0.875 and a = 0o.
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Figure 4.- Load distribution fur an NACA64A006 atrfotl with ,an o_ct]iattng
quarter-chord flap; k ffi 0.234, M = 0.875, u ffi 0.0 °, and 16fl = 1.08 ° '
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; Figure 5.- Load distribution for an NACA 64A006 airfoil wlth an oscillating
' quarter-chord flap; k = 0.059, M = 0.875, a = 0.0 °, and 16fl = 1.08 ° •
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Unsteady airfoil moment due to flap motion at

M = 0.875 and a = 0° with ]6fl = 1.08 °.
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Figure 7.- Unsteady airfoil llft due to flap motion at

., M = 0.875 and _ = 0° wlth ]_fl = 1.08°.
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Figure 8.- Unsteady flap hinge moment due to flap motion

at M = 0.875 and _ = 0° wlth ]6f] = 1.08°.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE DYNAMIC STALL CHARACTERISTIC_

OF ADVANCED HELICOPTER ROTOR AIRFOILS

L. Dadone

Boeing Vertol Company

SUMMARY

A significant amount of research has been devoted to
understanding the mechanism of dynamic stall delay as appli-
cable to uhe flow environment of a helicopter rotor in forward
flight. One aspect of such research deals with the unsteady
characteristics of two-dimensional airfoil sections over a Mach

number range from 0.3 to 0.6, since such characteristics
can be meaningfully related to rotor performance and loads.

This paper summarizes the results of several oscillatory

tests carried out on conventional, transonic and BLC-equipped
airfoils.

INTRODUCTION

There are two reasons to conduct oscillating airfoil tests.
First, to identify the key elements in the unsteady flow environ-
ment and, second, to determine the unsteady characteristics of
specific airfoils.

Until now an experimental approach has been necessary because
dynamic stall cannot yet be quantified by theoretical means. Al-
though empirical dynamic stall representation techniques have been
developed, a fundamental understanding of the problem remains to
be achieved.

Recently, considerable efforts have been directed to the
definition of transonic airfoils applicable to helicopter rotors.
This research was encouraged by the availability of new methods of
analysis which greatly reduce the difficulty in designing airfoils
with favorable transonic characteristics.

Now we have a large body o_ information from the oscillatory
tests of several airfoils, and we can at least identify the most
significant trends in the data. A review of these trends pro-
vides preliminary answers to questions concerning the comparison
of transonic and conventional sections, further refinements in
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airfoil design _bjectives, and generally, the purpose and useful-
!_r ness of future unsteady airfoil testing.

SYMBOLS

Measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary
Units and are presented in both the International System of Units
(el) and U.S. Customary Units.

b airfoil semichord, m

c airfoil chord, m

Cn normal force coefficient

_ Cm pitching moment coefficient

C_ blowing momentum coefficient, for sections employing
active boundary layer control (BLC)

f drive frequency of airfoil motion in pitch, Hz

_' k reduced frequency, _fc/V

M Mach number
o,

PT tunnel test-section total pressure, N/m 2 (psia)

:_ t airfoil thickness, m

_ V tunnel velocity, m/sec

angle of attack, deg

: _ first differential of a with respect to time, deg/sec

7 stall delay function

_ _ amplitude of pitching motion, deg

_ SOURCE OF DATA

)"

' A thorough survey of current unsteady aerodynamics research
- is present in reference 1. However, until now the main source of
i; oscillatory airfoil data applicable to helicopter rotors has been
- the two-dimensiona_ =_,-_'_-__-_..:._insert of the Boeing Supersonic Wind

.. Tunnel (BSWT) .
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A sketch of the oscillatQry rig in the twQ-dimensional test
section is shown in figure i. The test section is 0.914m
(36.0 in.) high and 0.304m (12.0 in._ wide. The wind tunnel is a

, blow-down facility with provisions for variable density operation,
., SO that tests can be run at Reynolds numbers corresponding to
: full-scale blade chords with 6- to 7-inch chord models.

Solid floor and ceiling have been employed in all the os-
' cillatory tests. Quasi-steady baseline data have been acquired

in the presence of both solid and porous (4.9%) floor and ceiling.
'_. The oscillatory tests have been conducted within the following
: ranges of conditions.

, , Mach number, M 0.2 to 0.7

°_ Mean angle of attack, _ -20 ° to +20 °

Am_.±itude of oscillation, As 2.5 ° to I0 °

Drive frequency, f 12 Hz to i00 Hz

Total Pressure, PT 170,000 N/m 2 to 520,000 N/m 2
(25 psia to 75 psia)

The models of the airfoils were equipped with differential
pressure transducers mounted as close to the pressure ports as
possible. Each transducer/orifice cavity was sized to place the
acoustic resonance frequency well beyond tee tenth harmonic of

_'_ the highest drive frequency of interest.

Table I lists the oscillating airfoil tests conducted in
_" BSWT. Most of the tests have been documented and the data are

•_ ;. available in references (2) through (5). The boundary layer con-
trol experiments on the V23010-1.58, and the vR-I test have not

i __ been f_rmally documented. Limited data from these tests are shown
i-:°_ only to illustrate the relationship between static stall and aero-f

dynamic damping.

_o, Figure 2 shows typical pressures and integrated loads. The
data were acquired during the tests of reference (5). The differ-

......: ential pressure coefficients are displayed as time-histories,
"_ while the normal force and pitching moment coefficients are shown

as a function of angle of attack.
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.. KEY PARAMETERS

: Definition of Maximum Attainable Normal Force, Cnmax

The highest normal force achieved while an airfoil undergoes
sinusoidal pitching motions over conditions ranging from fully at-

* tached flow to stall has been used as a measure of stall delay po-
tential. The maximum attainable normal force is a function of

_i reduced frequency and Mach number. Until now, it has not been
successfully predicted by either theoretical or empirical means.p

' Because of test limitations the maximum normal force cannot be al-

_ ways reached at model drive frequencies beyond 60 Hz.

_ Definition of Aerodynamic Damping

i_! The area enclosed by the Cm, a trace, see figure 2, and the
_ sense of mot_.on around _.he loop have an important physical sig-
!_ nificance. The net work done by the airfoil on the surrounding

air is proportional to the integral
I*

W = _ Cm
d_

IC This integral is proportional to the area enclosed by the
Cm, _ trace and it is positive for a counterclockwise circuit. If
the circuit encloses a substantial area in a clockwise sense, the

: contribution of that area is negative, i.e., it represents energy
.... extracted from the airstream by the airfoil

L-- h_

._ For pitch oscillation about the quarter chord the theoretical
,_ damping is
:_ Damping = _k

The theoretical damping is used to non-dimensionalize the
o_ cycle damping value computed for each test condition. Details on

the derivation of the theoretical damping are shown in reference 2.

i %

,_. Definition of Stall Delay Parameters

Reference (6) de_ :ibes the formulation of an empirical
__ method to represe,_t d_amic stall. This method was specifically
_:.'. defined for rotor bl&ue calculations.

The key to the method is the estimate of the delay in normal
force and pitching moment stall angles as a function of instan-

0 •

: taneous angular veloclty ba/V and Mac/1.D__umber. The rate of change
of the stall angle with increasing _b_/V at constant Mach number
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has been.called "7-function." This quantity is different for the
normal force and the pitching moment, and it decreases with Mach
number. Figure 3 illustrates the derivation of 7-functions from
oscillating airfoil data.

REVIEW OF CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum Normal Force

Figures 4 and 5 summarize the largest normal force attainable
by several airfoils at M = 0.4 and 0.6, respectively, over the
range of reduced frequencies of interest for helicopter rotor op-
eration.

The NACA 0006 and V13006-0.7 are thin airfoils (t/c = 0.06).
The V0011 and V23010-1.58 are the airfoils employed on the CH-47A
and CH-47B/C helicopters (t/c _ 0.11 and 0.102) and, finally, the
VR-I (t/c = 0.II) and NLR 7223-62(t/c = 0.086) are transonic sec-
tions.

Th_ M = 0.4 condition is representative of the flow environ-
ment witLin which retreating blade stall takes place. The reduced
frequency value of k = 0.06 is typical of 1/rev pitch changes.
The maximum lift capability of all sections increases with re-

duced frequency above the static Cnmax level. The rate of in-
crease in stall margin with reduced _requency varies somewhat from
airfoil to airfoil but, on the i/rev basis, airfoils with low
static Cn_-- dG not gain enough additional lifting capability
through uns_eaay effects to overcome a poor static stall perform-
ance. This fact was not obvious at the start of the stall delay
research.

Compressibility effects reduce the boundaries at M _ 0.6 for
the same airfoils of figure 4. At M _ 0.6 the stall delay effects
are not as critical as they are at lower Mach numbers. Above
M _ 0.5 detrimental _ffects could result from operation at high
lift in the presence of negative rates of change in angle of attack.

Thin and transonic airfoils display larger Cnmax changes at the
higher subsonic Mach numbers than do the thick and conventional
sections.

Aerodynamic Damping

The damping characteristics of six airfoils in 1/rev pitch
oscillation at M _ 0.4 are shown in figure 6. It is immediately
evident that the thin and the transonic sectio1_ are positively
damped through dynamic stall, while the conventional airfoils,

P
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V0011 and V23010-1.58, are negatively damped. Although the aero-
dynamic damping from oscillating airfoil tests cannot be directly
related to the rotor environment, it is useful as a measure of the
stall recovery characteristics of the airfoils employed.

The aerodynamic damping is sensitive to Mach number and fre-
- quency changes, as illustrated in figure 7, but rotor test ex-

:_ perience has shown the M = 0.4 condition and the lower frequencies
to have dominant effects over the retreating blade.

A review of all the data for the airfoils of table I shows

that positive damping at the i/rev to 2/rev frequencies (k up to
0.12) is always associated with gradual quasi-steady stall, while
negative damping during oscillation is typical of sections with
abrupt static stall. The thin airfoils and the transonic sections
considered here have a limited maximum lift range and gradual
stall at M = 0.4, while at the same condition the V0011 and

: V23010-1.58 display leading edge stall (abrupt stall). This cor-
relation between static stall and damping appears to hold gener-
ally true.

Figure 8 shows that as the stall character of the VR-I air-
foil changes with Mach number so do the i/rev damping character-
istics. As also illustrated in figure 8, one way to quantify
stall is to determine experimentally the static stall hysteresis,
since abrupt stall is associated with significant hysteresis ef-
fects.

_! All the data mentioned up to this point were for airfoils
with high maximum lift potential and abrupt stall characteristics,

_ or with a low m_imum lift range and gradual stall. The only way
of achieving high lift with gradual stall is through the attain-

__ ment of trailing edge stall characteristics. Figure 9 is the only
i;_ experimental evidence we have showing that trailing edge stall is

beneficlal in changing the aerodynamic i/rev damping. Of course,
since leading edge boundary layer control did not improve the
maximum lift characteristics of the V23010-1.58 at M = 0.4, this

_ method is not recommended unless positive damping is clearly es-
_ sential.

Stall Delay Characteristics

The stall delay functions of three conventional airfoils are
- shown in figure i0. Figure ii shows the stall characteristics of
.... the VR-I and NLR 7223-62, both transonic sections. A few general

observations can be made:
i

(a) Normal force alwa_ _ _xperiences a larger stall delay
than the pitching moments. ,
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_ (b) Thin airfoils experience a larger lift-stall delay
than thicker sections, but not enough to overcome
the static maximum lift deficiency associated with
thin airfoil stall.

(d) Stall delay effects on the thin sections remain
significant to higher Mach numbers.

The two transonic sections of figure 11 display strikingly
similar trends• These trends are not substantially different
from those of the conventional airfoils of figure i0, but the
stall delay functions of the transonic sections do not decrease

uniformly or vanish with increasing Mach number. The 'lift stall
_. delay at Math numbers above M = 0.5 is attributable to beneficial

_ transonic effects not better quantiifed at this time, but it must
:,' be pointed out that stall delay at Mach numbers above M = 0.5 is

not useful on present-day rotors.

_: CONCLUDING REMARKS
vt

v_ There are differences between the unsteady characteristics of
conventional and transonic airfoils, but the transonic sections

_'_ have no unusual stall delay characteristics at a Mach number M

_ of 0.4, where such effect would be beneficial in compensating for
- _i_ a low static-lift capability• The transonic airfoils experience

: significant stall delay at Mach numbers above 0•5, a benefit
i: which cannot be taken advantage of by present rotor technology

i_ The only favorable unsteady behavior we can deliberately de-
_ sign for is positive I/rev and 2/rev aerodynamic damping at Mach
*_i numbe_-s near M = 0.4." This can be accomplished by prescribing
ii gradual static stall characterlst_cs. Because of the high maximum
_ lift requirements at M = 0 4,this means 'prescribing trailing edge

stall.

_*i Low maximum lift characteristics in the quasi-steady environ-

ment cannot be offset by a large dynamic stall delay.

._ The highest priority in unsteady aerodynamics research is
_,- the detailed understanding of the dynamic stall process. Until
/;. such understanding is reached, additional testing of airfoils is
'/_ secondary to the detailed analysis of the data we already have,

_ _! because approximate stall delay functio1_s for most sections can
,_** be obtained by interpolating or extrapolating existing trends

iil
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Figure 5.- Maximum attainable normal force at M : 0.6 and A_ = 5°.
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Figure 6.- Comparison of damping characteristics.
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TRANSONIC FI_ADWOVEIt THE NACA 64A06fl WITH AN OSCILLATING FLAP ,-

: CALCULATIONS ]_ASED ON TIlE EULER EQUATIONS*

_. _., R.a. Magllus

t_nora] DNmmics Convair

SUMMARY

, Exploratory calculations of transonic flows over the NACA 64A006 airfoil with a

.. quarter-chord oscillating flap have been made using a program which obtains approxi-
: mate solutions to the Euler equations with an explicit, shock-capturing, finite-
: difference scheme. The calculations, essentially inviscid and for the airfoil at zero

! ,:
: anglo-of-attack in a free-stream, are at Mach numbers and reduced frequencies which

-! were tested in experiments by TiJdeman. The oscillatory lifts from analogous cal-

• ' culations by various investigators generally agree with one another better than they
,, agree with Tijdemants data. Inclusion in the calculations of an approximate model-
' ling of boundary conditions expected at slotted wind tunnel walls tends to shift some of

the results closer to the experimental values.

..,: INTRODUCTION

"'.o

.'., Experimental work on transonic unsteady flows over the NACA 64A006 airfoil

, with a sinusoidally oscillating quarter-chord flap was described by Tljdeman and
°" Bergh (reference 1) more than 10 years ago. Their results have inspired a number

• ,
i ; of attempts to calculate the flows over the configuration (references 2 through 9). The

physical arrangement seems ideal for methods based upon perturbation equations
• ,_

; ._. (references 2, 3, 5, 6 and 8) -- a thin airfoil with small angle-of-attack and flap
. : deflection.
Y ,

: ..', By and large, the calculations made to date have assumed inviscid flow and that

': the ,_irfoil is immersed in an unconstrained stream. In this paper, an abstraction of
material in reference 9, it is demonstrated that including an approximate treatment of

•; wind tunnel wall effects tends to bring some of tbe calculated features of the flow

: closer to the experimental data from reference 10.

• *Work performed under contract with Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
• Contract F33615-76-C-3018.
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: SYMBOLS

C Airfoilchord

" CL_ Airfoil lift coefficient per radlan of flap deflection amplitude

o':: AC The difference between lower and upper airfoil surface pressure coefficients
per radian of flap deflection

,, ICpbl Amplitude of first harmonic of oscillatory pressure coefficient per radtanof flap deflection

:_ ; k Reduced frequency of flap oscillation based on airfoil semi-chord

p Airfoil surface pressure

Po Free-stream total pressure

p* Free-Stream critical pressure

: t Time

u Perturbation of ehordwtse velocity from free-stream value

U Free-stream velocity' O0

.. - v Perturbation of norm-.] (to airfoil chord) velocity from free-stream value

, x Distance aft of airfoil nose
t;

', 3/ Distance normal to airfoil chord, positive upward

: _ Lead angle of first harmonic of osctlDtory response function

o_ oJ Circular frequency of sinusoidal flap oscillation
I,|

_ DEFINITIONS
,

,_ Iledueed frequency:

' k _-_C/2I"
t_

Flap Motion:

b(t) : rb, sinwt

'" Trailtng edge tlo_a_ considered as IN_sl/ivt' dt, nt,ett, m

o ):
'13,pieal first harmonic (,f a response function:

o _ fd) f sin (_t , 01

:,'_ 0 l_siliv(,, rt, SlNmSt, it, ads flap m-litre
_::2 0
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, COMPUTATIONAL NOTES
,5.

°:, The computer program used i_ the present work is closely related to the program
' used in work on the NACA 64A410, reference 11o

_ Equations, Scheme

i!i The coupled system of four unsteady Euler equations in conservation form is
;!'.. solved numerically using a two--step, I.,_-Wendmff, explicit, finite.difference scheme.

o o: Diffusion was added to suppress ragged overshoot in the calculated output near shocks

.. and was also found to be needed to control short-wavelength oscillations in parts of
. the flow which were near-sonic.

/,

Mesh Arrangements, Synchronization

- On the order of 5000 mesh nodes arranged in several distinct grid systems were
u ,'_.- used to cover the field around the airfoil. Fine mesh was used around the atrf_tl nose;
o°:. the basic mesh around the airfoil was 0.04 chord squares, and stretched and coarser

: meshes were used to extend the coverage to outer boundaries several chords from the

_ airfoil.

'_ Local, airfoil-oriented, coordinate systems were used to provide mesh nodes

_;.,! along the airfoil surface. Bands of fine mesh were inserted to provide detail on the
_°' loci of upper and lower surface shocks, In any single mesh system a uniform explicit
,_:;" time step would be applied at each node. Many time steps would be taken in the
:_/" finest mesh for each time step in the coarsest. Exchanges of information between the
o_

developing solutions in contiguous grid systems were made by assignments and inter-
polatlons,

Boundary Conditions

O'

2% To satisfytangencyboundary conditionsalongthe airfoilsurface,the flow atnodes
_";' on the tlme=averaged airfoilsurfaceis calculatedby the method catalogedas "Euler

..... Predictor, Simple Wave Corrector" In the survey by Abbett, reference 12. By a

•,,, similarprocess the upper and lower pressures and flowdirectionsare matched along a

_j" line extending aft about 0.2 chord from the airfoil trailing edge. Further aft the wake
discontinuity is allowed to become indistinct by numerical diffusion.

. If the flow over the airfoil in an unrestricted stream was to be calculated the flow

was held invariant at the field perimeter° On the examples calculated here, the ul_
; stream and downstream field boundaries were about 10 chords distan[ from the 'airfoil
._,

i mtdchord and the lateral boundaries were placed further out by use of stretched me_h.
A flow pattern due to a doublet and a vortex (strength commensurate _tth airfoil mean

m'

lift) plus free stream was maintained on the perimeter. P
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For the cases simulating flow over the airfoil in a slotted wall tunnel, an

empirically determined boundary condition on perturbation velocities

u_0.73v_0.17v =0
: X

: was specified on horizontal lines -1.53 chords from the airfoil. This empirical
relation is based upon steady transonic calculations done in conjunction with tests
which measure_ pressures on the slotted tunnel walls as well as on the airfoil model.

Computational Expense

_.i The computer programs utilized are _rritten in FORTRAN e:._nded language and
the calculations were run on a CDC 7600 computer. A relatively ._table solution to a

/i steady flow problem would be obtained in about 2400 passes through the field requiring
" 680 seconds of computation. Stationary solutions to the unsteady problems typically

would be obtained after following the flow for about 3.5 cycles; this would require 2400

to 3100 seconds of computing; the expense depends inversely on the reduced frequency.
: Pressure fields at (typically) 36 steps in an oscillation cycle were recorded for further

study.

_: RESUL'/. S
b

Calculations were made at three Mach numbers; however, attention will be con-
centrated here on computations at Mach number 0.85. The steady free-air flow over

_ the NACA 64A006 was calculated at zero angle-of-attack with the quarter-chord flap

undeflected and deflected 1.0 degree; the unsteady flow for a reduced frequency of 0.179

: with 1.0 degree flap amplitude was also calculated. These cases were also calculated
_, with a slotted wind tunnel wall boundary condition included. The unsteady pressures

,, were integrated to find the airfoil forces and moments and selected unsteady quantities
!, were run through harmonic analysis to determine the magnitudes and phases of the
" fundamentals

The magnitude and phase of the firstharmonic of the liftdue to sinusoidalflap

: deflection is shown in figure 1, together with similar results from calculations by

_. Ballhaus and GoorJian, references 5 and 6, and Ehlers, reference 2. There is relative-
: ly good agreement between the four invtscid calculations; Ttjdeman's experimental

result {reference 10_ {including viscous and wall interference effects} is considerably',.

: separated from the calculations.

i The normalized lift due to flap deflection in steady flow (inviscid, free-air_ is also
shown in figure 1 along with results from a similar calculation by Traci, reference 3.

: The magnitudes of the calculated lifts are both more than double the steady lift measured

by TlJdeman, reference 10.
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The disagreement between the free-air invlscid calculations and TlJdemants

_' experimental results also shows in the zero-lift pressure distributions, figure 2. The
?

calculated pressure distribution at Mach 0. 85 is compared with TlJdemants experi-
o mental data. At corresponding Maeh numbers, the calculated pressures along the

middle of the airfoil are considerably lower (and velocities higher) than the experiment-
' al values.

At first, it was surmised that a simple Mach number shift of about 0.02 might

Q:_ produce better agreement between calculation and experiment; vl_., calculated Mach
0. 85 resembles experimental Mach 0. 875 in figure 2. An inspection of the distribution
of lift in steady flow, however, indicates a notable difference between calculation andt,

- experiment; the experimental lift distributions at Mach 0.85 and 0. 875 both show

considerably less loading on the front part of the airfoil than the calculated, figure 3.
, The large spike in the calculated loading between 0. 4 and 0.7 chord is due to move-

meats of the upper and lower shocks upon deflecting the flap. The program calculates
the pressure rises across shocks to be very nearly the "normal shock" values; the

;_' experimentalrecovery is considerablylessbecause of interactionbetween shocks and

. boundary layers. Hence, the calculated loading spike due to shock migration is more
extreme than the experimental. *

!

_ Adding a simulation of the slotted wind tunnel wall behavior to the calculations
:_ brings the calculated and experimental zero-lift pressure distributions closer to one

f another, figure 4. Similarly, the distribution of load due to deflecting the flap is
_, brought into closer, but by no means precise, agreement with experiment by adding
_' wall effect, figure 5., 7;

The amplitudes and phase angles of the first harmonics of the oscillatory

i _' loadings in unsteady flow are shown in figures 6 and 7. Except in the region of the
_ i:. loadingspikecaused by shock movement, the inclusionof wind tunnelwalleffectsin

the calculationsresultsin reasonably satisfactoryagreement with the experimental

values. The noted agreement may, of course, be due to fortuitouscombinationsof

errors; the agreements between calculation and experiment were not as impressive
_ for steady flow, figures 4 and 5.,i

Inclusion of a simple practical means of weakening the pressure rise at shocks,

i.e. a simple correction for the effects of shock interaction with the boundary layer,
" certainly would be desirable. This correction is needed for predictions of behavior

,'_i of real configurations in free-air as well as for models in wind-tunnels.

_r

, *Additionally, the quasi-steady experimental results are derived from tests _th 1.5
?

degrees flap whereas the calculations are for l. 0 degree flap. The loading due to
shock movement is proportional to the area under the spike; spike height and breadth
depend on flap amplitude in this particular style of presentation.
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Upon integrating the pressures on the airfoil (as calculated including wall effect)
to obtain the lift due to flap deflection, the results (square symbols in figure 1) arc in
considerably better agreement with the data than are the free-air results.

: CONCLUDING REMARKS
/

, When wind tunnel wall influence was added to the tnviscid calculation of the

steady, zero-lift flow over the airfoil, the airfoil pressure distribution changed in a
manner as if the Mach number had been lowered by about 0. 01. The wall influence

lowers the amount of load developed on the front part of the airfoil upon deflecting the
flap in steady flow and lessens the phase lag of pressure excursions on the front part:

of the airfoil in unsteady flow. The parts of the quasi-steady and unsteady loadtngs

which are due to shock-migration are overestimated by the inviscid calculations studied
• here; a practical first-order means for describing the weakening of shocks by intc_

action with the boundary layer seems to be needed.

On the unsteady thin-airfoil problem studied, calculations done with programs
based upon perturbation c_luations, references 2, 5 and 6, are in relatively good

•. agreement with the results from the program based on the unsteady Euler equations;
: the perturbation programs obtain solutions at a very small fraction of the computing

•. expense needed for an unsteady solution using the explicit unsteady Euler program.

?

i'
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ALFREDGESSOW:

The finalwrap-upsessionof the conferenceis supposed to be one where
we can all offer opinionsas to how usefulthe programha_ been and where it

; shouldgo. First, I should announcethat the ses_lonis being roco|'dedso that
your words will becomedeathlessprosewhen we print up the proceedings. I
might just take a couple of minutesto reviewthe objectivesof the conference
as they were laid out initially. There were three:One was to providethe

• aviationconmunitywith a reviewby NASA and its supportingcontractorsand

: _O_n_f all the !atest !nformationthey'vebeen doing on airfoilcompute-, ' experlmencalworK. I might say that there were forty papersof
that type,and about twenty-fourindependentpapersfrom representativesof
government,industry,and educationalinstitutions. The secondwas to provide
an opportunityfor input and exchangebetweenthe varioussegmentsof the
aircraftindustry,the academiccommunity,and other organizations.The
thirdwas to conducta forumwhich engagedthe communityand all the aviation

_: interestswith an opportunityto providean evaluationof NASA thrusts,goals,
< and progress. It is the third nne, I think,that i_ the reasonfor us being
: here at this session. We woul, liketo get your reF,ponse to the programas it
• has gone, and we would like some constructivecritlcismas to where it should
. go in the future. In a way, this is a second gcroundof this nature,the
_ first being at the 1975 Industry-NASAworkshop_hat I al|udedto earlierin the
: conference.
,?

I'd like to inserta few commentsof my own beforewe begin. I think the
turnout,the papers,and the scope of the informationthat have been presented

_, here has been very gratifyingto see. We have come a longway, althoughthere
:. is a lot more to go. It is also clear to me that the computationalefforts
, that have come about in the normal courseof events,thatweren'tspurredby
o the airfoilneeds,reallyhave enabledthe ;tateof the art in airfoilsto be

where it is today. At the same time, and I think Gary Chapmanpointedit out
to me this morning,the interestthat this conferencehas elicitedis an
indicationthat the subjectof airfoilsis the one clear area where computa-

_ tions have come of age and have provideda directapplicationin a very visible
way. We are beginningto see the influenceof computationalaerodynamicsin
many other areas of aircraftdesignbut it is most clear in the airfoil
business,and I think that is why we have made the progressand have th_ inter-

y est that we see today.

oi The way we are going to conductthis roundtable,and it will have to be

_i conductedon a very tight schedule,is to have a numberof invitedguests
expresstheir views. There are two groups;one of these which Bob Bower will

_ be chairing,will consistof the workshopchairmenfrom the conference. They
will be representingthe viewpointsof the applicationspeople,the analysis
people,thosedealingwith experimentaltechniques,and the llke. They are
seatedalong n_ right. Then, startingwith Mr. Abbott on my left, we have a
group of peoplewho were invitedbecausethey representareas of expertise,as
well as the views of varioussegmentsof the industry,universities,and other
governmentagenc:es. I am afraid that there is not going to be verymuch time
for a lot of extra discussion. Instead,we plan that each of our speakers
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here at tile table take no more than five minutes in turn to present the l,
! views. After they are through, v_eulll use th_ r_,mainin.q time for colnm_nt_;

' and questionF, from tha floor.

} I've probably run past my time new, so let's start with Mr. Bower and
: hi s group,

" ROBERTE, BOWER:

l'hanks AI, I think we have quite a formidable task, particularly to :;tart
" here with Bud and keep him to five minutes. We will yet right on tu it now,
. The first area that will be critiqued and summarized will be the analysis and

design area. It will be shared by both Bud and Gary, but I think Bud will
lead the show, and later Gary will make some additional comments, Bud.

PERCY J. BOBBITT:

} The panel on "Analysi- and Design: Needs an_ Issues" made a thorough
, although rapid assessment of the state of the art and identified a large num-
" ber of problem areas. It was generally agreed that methods developed over the .

past half dozen years do provide good design and analys'* tools for single and
_. multielement systems with attached flow. There was, however, a great deal of
.

concern expressed about the accuracy, or the lack of it, of our drag predic-
'< tions. No matter how hard the theoreticians try they are still unable to

: consistently agree with experimental data; all sorts of reasons are offered
o;. why the experimental data isn't any good. Our drag prediction methods do need
_. improvement but, in defense of the theoreticians, much of our experimental data
_. is deficient as well. There isn't any, what boundary-layer people call, certi-

°i fled data. We need to have a series of experiments that are conducted in asinterference-free a tunnel as we can identify, and it :,asto be coupled with some
: very detailed diagnostic work. It would be desirable to have at least one set

of data that everybody (or most everybody) could put their faith in.

: O._epanel member expressed concern that we may expend to' much effort in
....., trying to find improved drag-prediction methods. How accura_.edo we need our

2-D predictions to be?

:_ Methods for calculating 2-D flows with large separated regions are now
i appearing. The panel thought that the data base for detailed flow-field

measurements on airfoils with separatio, was not adequate for the theoreticians
"' to validate their theories and improve flow-field models. There was also the

°'_ suggestion that the separated flow _heories be modified to include the effects
..- of tunnel walls .........

' A wh()learray of suggestions were made regarJing remarks on tunnel-wall
'_ interference. The major ones are as follows:
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- Continued research on slotted walls stt',l a necessity
- Streamline-wall tunnels showpotential for subsonic and low

supercrJttcal conditions
- Sidewall treatments can be improved ustn_ thebry
- Wall measured pressures for interference prediction should

be pursued
- Wall interference calculations for unsteady flows needed

S_reamlJne-wal] tunnels show potential; we have a crude one working and a
better one on the way. There are others around the world pursuing this
approach for measurementsup to the choke point. The use of pressures
measured near the wall in combination with theory for interference assessments
is anotherpromisingpossibilityfor obtaining"Interference-free"data.

The panel felt that we need to considermore of the 3-D environmentin
the designof airfoils,such as the effectsof sweep and taper. Anotherfac-
tor of this type that shouldbe taken into accountis how much differentthe
root environmentis, say, from the middle of the wing or the tip. We also
need to pay a lot more attentionto off-designproblems,particularlyin
Jptimizers. The difficultyhere is what kind of logic to use. Clearlythe
c_mputerprogramisn't going to providethe logic;peoplewith practical
experiencemust be involvedalongwith thosewith an understandingof the flow
physicsand the nathematicalprocessesbeforethe propercriteriaand con-
straintscan be _)rmulated. In carryingout off-designcalculationsusing
optimizationroutinesboundary-layerand flow stabilitysubroutineswhich
determineseparationard transitionwill becomemore important.

More high and low Reynoldsnumberdata at transonicspeeds is needed
particularlyfor the thickersupercriticalsections. Hopefullythe 20- by
6O-cm cryo tunnelcan contributesignificantlyto these needs.

Fi-_lly,a numberof specificimprovementsto our analysisand design
co_"_,h , +ill requiredwere identified. The four which seem to be

._s _- '_ indeedare being worked on to varyingdegrees,are listed

•.., -layerand trailing-edgeinteraction"patches"
fo," _,y Id analysis codes

- S_paration on spoilers and trailing-edge flaps - theory
and experiment

- Improved turbulence models
- Faster codes (should be a general goal)

BOBBOWER:

Thank you very much Bud. NowGary -
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DR. GARY T. CHAPMAN:

Okay, I am Just going to add a coupleof commentsto that. I would like
to secondAl Gessow'scomment. This does representan area where computation-
al aerodynamicshas really becomeof age. Howeverthere are still some out-
standingissues. Bud Bobbitthas touchedon some of them already. I am not
going to us? viewgraphs,I am just going to talk about severalissues. First,
we would all like to have one good set of transonicinterference-freedata. I
can speak prettymuch from the experimentalside of the house and appreciate
that as much as anybodyelse. Second,I think it is importantto clean up
some of the areas thatwe are still workingon, particularlyfor attachedflows
where I think things are reallyin prettygood shape,and move on to more
importantareas of work. Third, Bud Bobbittmentionedthe need for high
Reynoldsnumber data, and I would like to make a plea for low Reynoldsnumber
data. It turns out there are a coupleof specialapplicationsin the area of
high altitudedrone type aircraftwhere Reynoldsnumberstend to run below l
million,based on chord,and the people that do cascadesand compressortype
work indicateReynoldsnumbersrun from 100,000to I million. The shock
boundary-layerinteractionproblemsencounteredat these Reynoldsnumbersare
going to be a lot differentthan in the high Reynoldsnumber turbulencecases.
Fourth,there are a lot of thingsthat need to be done to improvethe speed
of optimization. The idea of makingmany many calculationsas the methodof
gettingto an optimum,is not necessarilythe best way. I think there are
some other thingsthat can be done to improvethis. We work with a 7600 and
I never complainabout time becausewe can do an optimizationin one or two
minutes. That's not much time, howevermany of you probablyhave a lot small-
er machine. Hence I believewe have to do somethingto speed up the optimiza-
tion process. Fifth, I thinkwe are movingalong verywell in the area of
multielementairfoils. However,we need some data to really check them out.
Particularlyfor examplein the work from Grummanby Volpe in transonicaero-
dynamics,there'sreallyno good data for slottedtransonicairfoilconfigura-
tions. This is one area where the analysistools are ahead of the experiments,
with the exceptionof confluentboundarieswhere we still need a lot of work
particularlyon how we handlemixing. The sixth area of concet.nis massive
separation. I was very impressedwith some of the progressbeing made. How-
ever, here againwe need experimentaldata, not only to validatethe
theories,but also to providea betterphysicalunderstandingof the nature
of the flow and hence to developsimplemodelingtpchniques. Finallywe have
the area of unsteadyaerodynamicswhich is reallyjllstgettingoff the ground
- It seems at this point that there are more computationaltools than there
are experimentaldata by an extensivemargin. So here again there is a big
need for experimentaldata and with that the need to understandunsteadywall
interference. If we think the wind tunnelcorrectionproblemsare bad for o_r
staticaerodynamicdata, they are terriblewhen it comes to transonicunsteady
aerodynamicdata. I would like to concludewith a point on accuracyrequire-
ments. Bub Bobbittquotedme as saying,why the importanceon drag, and I'd
just like to go back to Abbott'scommentthe other night: "We don't fly

_ airfoils." So accuracyrequiredis to be able to separategood airfoilsfrom
bad airfoils,so when you go to a 3-D designyou have a reasonablygood start-
ing point. So I don't thinkwe want to chase one drag count on drag calcula-
tions for airfoils.
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BOBBOWFR:

Thank you Gary. The next area that we will be summarizing is in the
area of facilities and techniques and Dudley Hammondwill be summarizing that.
Dudley.

ALEXANDERD. HAMMOND:

, The first ttem listed below deals with an tssue that was brought out in
the analysis and design discussions by Bobbttt and Chapmanas well as in
yesterday's session on facilities. In light of the rapid development of air-
fofl design and analysis codes, ohere ts a continuous need for us to get
proven facilities and basic data for code verification and improvement.

- In light of the rapid development of airfoil design and
analysis codes there is a continuing need to use proven
facilities and provide basic data for code verification
and improvement.

- Considerable discussion evolved around the issue of
determining the validity of data.

- Use of "standard airfoils"
- Accurate determination of test conditions
- Determination of the two-dimensionality of flow

over airfoil at all test conditions
- Elimination of wall interference and determina-

tion of residual effect on data
- Tunnel flow quality and effect on data
- Required accuracy of measurements and measure-

ment requirements

Yesterday afternoon we had a considerable amount of discussion about the issue
of determining the validity of the data that is obtained in facilities. Among
the subjects of that discussion was the use of standard airfoils to provide a
basic set of data and to help evaluate the data validity as was Just mentioned.
Determination of the test conditions and just how accurate do the test ;ondt-
ttons need to be knownwas part of the discussion. The determination of the
two-dimensionaltty of the flow over the airfoilsat all test conditionswas
discussed,as well as eliminationof wall interferenceand the effectsof any
residualwall interferenceon the data. Of course,the tunnelflow quality
and its effect on the data is a valid concernthat we need to continueto work.
The requiredaccuracyof measurementsand the measurementrequirementsare
dependentto some extenton how wide the data base is, and for what purposes
the data will be used.

As has alreadybeen mentionedand is indicatedin the added list below,we
need a broad matrix of data, one as broad as you can reasonablyaccomplishfor
any one set of data as well as documentationof the test conditionsunderwhich
that data was run, and some assessmentof the effectsof any knowndeficiencies
in that data.
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- As broad a matrixof data as can be reasonablyaccomplishedfor
any one set of data is neededas well as documentedtest condi-
tions and/orlimitations.

- DeCelopmentof adequatesidewalltreatmentfor existing2-D
facilitiesneeds to be expedited.

- Requirementfor increasein researchon adaptivewalls to
shortenthe time before they becomeoperationallyusable.

- Assessmentof tunnelflow qualityby specificallydesigned
programsfor adequatedocumentation.

- Continueefforton nonintrusiveflow-fieldmeasuringtech-
niques- LDV and holographytechniquesand apply to 2-D
facilities.

And of course,we need to developan adequatesidewalltreatmentfor existing
2-D facilitiesand this needs to be expedited. We are workingthe problem;
however,it is a requirementthat is going to developfurtheras we go along,
and it certainlyneeds to be expedited. We need to have an increaseof
researchon adaptivewalls, to shortenthe time before they becomeoperational
and useable. We have a researchprogramgoing on at Langley,and othersare
doing researchon variousadaptivewall techniques. It all seems to ,hoveat a
very slow rate,when one is anxiouslywaitingfor the resultsof the tests
beforeit can be put into operationaluse. The assessmentof flow qualityby
specificallydesignedprogramsfor adequatedocumentationrefersback to the
point that I mentioneda moment ago. We need to have a continuedeffort on
nonintrusiveflow-fieldmeasuringtechniques;that is, LDV and holographic
techniquesthat apply to 2-D facilities,and we need to work that problemmore
vigorouslyprobablythan we have in the past. It has been shown on other
papers,for example,that intrusivemeasuringdevicescan give problemswith
regardto accuratelydeterminingflow-fieldcharacteristics.But that's not
to say that some of that measuringdoes not need to be made even though it's
instrusive. Even the intrusivemeasurementsought to be able to determine
some aspectsof the fluid mechanicsflow in these high;yseparatedregionsto
the degreeof accuracynecessaryfor some applications.

This reviewof the facilitiesand techniquesand the needs and issues
involvedhas revealedchallengingareas of researchrequirements. It has
pointedout that althoughthere are ongoingprogramsin all of these areas, the
pace is slow and additionaleffort needs to be appliedin nearlyall of the
areas covered.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you Dudley. Next area - Low and Medium Speed Applications-
Roger Winblade.
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ROGERWINBLADE:

WeJust very recently completedthts session and in fact, most of the
areas that we discussedhavealready beenmentioned. The one area that
recetved a great deal of discussion and tn which I think we reacheda general
consensusis the extremely low Reynoldsnumberfield. This is an area in
whichwe are not working but should be. Potential applications for this work
include wind turbines, flight at very high altitudes, sailplanes andgliders.
It was also suggestedthat morework is neededon 3-dimensional effects and
the ability to predict transition. Wethen conside,ed the whole range of
real airplane effects. Airplanes havedeicing boots on them, at least those
airplanes that use the low andmediumspeedairfoils. The perturbations far
exceedany of the perturbations generated in optimizing. A question of some
concernwas raised in viewing slides over the last couple of days. The start
point and end point in optimizing the section were very close together, or

_! appearedto be. Is that in fact within the manufacturing tolerance to produce
in the light aviation arena, or in terms of variations during life time?

In discussing near term problemareas whichwe're not addressing, it was
generally concludedthat the activities underwayare the ones that we have to
live with. There's nothing that we could initiate nowthat would have any

!i impact in the next two or three years. That ts consistent with what we have
seenIn the pastwhichis a 6-7year timelapse. Longtermactivitiesthatwe
are to keepin mindare the potentialfornew configurationssuchas canardcon-
cepts. It was also suggestedthat we be more adventuresometn our thinking as
we were admonishedand to not be constrained to follow the traditional line,

- but to keep the options open for different, but maybenot totally acceptable
projects. A very interesting remarkwas madewith respect to optimization

: techniques. The analogy was drawnwith structural optimization and related
; to the very shmt time that Gary mentionedthat it nowtakes to opttmtze a
: section. Whenyou expandthat to include moreandmorevariables and eventually_,

.... a full airplane, the _mebecomesexcessive. Whenyou startCoupling that with
the structural design system, the total computertime becomesessentially

_: prohibitive. There is then a high potential for either losing or backing away
from the capability andgoing back to empirical testing Just becauseof the
complexity of the problems. The resulting suggestionwas that we do as was

=_ prevlously recommended,concentrate on moreefficient optimization techniques,
• rather than going through the extensive calculations.

/

BOBBOWER:
C

! Thankyou Roger. Wehada classified session on supercritical appli-
cations. Within the constraints of this unclassified discussion, Ted Ayers

_: from the Flight ResearchCenter will discuss the issues tn that area.
'iv
b_

:i
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THEODOREG. AYERS:

Bob, although the Supercritlcal Applications session yesterday was class-
Ified because of the data being presented, so far as I knowwe did not discuss
any classified matert_l in the workshop session this morning. I think that
what you've heard from the other people here indicates that almost everyone in
the audience had a unified position because we had the same discussions in my
workshop as th_ othe. Jtd. In fact, when Bud first started to talk, I thought
that he had come over _nd spied on us this morning. There ,vere a couple of
areas that have not been mentioned and I wtll bring those Lp. One of the
things brought out was the need for the people working the codes to have better
documentation for the user and to include someof the pitfalls that are in
these proor_Ins, as well as the good things they do. Showsore of the bad cases
along with the good, so they can get a feel for what the capabilities and limi-
tations of the programs are. Also, there was a plea to simplify the codes.
Almost everyone cited a need for an experimental data base to validate the com-
putational tools. This includes wind tunnel as well as flight data that NASA
should be providing; data for high Reynolds number, thick boundary I_yers,
shock boundary-layer interaction, wall effects, and turbulence modeling. I
guess I would say there was a consensusof support for the National Aerodynamic
Simulation Facility. One of the specific concerns for the experimental data

base was the Ctmax for supercrltlcalairfoils. There is insufficientdata,in

the C_max range for two-dimensionalairfoilsto allow people to apply theseairfoilsin the three dimensionalsense. Anotheris the lack of data for
spoilerswhich has alreadybeen mentioned. This was not only the analytical
area but also an experimentalarea and pertainsto the inabilityto predict
spoilereffectivenessbecauseof the unsteadynatureof the flow for deflected
spoilers. Our discussionsgot aroundquite a bit to the three-dlmensional
needs,since we are talkingabout supercritlcalapplications. It is rather
difficultto divorcesupercriticalapplicationsfrom the 3-D case where people
have to build an airplanewith real wings. There were a number of areas
broughtup in the workshopwhich make it difficultto take 2-D data and tran-
sition it into a 3-p configuration. For example,an extensionof the two-
dimensionaldata out to higherdesign llft coefficientsand lower thickness
ratios is needed for those peoplewho deal in the low aspect ratio,swept wing
fighterarea, or configurationsindicativeof supercrulsetype airplanes. I
think that coversmost of the areas. The others have alreadybeen discussed
by other people.

BOB BOWER:

ThanksTed. The next area is rotorcraftapplications- Bill Ballhaus.
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WILLIAMF. BALLHAUS:

The statement that we have heard over the past 2 1/2 days that "we don't
fly airfoils" is certainly an understatement for helicopter rotors. A heli-
copter rotor operates in a htghly three-dtmenslonal, unsteady, viscous, and
dynamic environment. Hence, new rotor designs based on two-dimensional,
steady analyses will not necessarily result in better helicopter performance.
The design problem is so complicated that no one seemsto be able to define
specifically how aerodynamic and/or aeroelasttc phenomenainfluence rotor
perfomance. These pehnomenaare usually described in general terms, such as
"adverse transonic effects," or in terms of the integrated effect the_ produce,.
such as "excessive pitch link loads."

What is needed is a cooroinated computatlonal-experimental program to
develop a clear understanding of the phenomenathat ltmtt rotor performance.
Designers could then focus on these phenomenain efforts to extend present

: performanceboundaries. In such investigationsit is Impartantto consider
differentoperatingenvironmentscorrespondingto differenthelicoptermission_.
Body interferenceand the couplingbetweenblade configurationand inflow
condition,includingwake interaction,shouldbe addressed. Emphasisshould
be on advancedconfigurationsdesignedto meet presentand future requirements.

In the computationalarea, the technologyis now availableto begin
detailedqualitativestudiesof the interactingeffectsof nonlinearity,
three-dimensionallty,viscosity,and dynamics. F. X. Caradonnaof the U.S.
Army AVRADCO_and researchersat ONEFA are investigatingnonlinear,three-
dimensional,unsteadyrotor flows. Attemptsare also being made to include
viscouseffects. These studieshave providedinformationconcerningthe motion
of shock waves on the surfaceof rotors near the tip and how these shock wave
motionsinfluencerotor load variations. Ultimately,quantitativelygood
unsteadyforceand especiallypitchingmoment predictionswill _a required
in the designof high performancerotors. Caradonnaand his associateshave
alreadydemonstratedthe capabilityto predictadvancingblade pressuresthat
are in good agreementwith experimentfor simple nonliftingrotors.

In the experimental -ea, there is a concernover uncertaintiesin test
data resultingfrom a fai_,reto sort out facilityeffects. For example,
there have been a large numberof unsteadyairfoiltests,but there appear to
be few data points for parametersthat overlap. A workshopparticipant
suggeststhat the facilitiesbe calibratedfor the NACA 0012 airfoilin the
followingway: first, documentthe static sta11.pointfor M® = 0.3 and 0.5

-_ (thisshould be done beforeany unsteadytesting). Then, for calibrating
the unsteadytests,data shouldbe correlatedfor reducedfrequencies(based
on the half chord)of 0.I and 0.2 for the followingcases: (I) M_ = 0.3,
= I0° + lOo sin t and _ = 150 + 5° sin t (twodifferentapproachesto

the same maximumangle),(2) M_ = 0.5, _ = 100 + 50 sin t. The same standard
conditionsshould also be used to calibratefacilitiesfor other airfoils.
Similartypes of standardsshouldalso be establishedfor low lift, high Mach
numbertests.

/
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In the next few years there will be opportunities to construct and test
advanced technology rotor configurations. For example, Hughes is building five
rotors to be tested, under a contract with AmesResearch Center, when the
modification to the 40' x 80' wind tunnel is completed. Someof these conftgu-
rattans remain to be defined. It was suggested in the workshoF session that:
(1) the multi-point designs proposed by Blackwell, Btngham, and Hicks, all of
which are based on two-dimensional, steady analyses, be considered as candi-
dates for evaluation in this contracted effort, (2) in such design and design
evaluation efforts, parameters be limited to focus on a few aspects of the
rotor performance, and (3) a committee be established to coordinate NASA
(Langley and Ames) and Army activity in this Area. In the future, more sophts-
tcated designs, including planform and spanwtse section variations, should be
attempted. These designs would be based on three-dimensional, unsteady,
viscous, and dynamic analyses, taking advantage of advanced computational
methods as they becomeavailable.

Finally,I would like to includein this discussiona wish llst ("whatI
would like to see accompllshedin the nextyear") compiledby one of the work-
shop participants: (1) experimentswith good flow visualization(especially
of transitionand vortexsheddingphenomena),(2) staticstall hysteresisloops
reportedin all airfoilstall experiments,(3) exper!mentaldata on Mach tuck,
(4) Investlg_tlonsof the sensitivityof airfoildes,gnsand its effecton
blade tolerancerequirements,(5) informationon the extent to which laminar
flow exists i,sflight, (6) resultsof wind tunneltests on airfoildesigns
proposedby Biackwell,Dadone,and Hicks, (7) completionof a reporton the
AH-IG program,includingpower requirementsand pitch link loads,and (8) better
communicationof teci)nologyamong the NASA centers.

BOB BOWER:

Thanks Bill. The final area is perhapsa catchall- other applications.
Joe Sticklewill summarizethe issuesand needs there.

JOSEPHW. STICKLE:

Being in the "other"categorythis committeecoveredsuch thingsas sail-
ing ships,hang gliders,RPV's,and thingsthe other groupswould like to but
probablydidn'ttalk about. The low Reynoldsnumberrequirementfor data
consistentlycame out throughoutthe conversation. One of the uniquemissions
discussedfor an RPV that I had not heard beforewas that of using an RPV as a
Naval ship decoy; that is you send an RPV away from the ship at high speed and
then loiteror cruiseat a speed matchingthe ship cruisespeed. The RPV acts
as a t'adarreflectoror decoy for the ship. It has to fly along about 40
knots. So therewe have the requirementfor low Reynoldsnumberdata that has
to range from low speed all the way to high silbsonicspeed. It alsomeans
that it wobably will be variablegeometry. So there is a need for low
Reynoldsnumberdata coveringa wide range of parameters. In the way of wind
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turbines,one of the requirement_was lookingat a wider range of useableangle
of attack,and lookingat such thingsas flat top lift curves. In the com-
pressor,_ need for cascadetestingwas broughtout. _notherarea that was
discussedis the radialflow effectson the boundarylayer. The thickening
of the boundarylayer due to radialflow and itseffect on the lift and drag
for turbinesand compressorsneed research. Multielementairfoilrequire-
ments have alreadybeen described. The fourtharea we talkedaboutwas
unsteadyaerodynamics. The effectsof the propellerwake on the _erformance
of the wing airfoilsectionsneeds to be understood. We go to u lot of trouble
to design the airfoilin low turbulencepressuretunnels,fix _he transition,
and stick it behind the propellerand expect it to performlike the airfoilwe
designedit to be. I thinkwe need -ome testingin the facilltiesto jive us
airfoilsthat wlll work better in the propellerwakes and they ma:,or may not
be the same airfoilsthat came up in steadywakes. Compressorshave to be
concernedwith stall tolerance. Bill just mentionedabout the rotorc,'aftair-
foil being a very dynamicenvironmentor criticalenvironmentto operatein,
but peoplefrom Pratt and Whitneytold us that the 4th compressorin a turbo
engine has probablyas harshan environmentto operatein as anythingyou can
imagine. The committeeended up with another"other"categoryand that is a
requirementnot for the airfoildevelopersbut rather for us in flightarea
or designmissionarea to do. If we are going to look at specificaircraft
like an agriculturalairplaneor an RPV, we need to providebettermission
criteriafor the airplanefrom which then we can decidewhat this airfoil
should be doing in terms that the designercan use.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you Joe. AI, I think we finishedon scheduleand I will turn the
sessionover to you now.

AL GESSOW:

We sure did! I hope my team can do as well. I think we will startwith
"S" Abbott on my left. We are very happy to have him here and gain his
insightand v"ewpointson the work we have been doing.

IRA H. ABBOTT:

Wet1, let me say first I didn't realizeuntil a few minutusago that I
was supposedto get up here to say something. I had presumedthat other people
knew as well as I did that I was no longertechnicallycompetentto deal out
any words (,fwisdom about this researchtha_ you are doing.

_: I would like to say that I am favorablyimpressedby it. A lot of it I
just didn't understand- not in detail anyway, i would like to emphasizethat
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I am favorablyimpressedby the whole thing,becauseI may end up making
commentsthat may give you the impressionthat I am not, and that is not so,
and I do not want to leave that impressionwith anybody. I am very much
impressedby the work that has been done. I think It Is good work. I think
it should be continued,and I don'twant any misunderstandingon that.

Now that I have said that, I wa!Itto say that I have an uneasyfeeling
about the whole thing too. It has been said many times thatwe never fly
airfoilsections. We have probablybeaten that to death,but it is something
that can stand being beatento death. Even in the old days 40 years ago this
still needed to be beaten into peopleall the time, and I think that when I
was activelyworkingon airfoilsectionsI must have spent a third of my time
tellingpeople: Yes, we're doing a lot of work on the airfoilsections,but
don't kid yourself,they are not wings. The miracle,of course,is that air-
foil sectionshave had any si_ficance whatsoever. The conceptdates back
to work of Prandtlin Igl2, and that is a long while ago. The assumptions
that were made in the theorywhich led to the conceptof airfoilsectionsare
so far from realitythat it is a wonder that there is any reasonwhy anybody
shouldconsiderairfoilsectionsimportant. The wonder is not that the airfoil
sectionconceptdoes not lead to practicalresultson three-dimensionalforms
but that it has any validitythat is worthwhile. Of course,it does. You all
know that too. We also knew 30years ago that even if you completelydisre-
gard the viscousand compressibilityeffects,which becomeoverwhel_in9under
many circumstances,that on planformsthatwe are commonlyusing today the
curvatureof the flow is such as to inducein an airfoilin many sectionsof
the wing a negativecamber'vhichmay greatlyexceed the total amountof camber
put in the wing sectionas designedfor two-dimensionalflow. So, all I am
saying is, let's get on as fast as is feasiblewith three-dimensionalcases.
I know that everybodywants to. I know that the work here has to be done first.
In all probabilitywe have to learn to walk beforewe can run.

But don't become too enamouredby it. I have an uneasyfeelingthat at
least some of the work is being done not becauseof perceivedneeds by the
aircraftdesigners,but becausea lot of peopleplayingwith computershave
discoveredproblemsthat they can do and they are havingone very good
time. Now, I am not againstresearchpeoplehaving a good time. In fact I
am in favor of it, but don't forgetthat while you're havinga good time that
there are more importantproblemsto solve. So, insteadof thinkingup little
modificationson this stuff,which might giveyou a littlebetter resulton
this, that and the other thing,do a littlethinkingabout how you are going
to use these fine computersto solve some real problems. I don't know how you
do that. You know more about it than I do. I just ask you to think about it
once in awhile,when you are no longerenjoyingyourselfquite so much.

I have also noticudanotherthing - we're qraduallychangingour whole
design philosophy,not only in aircraftbut on other things - to optimization
of this, that and the other thing insteadof just selectingthingsand putting

them togetherand comingup with a prettygood thing. This is good. It is
necessary. But again don't forgetthat when you start optimizingthings,
what you get dependson what you optimizeand how you do it. If you put too
much faith in the optimizationof thingswhich are after all not going to work
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the way you think they are going to, you may end up with somethingthat over-
all is very very far from the optimum. Above all look at your optimum;if it
is a nice smooth curve that ie concavedownwardyou can pick a maximumpoint
withouttrouble. But if it has a sharp peak, forget it. Fair it off some-
place otherwiseyou have nothing. Now, I have faith in designers,having
talkedto a greatmany of them over the years, so I think they are not going
to be botheredtoo much by this, I am talkingmore to the researchpeoplenow
than I am to the designers.

One other thing I am impelledto say. I have heard a great deal about
computerwork, I have heard a great deal about wind tunnelwork - you know I
'aman old wind tunnelman - I heard a littleabout flightwork. But I want to
make a plug for it. There is a great deal of this work that I think can only
be properlydone in flight. The questionof transitionis somethingthat
there is no otherway to solve, or get basic information,except in flight.
Now, I thTnk I know somethingabout low turbulencewind tunnels,and if you
want a low Reynoldsnumber low turbulencewind tunnel,I thinkyou can get one
that will be prettygood. But if you want to get intowhat we think of as
real airplaneReynoldsand Mach numbersat altitude- I will leave some of the
littleairplanesout of it fm th_ moment - I think it is going to have to
be done in flight. I am afraid there is some thoughtof flight researchas
flyingan airplaneand see what h_ppensto that airplane,or gettingsome data
on it. This is not the kind o_ flight researchI mean. We are going to have
to go out and modify airplanesto get the detaileddata that would be obtained
in wind tunnelsif suitabletunnelswere available. In the real world of
flightyou cannot only find out how or whethersome definiteaerodynamic
promisecan be achieved,but also how it has to be done so that when things
go wrong you are not going to havepenaltiesthat are going to be too severe.
So I would like to make a real plug for flight research.

I have said too much already. I thank you.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you very much "S". We certainlyweren'tdisappointedin expecting
and gettingverymeaningfulcomments. They were just the kind we are looking
for. I think we will be hearingmore about the (_xtensionfrom 2-D to 3-D as
we move down the table. Our next speakerwil] Le HelmutSobieczkywho is
from Goettingenand is visitingat the Universityof Arizona.

DR. HELMUTSOBIECZKY:

The successof a conferencelike the one we have had the privilegeof
atLendinghere dependscriticallyon the amountof stimulationit provides
throughreportson major achievementsand throughwork that we see remainsto i
be done. This goalwas achievedadmirablyhere. The clear demonstrationof
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the advancedstate of the art in two-dimensions,that is for airfoils,under_
lines this stimulatingeffect: we can new see more clearly,where advances
are needed in applyingairfoilresult_to the realworld of wings and, indeed,
the whole aircraft, To achievethis more advancedgoal we need to interpret
both the theoreticaland the experimentalresultscarefully.

The healthyinterchangebetweenexperimentalistsand analysts,aided by
computers- certainlyin evidencein this conference- is the best work to
establishingrealisticmodels of real flows as well as givingphysicallysound
explanationsfor observedphenomena. Both theoryand experimenthave proven
their value in airfoilresearchand also delineatedits value and limitations
in three-dimensionalapplications.

There is a difficulty,however,that it seems ,_orthnotinghere. Numeri-
cal results,or as theywere sometimesinterpretedh_re, "analyticalresults"
may suffer from the contaminationof numericalerrors. And the same is true
of experimentalresults,particularlyin the transonicregime. Only flight
test data or "smart"wind tunnelsavoid this latterdifficulty. Resultsfrom
such experimentsare neededto supplyor vindicatemodels for complexflow
interactionproblems. Parallelimprovementof computercodes and test facili-
ties based on systematiccorroborationof resultswill surely lead to rapid
progresswith three,-dimensionalproblems. I personallybelievethesewill
soon be comparableto the impressiveresultswe have witnessedat thismost
stimulatingand well organizedconference.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you. Next is Luis Mirandaof Lockheedand I must say that when we
had him give his commentsin '75, I kind of put him down when he kept pushing
the 3-D area. I think the time has now come for more remarkson that subject.

LUIS R. , .,@,NDA:

Thank you. First of a11, I would like to start,just as Ira Abbott did,
by saying that I am very impressedwith the systematicresearchthat NASA has
been conductingon 2-D flows. I think this work shouldbe continuedand

,: encouraged. But after saying that, I would like to point out that, in the
point of view of the airplanemanufacturer(and I have to recognizethat there
are two types - thosewhose wing configurationsare quasi two-dimensionaland
those that are highly three-dimensional),it appearsthatwe are t_ing to
perfecttwo-dlmenslonalcomputationaltool_ to the nth degreewhen _/ehave
much more difficultand significantproblemsin three-dimensionalllows. I
would like to see the same type of approachthat emergedfrom the 197.Smeeting
in Washingtonregardingtwo-dimensionalairfoilsappliedto the thr_e-
dimensionalwing design problem. Perhapsit would be a good id:a to organize
a conferencelike this one but addressingthe broaderproble_of 3-D wing
design. The objectiveof this proposedconferencewould be to f_nd out where
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we are In terms of 3-D wing design technology and what kind of additional
- research is required to bring this technology to the same level of accuracy

and completeness of 2-D atrfoll design technology, Again, in order to avoid
misinterpretation, I want to stress that the kind of work that we nave seen
presented on airfoil research in this conference should be continued. NASAis

: the proper place to become the focal and leadingpolnt in this type of research,
But we shouldacknowledgethat, from the alrplanemanufacturer'spoint of view,
2-D airfoilresearchmay be reachingthe.point of diminishingreturnsin terms
of actualdesigntechnology. I am fully aware that my opinionsare biased
becauseof our productlines,and that there are manufacturersto whom 2-D
data is more usefulthan it is to us, but I believethat they representthe
point of view of .hatlarge segmentof the industrywhich works'Inhighly
three-dlmensionalenvironments. Thank you.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you verymuch, Lou. I thinkyour point is well taken. "S" made a
commentthat we may not live long enoughto reach that equivalentpoint,but
I feel very optimisticthat the computatlonalproceduresthat have made such
great advancesin the last few years can be applied,and actuallyare now
being appliedvery successfully,to 3-D design,particularlyif we're ta_Z',

,: about isolatedwings. Next, Mr. Lars Ohman from NAE Ottowawho is quite
experiencedin experimentaltechniquesas well as other areas.

:

: LARS H. OHMAN:

I'm very glad to see that NASA is making a quantumjump into the high
Reynoldsnumbergame, so at least now we can start comparingnotes. As you
know,we've been up to EJ millionReynoldsnumber in some of our tests. There
are a couple of points on R-D testing that I feel need to be emphasized.

': Firstwe have the sidewallboundary-layerproblem,which has beenmentioned
: but no real suggestionhas been made on how to treat it. We think that Gur

systemof suctionover an area aroundthe airfoilis a good approachand our
experimentaldata seems to supportthis. However,I believesomethingcould
be done here in the form of analysis. I'm sure that the boundary-layer
methodsavailablenowadays,that can treat the shock-waveboundary-layerinter-

:" actionon airfoils,can also be used to treat the sidewallboundarylayers.
' Perhapsin doing this one can arrive at some conclusionon what kind of

suctionto employ to get the best possibledisplacementsurfaceof the side-
:: wall boundarylayer in order to eliminate,or at leastminimize,its influence

on the airfoilmodel. The emphasisthat now goes into the adaptivewall
conceptis all fine, but the overwhelmingproblemis still going to he the .

:- sidewallboundarylayer. Just a short commenton the wall lnterTerenceeffects.
Wall pressuremeasurementsshouldbe mandatoryon all 2-dlmensionaltests,ofL
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course, so that sufficient data are at handto employsomesort of wall inter-
ference correction. The trend seemsto be for everybodyto use the 0012 air-
foil to evaluate newconcepts. I think there is a very great danger in doing
this, becausethat's an airfoil that's not particularly sensitive to wall
effects. A supercrtttcal airfoil ts muchmoresensitive andyou may find
yourself entering into a completely newballgame if you start evaluating the
adaptive wall conceptswtth supercrtttcal airfoils. Onearea of interest is
2-D htgh ltft aL low speedand I Just want to makea short commenthere. A
wall configuration that has beensuccessfully tried in Canadais that with a
soltd floor anda ventilated cetllng. Thts seemsto give almost an tdeal wall
configuration for high lfft testing, and thts was successfully demonstrated
at the University of British Columbia. Somefurther exploring of this concept
would perhapsbe well worthwhile. There is also the question of data accuracy.
As ! mentionedyesterday, ! feel that tn onewaywe are worktng _n the dark
becausewe havenot established a target accuracy that we shouldstrive for.
Newant to comparenewcalculation procedures andwind tunnel data and produce

_at plots, whtch maylook beautiful, but very 11ttle attention is paid toaccuracy is act,ally required fn such a comparison. I think that we
shouldestablish a target accuracy for what we want to accomplishinstead of
just carrying onad infinitum improving things without even knowingif it is
needed. The sameappltes, as was toucheduponby oneof the other gentlemen
here, to model accuracy. This has not really beendiscussedat the conference,
but we know,and it has beenproven, that the supercrtttcal atrfotl is
extremely sensttfve to modelinaccuracies. That's all I wanted to say.
Thankyou.

AL GESSOW:

Thankyou. Our next speaker ts AndyLemntosfrom KamanAircraft.

ANDREWZ. LEHNZOS:

During thts past tHo-and-one-half days, we haveheard a great deal about
new, powerful analytical techniques for the design of atrfotls and comparisons

of these advancedanalyses with pressure distributions.on, newly developedairfoils. Wehavealso heard, in the past two and-onehalf days, that you
cannot fly an airfoil. I would like to expandthat statement to say that you
cannot fly a computereither.

Wtth regard to rotorcraft applications, which was the subject of one
specialist session thts morning, Dr. Ballhaus yew succinctly summarizedsome
of the concernsand someof the "wish list" items for airfoils that are pre-
valent throughout the rutorcraft community. I support and strongly reinforce
the commentsby Dr. Ballhaus. Furthermore, ! want to point out that tn no

_ other application do we have suchstrong interactions amongthe aerodynamics,
dynamics, inertial, andcontrol characteristics of an aerodynamicstructure
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as we do in the rotor blade. The aeroelasttc effects in rotary wings can be
muchmore significant andmuchmoveimportant than any airfoil improvements
which we maybe seeking.

In trying to developadvancedatvfoils with improvedperformance, compari-
sons betweentwo-dimensionalairfoil tests and theory have beendirected
primarily at matchingpressure coefficients and pressure dtstrfbutions at
constant or matchedltft coefficients. As Dr. Ballhaus brought out earlier,
rotor blade designers are equally interested tn pitching n_mentcoefficients
and their variations with Machnumberand angle of attack. In order to
developanalytical tools that ave useful to the rotorcraft aecodynamictst,
addedemphasisshould be placed on matchingpitching momentcoefficients, tn
additionto liftcoefficients.

Anotherpoint,whichis importantfroma designerstandpointand froma
fabricationstandpoint,is thatminorchangesIn surfacecontourson these
new supercritlcalairfoilswithtrailing-edgecuspsresultin stronginter-
actionsandstrongvariationsin the airfoilpressuredistribution.Typically,
rotorbladeshavechordsthatareon theorderof one to twofeet. Required
contourtoleranceson bladesof thissizeaveverydifficultto achieve
practically,therebycreatinga problemforproduction.As a recommended
approachto thisproductionproblem,we shoulddeterminethe influenceon
pressuredistributionof minorvariationsandtolerancedifferencesoverthe
leading.edgeportionand thetraillng_edgecuspof theblade. Whatwouldthese
contourdifferencesdo to supercrltlcalflow? Wouldthey,in fact,create
moreproblemsthantheysolve?

A finalpointis thatmanyof thesenew airfoilshapesforfixedwing
applicationsare basedon a singlepointdesigncondition,suchas cruise.
In rotorcraftapplications,we havea multi-polntdesignproblem.We haveto
designfora cruiseconditionwhichhas a widevariationin flowoverone
cycleandwe haveto designformaneuvers.Whathappenswhenyou go intoa
1.5g pull-upor a 0.5 g pushover?Whatdoesthisdo to theair loads? Per-
hapswe candesignan efficientairfoilsectionand bladefor a particular
cruisecondition,but itmay havea hardstall. The pointthereis thatwe
needto lookat a forgivingairfoil- onewitha gentlestall. This point
was broughtout3,esterdayin one of thepapers. Thankyou.

AL GESSOW:

Thankyou verymuch,Andy. Our nextspeakerrepresentsanothertypeof
rotatingairfoilapplication,Mr. CarlRohrbachfromHamiltonStandardwho
representspropellers,windgenerators,and othertypesof rotatingmachines.
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CARLROHRBACH:

Thankyou for tnvtttng meto participate tn the roundtable dtscusslonof
the material presented at thts outstanding conference. ! would ltke to comment
on an application of advancedairfoils other than for wings and rotors and that
ts for high speedpropellers. The rather untque requirement tn this case is
that the airfoil sections range from two to ten percent thick over the important
working porttons of the blade. Unfortunately, vow ltttle destgn and experi-
mental data are available on advancedairfoils fop thts thickness range.

, For years, Hamilton Standardhave beensatisfied wtth the NACASeries 16
Atrfotls on our propeller blades becausetests showthis airfoil family to
have htgh crttlcal Machnumbersand goodlift-to-drag ratios over fairly wide
rangesof angle of attack andMachnumber. But now, wtth the supercrtttcal
airfoil er_,ergtng,it looksltke we maybe able to achieve somaimprovementin
the htgh speedperformancecharacteristics of the propeller along with improve-
ment in off-design operation. However,our concernts that all the work done

: to date has beenon the relatively thick airfoils, i.e., lO-percent thick and
above. Weknowthat NASALangleyhaveplans to tnclude the design and test

• of thin atrfotls and urge that they expedite thts work.

_ ! was particularly impressedwhenDtck Hhttcombindicated that we could
use the codesnow, in lieu of wind tunnel testing, to confidently design new

! airfoil sections. However, for propeller design and performanceprediction,
. we need airfoil data over a broad range of Machnumbersand angle of attack.

_ Moreover, we require such data abovethe section critical Machnumberas well
, as below. Thus, we would needto use the codesto develop these data where
: perhaps they maynot yet be applicable. Ftnally, I amconcernedabout the
,. large perfomance sensitivity the supercrtttcal airfoils have to small con-
_ figuration variation which for propeller blades are probably within manu-
;_ facturtng tolerance. Accordingly, we would ltke to see sometest data on
, thtn supercrtttcal atrfotls covering the broad operating ranges I mentioned

=_ previously.

!:_ In summary,I would urge that NASAexpedite andexpandtheir plan to
o_: design and test several vew thin supercrtttcal atrfotls andestablish

i! whether they offer a performanceadvantageover conventional airfoils as has
_" beendemonstratedfor the thtck_- versions.

t

. AL GESSOH:"

Thankyou. The next speaker ts Mr. Harry Jamesof Teledyne-Ryanwho
_ represents the RPVcommunity.

1
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HARRYA. JAMES:

The trend I see for the high altttude RPVvehicles ts the need for new
data tn the extremely low Reynolds number regime. The regime between 1 and 3
million, I think ts now pretty well documentedand we are very grateful to
Dr. Whttcombfor his help in the application of the supercrtttcal airfoils for
the htgh subsonic regime. Whenwe got into Mtnt-RPV's, particularly the low
speed propeller driven RPV's for htgh endurance, I am starting to see Reynolds
numbers as low as 20,000 on propeller balde sections. Wehave very ltttle
substantiation of the efficiency of the propellers that would operate in that
regime. On the wing sections of the Mtnt-RPV that Mr. Reed of Dryden ts plan-
ning to launch from a htgh balloon at about 100,000 feet, the Reynolds numbers
can be as low as 100,000. This area was not addressed at thts conference.
Okay, one ]tttle commentabout the other end of the Reynolds number regime.
TRA ts now tnvolved tn a Mach 2 RPVfor 1ow altt rude whtch wt11 operate tn an
extremely htgh Reynolds number area. During the preliminary design test
process development, I noted that we had very little confidence tn the avail-
able analytical procedures for the selection of the airfoils so we used the
old cut and try reltable wtnd tunnel tests involving man;" configurations to
solve your problems. I think it's a cumbersomeway. I didn't see anything on
supersonic atrfotls at thts conference. Perhaps tt was irrelevant.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you very much. Our next speaker is Mr. Bruce Carmtchael.

BRUCEH. CARMICHAEL:

First, I think we all owe Mr. Ken Pterpont and hts wonderful staff a
vote of thanks for an extremely well organized, informative, and exciting
symposium.

My own interests cover viscous fluid phenomenaover the entire Reynolds
number range. As the late Dr. Stghard Hoerner so beautifully put tt-- "From

II

butterflies at 1000 to bombers a; 100,000,000. Perhaps we should expand
that to, "From the fractional Reynolds numbers of falling dust motes to that
of nuclear submarines at l,O00,O00,O00." I would lfke to address three
regimes in this expanse for about one minute each.

First the regime from 10,000 to 100,000. You may think thfs wtll mainly
help your children as they strive to win model airplane contests and perhaps
thts ts not a bad reason for research, but I assure you that in addition
tt applies to a project of major national and international importance. You
wtll be hearing about thts mtnd boggling project next year. Scientifically,
the problem ts that of the long laminar separation bubble on wtng upper
surfaces. To define the separation bubble, tts separation point, its transi-
tion, tts turbulent reattachment point, the pressure distribution under and
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downstream of the bubble, and its effects on lift and drag and momentis a
fine challenge. There has been excellent work done at higher Reynolds numbers
but the question arises as to whether these generalized laws hold down to this
particular Reynolds number range. Fortunately, this is the case where the
wtnd tunnel is inexpensive and provides excellent guidance in a situation
where theory is still somewhat limited. Low turbulence w_nd tunnel design ts
well established. Force and pressure distribution data can be supplemented by
smoke flow visualization giving unusually good insight tnto the physics of the
problem in this most exciting realm of research.

The second regime of ultra-light flight at Reynolds numbers from 300,000
to 1,O00,O00 I will share with you for your enjoyment and entertainment. It
started with the 9arawinq of NASA's beloved Francis Rogallo. He never intended
it for mannedflight but the lads started using them as crude gliders. They
have evolved in one decade into the super kite which is stable, controllable,
maneuverable, portable, and with sufficiently high performance to allow soaring
flight in light thermal and ridge lift conditions. Recently, I saw a young
man stride into a clearing with a bundle over his shoulder g inches in
diameter, 18 feet long, weighing about 50 pounds. Over the other shoulder he
had a 25 pound assembly consisting of a 7 foot tube with a little 2 cycle
engine on one end and a 52 inch diameter propeller on the other. He assembled
his craft in about 10 minutes, attached himself to it with a harness, started
the engine, took a few steps into the wind, and took off and climbed like a
Sopwtth Camel. He flew into a thermal, shut off his engine, soared for an
hour, descended, and 15 feet above the ground went into deep stall and landed
lightly as a bird at zero forward speed. Nowthis is flying as men always
envisioned it. It fs a genuine folk movementdeveloped outside the mainstream
of aeronautical effort. If you have been priced out of power flying and even
sailplane flying I suggest you look at ultra-light flight. If you, re getting
to my age and your personal landing gear ls no longer stressed for this,
there an= also ultra-lights with wheels and/or skids.

_; The third regime and subject is one I have devoted a lifetime to: Air-
.... planes with highest possible efficiency having extensive laminar flow at

Reynolds numbers from 1,000,000 to 50,000,000. First, natural laminar flow.
The research was largely done two, three, and even four decades ago. Wenow
need to address the practical problems. Rememberwha_ Mr. Abbott told us
today. He recommendeddoing the work three dimensionally, doing tt tn fltght,
and tackling the practical problems rather than further refining the theow
or conducting more wfnd tunnel experiments. Wehave more theory than we need
now. Wealso have high Reynolds number proof of all the elements we need and

: we have had it for a couple of decades. So let's tackle these practical
problems and get someuseful high efficiency airplanes tn the atr_

Naturallaminarflow will alwayshave its upper Reynoldsnumber11mit
i where amplificationof seall disturbancescausestransition. Distributed
_-., suctionthroughthe surfacesgreatlyextendslaminarflow even in the case of
_ adversepressuregradientand in the presenceof wing sweepback. Flight
: verificationand high Reynoldsnumber low turbulencewind tunnel verification
' of completelaminarflow on wings and fuselageshad been obtainedIn the 50's ,
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and 6O's by our groupworking under Dr. Werner Pfenntnger at Northrop Aircraft.
Following those exciting days, I experimentedwtth laminar flow underwater
for over 15 years. The Navy, whobackedsomeof this work, was interested tn
lamlnar torpedoes, but tt appltes equally well to laminar aircraft fuselages.
Wehaveworkedboth with andwithout distributed suction and also surface
temperature differential. The research and developmentts largely done. It
is nowtime to reap the benefits with useful vehicles.

AL GESSOW:

Thankyou Mr. Carmichael. Last, but certainly not least, is mygood
frtend BarneyMcComtck,Chairmanof the AerospaceDepartmentat PennState.
He represents the university viewpoint tn rotorcraft anda numberof other
goodareas.

DR.BARNESW. McCORMICK,JR.:

I am pleasedto representtheacademiccommunity.As we haveseenat
thismeeting,the academiccommunityhas certainlycontributedto:theareaof
computationalfluidmechanics.Particularlynoteworthyis theworkof Lee
Carlsonat TexasA&M,Joe Thompsonat Missls_IppiState,thegroupat Wichita
StateUniversity,and theairfoilcenterwhichhasnow beenestablishedat
Ohio State. I would also like to mention so_aeresearch at PennState in an
area which has not been touchedon here. This concernsthe field of hydro-
dynamics. Wehavea large water tunnel at PennState and have hadan extensive
research project ongoingfor manyyears concernedwith underwater propulsion,
particularly torpedo propellers and pumpjets. Throughthe application of
aerospacetachnologywe have beenable to significantly improve the cavitation
performanceof torpedo propellers. Classified at the time, we succeededwith
the application of series 16 airfoils in doubling the silent speedof torpedos.
I certainly think that the supercrittcal technology has so,_ place tn hydro-
foil developmentfor fully wetted sections. Oneis concernedthere with the
samelimitations which are encounteredin compressibility effects; that is,
howhigh can you get the value of the minimumpressure coefficient.

I might add somethingother than an aerodynamicconsideration concerning
the design of propellers, somethings onewould normally not foresee. Just
last week I visited a propeller manufacturer in connectionwith a research
project we havewith NASALangley on propellers. I asked themif they were
considering going to supercrittcal sections of somekind for their propellers.
The responsewas not too enthusiastic bec_gsethey were concernedabout the
fact that, in operation, a propeller becomesnicked on the edges. Theedges
look to themto be far from the neutral axts of the sectto_i for a supercrttical
airfoil and they are concernedabout fatigue problems.
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AL GESSOW:

I certainly _hank the speakers here at the table. NowBob Bower will
take over and utilize the remainder of the time to get somecommentsfrom the
floor.

BOBBOWER:

Thank you A1. I see that we've been so obedient in staying within our
time that we now have about 15 minutes left before we're scheduled to complete
this conference. So, I think we would like to open up the discussion nowto
the floor and invite any commentsthat you may have. Well, a real bashful
bunch. One downhere please, David C. Ives.

DAVID Co ZVES:

I'm frQm an enginecott_pany,Pratt-Whitney. If you count the numberof
p!anes flylng,most of them have engines,and a lot of these enginesare jet
engines,and if you count the numberof blades in the enginesit's 500 to a
1000. So I think the number of blades have the number of wings outnumbered by
at least 2 orders of magnitude. Weneed some basic research on Reynolds num-
bers from 100,000 to a million, with levels of turbulence from nothing to
5 percent. That's what we really need. The rest of the tools you people have
developed can be applied quite qutckly. But, thatls the one thing we're
lacktng.

BOBBOWER:

Thank you. Behind you over there. Dennis Bushnell.

DENNISM. BUSHNELL:

I'd like to commenton a question of the ca]cu]ation of turbulence
separated regions. I think first of all we'll have calculation methods for

" turbulent separated regions way before we have accurate calculations. The
commentby Bradshaw in a ]978 AGARDographis we knowvirtually nothing about
the turbulence structure and turbulent separated flows. The fundamental
problem is probably at least threefold: There is breathing of the separated
regions which superimposes on the turbulence, there is generation of 3-
dimensional vortex structures, and there is interaction between these 3-
dimensional vortex structures. As a final comment, the actual work going on
now In the structure of turbulence and separated flows is not very much; in
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fact, tt's extremely small. At the present rate of progress, we may never get
there wtthtn Al's lifetime, as he commentedbefore.

BOBBOWER:

Thank you. NowTed Ayers.

THEODOREG. AYERS:

I'd ltke to make a couple of comments,Bob. One of the thtngs that I
didn't mention earller was that people are saytng that NASAought to have
faster dissemination of data. The manpowersituation ts what dtctates when
we can get the data out, generally. The other thtng I'd ltke to say ts "thank
you" to Ira Abbott for saying what I would ltke to have satd about fltght.

BOBBOWER:

I thought you'd like those words Ted. Are there any other comments?
Before I officially close the conference I thtnk I would ltke to say a few
words. We've all been looktng forward to thts conference for a long ttme -
tn fact somepeople for ten years - we've been looktng forward to the time
whenwe would be able to have the data as well as our theoretical tools to
talk about and to exchange. So tt has been a very gratifying experience to
see tt comeoff wtth such attendance. A conference ts no¢ an end |n ttself.
As had already been mentioned, one of the prtmary purposes of a conference is
to stimulate thinking, stimulate exchange of tdeas, and I thtnk wtth an
attendance here of 450 people we have done that. I want to thank all of the
parttctp_,lts, not only tn thts sesston thts morntng, but also for the past
_hree _ys. And agatn, I'd ltke to ask the Individual who ts really the one
most responsible for the conference, Ken Pterpont, to stand up. He has
ftnally cometn here and Jotned us. As Ken Indicated to me at coffee break,
he organized thts conference to be one that he would ltke to go to. I thtnk
that he has been extremely successful tnputttng on one tremendous conference.
Ntth that, I would ltke to officially close our conference on atrfotl research
and thank you agatn for coming.
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